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THE HONORABLE HAROLD E. STASSEN
Governor of the State of Minnesota

The awarding, for the third time, of Internationaf
Youth 's Distinguished Service Citation was one of the
high points of interest and enthusiasm in the 38th
International Christian Endeavor Convention in July.
The recipient was the youngest Governor in the United
States,-a man eminent in statecraft and in matters
pertaining to character and religion. Those preceding
him in receiving this award were: Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd, U. S. N. Retired, in 1937, and the Honorable
Herbert Clark Hoover, ex-President of the United
States, in 1939. The citation is shown opposite.
10
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"The nation's youth face the future, even in these
dark days, with calm courage, with a fundamental
faith in Christianity, and with a determination to
preserve our free way of life in America."

11

* * *
1/wP
Dear Dr. Poling.
The 60th Anniversary Convention of the International Society of Christian Endeavor. to which I send heartfelt greetings,
meets at a time of grave crisis in the affairs of the Nation and
of the world. All that we hold dearest in our national heritage
is challenged
Justice, mercy. truth and freedom are all under attack by
total1tarian1sm which outrages the inherent dignity of human
personality. Only in union shall we find strength to combat
the menace which threatens free people everywhere-the
tyranny of force over the lives and consciences of men.
We as people of many origins and diverse cultures a,1d
spiritual allegiances can, in full loyalty to our individual conv1ct1ons. work and pray for the establishment of an international order in which the spirit of Christ shall rule. In such
an order alone will our cherished freedoms, including freedom
of conscience, be secure. Let us unite in labor and prayer to
hasten its coming
Very sincerely yours.

(SIGNED!

July 4, 1941.

* * *
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As the Clouds Rose
HAT dismal drizzle stopped. The sun stJbbcd through the scattering
clouds. Many days of r;in 'vere ending along the eastern seacoast.

T

As sunlight glistened again on the tossing ocean· and on the golden
sands at Atlantic City, it was as if lights went on and a curtain rose
on the Sixtieth Anniversary International Christian Endeavor Convention.
And this was the Rainbou• Jubilee indeed! The Convention arrived in
sunlight, while the last traces of rain and fog scudded away. Again "the
capital city of North American hospitality," as Dr.
Doyle of
Canada was to name it, wore its gayest smiles to greet the delegates.

Preview of a Convention
By noon of Tuesday, July 8, thousands of deleg2tes had registered at
Convention Hall and were eagerly vie\Ying beach 2nd Boardwalk. \' ery
early arrivals had time now for a swim, and even the delegates from
California
the excellence of this bathing beach! Delegates came
by train and automobile; tv.•o dozen Tennessee Endeavorers drove day
and night through unceasing rain. Donald Lane of Holland, Michigan,
had hitchhiked from mid-continent to attend these meetings. Margaret
Ballachey came from Trinidad, British West Indies, bringing the greetings of the Union of Young People's Christian Associations there.
A little group gloated at having attended another Atlantic City
Convention-held thirty years before. Here was Clara Dohme of Baltimore, showing the badges from Conventions attended all the years since
1894. She has missed only three International Conventions and more
than made up for the omissions by attending seven of the eleven World's
Conventions of Christian Endeavor. Here was Dr. Samuel W. Steckel
of Atlantic City, whose first Convention was New York, 1892, and who
vividly remembers the World's Convention in Londo11 in 1900. Here
was the Rev. Robert Elwood, chosen to write notes of the 1941 gathering for the Atlantic City newspapers, and so repeating an assignment
that had come to him in far-away 1911.
"A great Convention,-Atlantic City 1911 !" these veterans declared.
"Dr. Clark was here, of course, and \'1:'illiam Shaw, the dynamic General
Secretary of Christian Endeavor."
13
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CARROLL M. WRIGHT
Executive Sec'y and Treasurer

ERNEST S. MARKS
Field Secretory

STANLEY B.
Associate

VANDERSALL
Secretory

WILLIAM J. VON MINDEN
Auditor

Staff Officers of the International Society
President Taft can1c to the Convention banquet, and gaYc a st1rr1ng
address before the Con Yention.
That ConYcntion held before the nation a challenge, ((A Saloonless
Nation by 1920," and the nation made that challenge into fact!
There \\' JS a young state Field Secretary-£ rom Ohio, wasn't he?'" ho was , ·cry acti\'e in the 1911 Convention. A promising young manthat Dan Poling. The ((promising young man" in 1941 launched the
program by presiding =1 t 3 meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
International Society of Christian Endeavor in the Hotel Dennis. For
'>ixtccn years Dr. Daniel A . Poling had been President of the International
Society of Christian Endeavor, and President of the World's Christian
Endca\'or Union since Dr. CIJrk's death in 1927.
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While delegates registered and viewed the state exhibits and the
literature exhibits, and went swimming, and rushed back and forth along
the Boardwalk in laughing groups, the trustees finished a two-day session
filled with thoughtful consideration of Christian Endeavor's policies and
program. The nominating committee ended its deliberations and "'.lS
ready to present its slate of officers to the Board of Trustees.
Morning-noon-and now afternoon.
At 4:30 the inimitable Homer Rodeheaver appeared in the Assembl,·
Hall, bearing his faithful trombone, and was instandy surrounded by .1
host of delegates eager to be in the Convention chorus. For the first
time in Christian Endeavor history, the chorus was to be made up of
experienced choir singers dra\vn from the delegations. At previous Conventions local singers have composed the chorus, and rehearsed for weeks
preceding the first mass meeting. Be it said at once that this chorus,
which rehearsed only for brief periods during the Convention's free
time, was outstandingly good! Charn1ing and talented Gertrude Kirsteen
of Atlantic City was the Convention organist and contributed much to
the beautv of the musical program.

A Prayer Service Begins the Program
In .1n upper room looking out over the ocean-c.iln1 .1nd peaceful
now th:it the storm had ended-delegates met for the pre-Convention
service of 1-rayer. Dr. J. Arthur Heck of the Evangelical Church presided at this session, which began with the singing of "Living for Jesus."
In place of a Scripture reading twentv-t"\\'O Endeavorers repeated their
favorite Bible passages. Well-loved choruses from other Conventions
were sung-"He Lives!" "Into My Heart," "Let the Beauty of Jesu>
Be Seen in Me." Dr. Heck's brief informal talk was based on the thought
(Rom. 8:9), "If any man have not the spirit of Christ, he
none of his,"
and suggested that the hearts of all be attuned to the truth and opened
to the leading of the Holy Spirit. He urged the young people to
the spirit of Christ in all relationships, in thinking and in conduct, and
by their lives to draw others to Christ. Quietly the delegates listened to
this talk. Earnestly they prayed for God's blessing on the Con\ ention.

And Now, the First Big Meeting of All Delegates
Morning-a£ ternoon-finally night.
As the many lights of Atlantic City began to twinkle and glO\\', the
delegates looked out to sea. 01i. this shore, all the sparkle and gaiety of
lovely Atlantic City; on the shore beyond the sea, darkness .ind terror
and war. What co1tld the Thirty-<Hghth International Christian F:ndeai or
Conventicm mean at such a time as this? \'Y'hat could Christian young
people do lo help a u•orld in turmoil?
Thoughtfully, six thousand young people \\'ent into the Convention
Hall.

II

The Rainbow Jubilee Con'Vention Begins
ONVENTIONS arc an old story to Atlantic City's Convention
Auditorium. Its beautiful Assembly Hall, with windows wide to
the sea breezes, ceiling bright with the signs of the Zodiac, dignified
blue-curtained stage now decorated only with lacy ferns and snowy
gladioli, has been the setting for many memorable gatherings.
And Conventions are an old story to Ghristian Endeavor!
Yet there was an unusual thrill for those who entered Assembly Hall
for the first session of the Thirty-eighth International Christian Endeavor
Convention. Unmistakably, an event of exceptional signifi«:ancc was
about to begin. The very air tingled.
Anticipation shone in the faces of the great host of young people,
singing and cheering in their state delegations. Their lips sang tuneful
state songs, but their eyes were upon the great stage. They watched
eagerly for the entrance of Dr. Poling.
Thunderous applause greeted the appearance of the well-loved President of the International Society of Christian Endeavor and Mrs. Poling.
They were followed by the other officers of the International Soci.:ty and
Song Leader Homer Rodeheaver, who drew a special round of· applause.
Mr. Rodeheaver led the Convention in a brief service of song. The chorus,
in a great stand rising from the floor on the right-front corner of the
Assen1bly Hall, sang as if its members had made music together for years.
Then-an expectant hush-and the signal came to announce that
from this time the Convention program was being broadcast to the nation.

C

Now the Nation Listens In
Doris Doe, charming and golden-voiced contralto of the Metropolitan
Opera Company, sang "Alleluia," by Humel, assisted by the Convention
chorus.
Then the Convention rose and listened in respectful silence to the
message read by Vice-president Harry N. Holmes,-the message of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, giving
his heartfelt greetings to the Convention just beginning, and closing with
the appropriate words:
W c as a people of many origins and diverse cultures and spiritual allegiances can, in
full loyalty to our individual convictions, wol'k and pray for the establi,hment of an
international order in which the spirit of Christ shall rule. In such an order alone will
our cherished freedoms, including freedom of conscience, be secure. Let us unite in labor
and in prayer to hasten its coming.
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The President's message is reproduced in full on another p.igc of this
Report.
While these opening moments set the pleasant but purposeful spirit
of the still young Convention, a clear-eyed, firm-chinned young man
was to be seen sitting beside President Poling on the platform.
Minnesota delegates almost burst with pride to see him sitting there.
In more than one sense he was one of them-in recent years a leader among
them in Christian youth activities and now the guest of honor of the
International Christian Endeavor Convention.
For the youngest Governor was here, a man whose achievements
could well be the pride of men carrying a far heavier weight of vears.

E::tdeavor Honors a Governor
But let Dr. Poling, presenting International Youth's Distinguished
Service Citation to the Governor of Minnesota, tell what manner of man
has come to the Atlantic City Convention, to address the young people
and their nation listening in.
Said the Christian Endeavor President:
Harold EdwJrd Stassen is the youngest Chief Executive in the history oi the state
of Minnesota and concurrently the youngest Governor in the United States. He was
born April 1 }, 1907; is a graduate of the University of Minnesota and of the Uni,·ersity
of Minnesot1 law School. He was County Attorney from 19}0 until his election in
19} 8 to the h1 ·.t office of his Commonwealth.
As Chief Executive, he has simplified and reorganized the business lffairs of the
state, introduced wise economies, and at the same time protected the e'5ential humJn
services-public relief, old age
and general education. On the occasion oi
this award he is Chairman of the Governors' Conference of the United StJt«. and 1n
personality, character and public life typifies American achievement and the spirit of
American democracy at their best.
Throughout his crowded career, he has been vitally identified with the Christiln
Church, an active member in his own communion and a dynamic leader of ChristiJn
youth. He has served as President of the Baptist Young People's Union, and is now
Vice-president of the Northern Baptist Convention.
By his years and character, by his public career in government and religion, he
meets the requirements of International Youth'; Distinguished Service CitJtion and
stands worthily with those who hJve been thus honored in the past. Among his contemporaries, Governor Stassen more than any other man typifies youth answering his
country's call for sacrificial service and leadership.

Later Gordon E. Pearson, President of the Minnesuta Christian Endeavor Union, was to say of the 1941 recipient of an award e.irlicr presented to Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd and the Hon. Herbert Hoover,
former President of the United States:
"The Endeavorers of Minnesota know and appreciate the sterling
character of our beloved Governor and we arc happy for the honor
which has been bestowed on him."
Accepting the Award and thanking the Convention and Dr. Poling
for this tribute, Minnesota's Governor called on Christian youth to take
its place in meeting the problems of the present age. The address follows:
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Address of Acceptance by

GOVERNOR HAROLD E. STASSEN
I ;icccpt this unusual honor conferred by the World's Christian Endeavor Union,
but I trust I may be permitted to accept it not so much in a personal sense, but rather
as a representative of a great throng of young men and young women of this nation,
even as those gathered here in this Convention Hall, who believe in the principles oi
Christianity, who hold fast to the concepts of democracy, and who seek to interpret
both into action to meet the problems of the day.
I should like to accept this citation in chi, manner, as a repre5entative of this movement of youth, because the accon1plishments in our State of ?.linnesota, which appear
to have largely given rise to this honor, have not been an individual accomplishment so
much as they have been the result of unusual and widespread cooperation and coordin;ition of a great number of my fellow citi1.ens, with our young people in the front rank,
striving toward objectives Jnd ideals inherent in both our religious concepts and our
form of government.
Furthermore, our success in this nation in meeting the challenge of the days ahead
will be largely measured by the degree in which large numbers of our young people work
together in the intelligent translation of our ideals into determined and courageous action.

YouJh Faces Realities and Principles
This generation, for which I speak, is the youth who have reJched their years oi
maturity during the last decade and more of economic depression. They have experienced the heartaches and disappointments of days and months, and even years, of vainh·
seeking a place in the productive stream of commerce. They are the generation chat i>
now being
upon to man the armed forces of this country to strengthen the
defenses of this nation on land, at sea, and in the air. They are also being enrolled in
large numbers as youthful and comparatively unskilled workmen to expand the production of the mechanical means of national defense. With these experiences they have
been giving more than ordinary thought and consideration to fundamental concepts and
basic principles of life and of action.
On their behalf I say tonight, they face the future, """' i11 tht'h' dark d.rys, u:1th
calm courage, u:ilh a f1111damcntal faith i11 Chrislia11ily, a11d u:ith " .letermi11atio11 tu
preserve our free ,.·ay of life in Amerin1.
As we see it, the greatest need before us is to interpret the principles of our religion
and of our democracy into action in meeting the social, economic, political and international problems of the days ahead. \11;'c mu't strengthen our churches, we must rncrease the number of our children and of our youth securing Christian training anJ
education.
We commend the significant contriburion to Christian education and the church
made by the World's Christian Endeavor Union with its four m11lions under the in•piring leadership of your President, Dr. Poling.
We must increase the understanding of the methods of democracy, but we muse go
beyond, and with frankness and with ingenuity develop ways of applying these concepts
to the new problems that arise in a world that does not stand still.
We recognize that the greatness of this nation is due not only to the great courage
at Valley Forge and the victories against odds by the Thirteen Colonies, but also co the
vision, the statesmanship and the ingenious creation oi new mechanics of governinent
at the Constitutional Convention.

Standing for lhe Righi
One of the greatest moments in our historv came during that Constitutional Convention when, after long hours of discussion and divergence of views and seeming im·
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possibility of securing A constructive result, George Waahington rose and said:-"If to
please the people we adopt that of which we ourselves do not approve, how can we
afterwards defend our wbrlt? Let us raiae a standard to which the wise and honest can
repair; the event is in the hands of God." This great utterance brought to that Constitutional Convention its turning point, and with courage the delegates drafted the
Constitution of these United States, striking out in a pioneering way to a new governmental structure. You know what happened . . . . The people rallied to its support; it
was adopted and became the foundation for this great, free country.
We recognize further that just a generation ago the soldiers of our country fought 1n
a World War. They fought with the sarne courage and the same success as did our
founding fathers, but when the peace came there was a failure to develop the means by
which that peace could be translated into the foundation for justice and a continuing
peace between the nations of the world. Thus, we now have once again the horrors of
war with millions of people suffering untold hardships and misery and death. as the
brutal attempt is made to substitute the rule of force for the laws of justice.
Facing realistically the tragedy of this war, we know that it has had, and v.•ill have,
a tremendous effect upon the future of the men and women and children of this nation
and of every other nation in the world. We cannot ignore these facts-we mu.i face
them. Neither realistically, nor in keeping with our basic principles, can we wrap the
cloak of our rich resources around us, lift our chins, look neither to the East or West,
and go lightly on our way.
The World Is a
With the great changes in communication and transportation, what happens in one
part of the world very quickly and directly affects the people in other parts of the
world. The great challenge to the generation ahead is not only to restore the rule of
justice and prevent the supremacy of brutal force and duplicity, but also to work out
the means and the machinery for the functioning of a system of justice between the
peoples of all nations in keeping with our fundamental principles of the rights of each
individual human being and in keeping with the injunction of Him who said-"Go ye
into all nations.'"
In meeting this crisis we see it as our task to aid in maintaining support and respect
for and confidence in our duly selected leaders of the government and of the Armed
Forces, to increase tolerance and understanding between our people and pre\·ent bitterness and hatred from arising, to shun narrow nationalism and petty parti<anship, to
protect minorities and support majorities, to stand back of those who are called into
sen·ice, to seek out every means of building up the strength of our nation in its devotion
to the cause of freedom and justice.

Called into Partnership
In this same spirit we must work out the means of improving the relationship between
groups of our people within the nation. The relation•hip between labor and management
must be improved. They must be looked upon as partners and not as antagonists. The
employer cannot with immunity exploit labor, and neither can labor with immunity
injure the employer. A basic recognition of each other's rights and problems must,
around a conference table to an increasing degree, take the place of strikes, lockouts
and violence.
We must to an increasing degree develop the means of meeting the needs of those
of our people who are handicapped and dependent, while at the same time maintaining
their morale and their courage. We must maintain the financial soundness of our
governmental structure and add to the confidence of the people in its integrity and its
efficiency. There must be a never ending advance on all fronts of the new problems
that ever arise.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
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Thii generation, for which I speak tonight, recognizes this challenge and is ns1ng
to meet it, trained and strengthened by their own experiences in the years that have
gone by. They are holding fast to fundamentals and yet, with a pioneering spirit, forging
ahead. They are determined that this country shall meet its responsibility as a great
Christian nation and that its ideals shall live through definite courageous steps contributing to the future wdfare of the men and women and little children, not only
within its borders, but in all other parts of the world. Christianity is the only solution
of the world's problems.

With the conclusion of Governor Stassen's address the radio broadcast ended. And then Dr. Poling turned to the Governor and said:
"Now that we are alone we wish to endorse all that you have said. sir.
We shall follow you in your own career \Vith our prayers and nominate
you for President of the United States. We count you one of us! God
bless you and give you increasing success."

Atlantic City Welcomes the Delegates
Because of the timing of the broadcast, the usual order of a Convention session had been somewhar altered. The wQrship service, "We
Praise Thee, 0 God," led by Miss Genevieve McCulloch, President of the
Iowa Christian Endeavor Union, followed Governor Stassen's address.
Then came the official expression of Atlantic City's welcome to the
delegates, already well assured.
Genial Mayor Thomas G. Taggart, Jr., came personally to welcome
the delegates and to present the key of the city to Dr. Poling. Mayor
Taggart expressed pride that Atlantic City had been chosen for the
Rainbow Jubilee Convention, described some of the attractions it offered
to the delegates, and wished for every delegate a happy and inspiring
.
tune.
Alvin C. Poffenberger, prominent in religious, civic and business
affairs in Atlantic City, and General Chairman of the Convention Committee, sai<l in welcoming the Convention:
The Eighth Annual Children's Week in Atlantic City has just closed. This is the
week when all children under twelve years of age, if accompanied by adult members of
their
are entertained complimentarily by many of the hotels of Atlantic City.
What· a happy experience it has been to ha Ye a part in the program arranged for the
children, some 2500, the future America!
And now, immediately following, we welcome to our shores the older youth of
America, some five thousand strong, with their leaders. Our facilities are yours to
enjoy. May the dust-free air, sunshine and ever-changing sea be a real inspiration to
you during your sojourn here.
As Dr. A. J. Stoddard, Superintendent of Schools of Philadelphia, in an address
delivered before the graduating class of the Atlantic City schools this year, said: "We
are now tremendously concerned with the problem of winning democracy.
Our
forefathers did not give us freedom-but a better chance to win it. Freedom is a
method of accomplishment."
And looking at the young men and women with
earnestness, Dr. Stoddard said: "It is up to you. The future of our country depends
upon you." May I .reiterate chose words of Dr. Stoddard? It is a challenge co the
Christian young men and women of America. I know you will meet that challenge.
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And now, Dr. Poling, I wish to present to you a photograph taken during the
Convention of the International Christian Endeavor held in Atlantic City in July, 1911,
just thirty years ago. It is a picture of dinner guests of Cap'n John L. Young,
pioneer amusement man of Atlantic City, who owned and operated the Million Dollar
Pier for years. His residence was on the Pier-No. I Atlantic Ocean. Among the
guests seated at that dinner were President William Howard Taft, Russell H. Conwell,
famed for his glorious "Acres of Diamonds" sermon, Evangeline Booth, Booker T.
Washington.
Also, I wish to present to you, Dr. Poling,
made from wood secured from Cap'n John L.
where thirty years ago the dinner was held
President of the United States, and outstanding

a gavel and block, both of which were
Young's home--No. 1 Atlantic Ocean,
honoring William Howard Taft, the
leaders in Christian Endeavor.

Dr. Poling, in accepting these gifts, smilingly declared, "Now that I
have this gavel, I declare the Thirty-eighth International Christian Endeavor Convention in session." The delegates laughed and cheered; the
Convention had been too significantly in session for anyone to have
missed the traditional opening sentence!
Referring to the 1911 Convention, Dr. Poling said, "I attended that
convention as a stripling youth from Ohio. I did not rate an invitation
to that dinner at which this photograph was taken."
He then paid tribute to Dr. William Shaw, "Grand Marshal of Christian Endeavor" in 1911, who gave fifty-eight of his years in Christian
Endeavor's service. Now eighty-one years old and living quietly in
California, he sent cordial greetings to the 1941 Convention. This greeting and a cablegram from Dr. James Kelly of Scotland were read by
Dr. Poling.
Dr. W. A. MacTaggart, Christian Endeavor leader of Canada and
equally beloved in the United States, graciously replied to the speeches
of welcome to Atlantic City. Referring to the place of Christian Endeavor in this time of crisis, Dr. MacTaggart said, "We shall march on
when the others have ceased to march!"
Special guests who were introduced by Dr. Poling were Dr. Robert
Ellwood, veteran of the 1911 Convention, and Dr. Adolph Keller of
Europe, famous religious leader and talented musician. It was Dr. Keller
who played the organ when Kaiser Wilheln1 II attended the dedication of
the German Church in Jerusalem years ago.
There were no more dramatic moments in the whole Convention
than those when the delegates listened, spell-bound, to Doris Doe's singing
of "Land of Hope and Glory" at the opening session. Many eyes were
tear-dimmed and in many hearts were prayers for fellow Endeavorers
now fighting for freedom for all mankind.
After the offering, Mr. Rodeheaver presented Mrs. Poling to the
Convention. Said she, "May I express to you the wish that these trying
years may be most fruitful for you in leadership of your young people
in the cause of Jesus."
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Outstanding Leaders Introduced
It is always interesting to meet the active men and won1cn y.·ho Jn:
the present-day leaders of Christian Endeavor in the vast continent of
North America. Delegates were glad, then, to have Dr. Stanley B. Vandersall present the leaders of denominational young people's work and
Carroll M. Wright present the regional officers and departmental superintendents of the International Society of Christian Endeavor and the
Field SCcretaries of the State Unions. Most of the men and women
presented would be met daily in the educational conf erenccs, \vhcn they
would be helpful and inspiring teachers.
Said Dr. \' andersall in presenting the denomina tion:il young people's
leaders:
The cies oi Christian I ndeJ' or 1re nun\. There He tic' to the hom,·, from which
boys and girls come to Junior Christian Endea\'or 'ocieties, Jnd irom which their
older brothers and sisters come •o the HiKh School and Youn)': P,·ople\ '"cietic,.
There are ties to the schools whero children and ,·outh ,recei\'e culture for their
minds and the establishment of ideals for their lives.
There are ties to the churches where n1osc Chri,tiJn Ende•,·or 'ocict1c' h1' e their
homes.
There: are ties to the Sunda,- '1..":hools and mi . . ..,lo11Jr)'· agencies, t11.:'' t'>

J111..I

seminaries, ties to high 'chools, to temperance and citizenship agencies-111 of them
great and good.
But we think tonight of ties and connections which are \'ital to the life >nd work
oi the International Society of Christian Endeavor. Through all its sixty years Chri,.
cian Endeavor has belonged co the churches. lcs stalwart supporters ha'-e alwar, been
men and women in the pulpit and in ocher places oi leadership in che supporting denominations.
No group of such supporters is deserving of more recognition than tlut !(roup of
men and women which bears the title of "leaders of young people's work in the denominations." Some of them are editors, some lre general secretaries, ')iJ111e .lri: ['-.'JI..": hcr'all are travelers and leaders.
They are all valued trustees of the International Societ\', but thcr >re more than
that. They are strong in counsel, strong in friendship, strong in hbor>-true comrades in the cause of and for youth, youth in connection with Christ and youth in
connection with the church.
It is my personal pleasure to state that I call these men and women my friends, an,!
as I present them to the Convention I do so with pride and with an open expression
of appreciation for all that they mean to the cause of Christian Endeavor. Dr. Poling, J
take pleasure in presenting, one at a time, these strong leaders of youni.: people m the
denominations of Christian Endeavor.

Denominational leaders presented "'ere:
Dr. Manson Doyle, United Church of Canada
Dr. Frank D. Getty, Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.
Martin Harvey, A.M.E. Zion Church
Dr. J. Arthur Heck, Evangelical Church
Richard Hoiland, American Baptist Publication Societr
Dr. J. Gordon Howard, United Brethren in Christ
Dr. S. S. Morris, A. M. E. Church
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MISS DORIS DOE
Metropolitan Opera Contralto

DR. RAYMOND M. VEH
Director, High School Division of the
Convention

DR. J. GORDON HOWARD
Chairman of the Program Committee

HOMER RODEHEAVER
Convention Song Director
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Rev. Roy Schreiner, Churches of God
Moses M. Shaw, United Presbyterian Church
Dr. George Oliver Taylor. Disciples of Christ
Dr. Robert W. Gammon, Congregational-Christian Church
Dr. Raymond M. Veh, Editor, The Evangelical Crusader
Rev. Herbert L. Minard, Editor, The Front Rank

Mr. Wright, with a gracious word of lppreciation for their faithful
service, presented the following:
VICE-PRESIDENTS IN CHARGE OF REGIONS
Kenneth W. Swain, North Atlantic Region
Reud B. Wolford, l\liddle Atlantic Region
Miss Sarah E. McCullagh, Great Lakes Region
Albert Arend, Pacific Region
DEPARTMENT AL SUPERINTENDENTS
Mrs. Catherine M. Bahn, Social and Recreational Department
Ernest R. Bryan, World Peace Department
Miss Geneva Craig, Devotional (Prayer Meeting) Department
Mrs. L. C. Greene, High School (Intermediate) Department
Mrs. Reba Rickman, Extension and Lookout DepJrtment
FIELD SECRETARIES OF STATE UNIONS
Howard J. Duven, Iowa
Warren G. Hoopes, Pennsylvania
Miss Dorothy Lehman, Indiana
Ernest S. Marks, Michigan
Frederick L. Mintel, New Jersey
Rev. Ellis R. Shaw, California
P. Marion Simms, Jr., New Mexico
Rev. James A. Thomas, Ohio
Rev. George H. Wilson, Illinois

A Message from Mother Clark
Three times during the Convention messages from Mrs. Francis E.
Clark, wife of the founder of Christian Endeavor, and his faithful coworker, were received with joy by the Convention. "Mother" Clark,
now over ninety years of age, lives quietly in New England and sent this
message for the first session of the Convention:
Dear Christian Endeavor Friends in the Convention at Atlantic City:
I am glad to send you my greetings and best wishes on this our sixtieth anniversary
when so many thousands of Endeavorers are gathered in the great Convention. I know
that we all are looking back with gratitude over the years that have been filled with
the Lord's blessing on the work we have tried to do for Him. Looking forward, also.
with courage to the years that are before u<, trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
strength as we strive to do more earnest and faithful service for Christ and the Church.
May every one of us be glad to be a member of the great host of Endeavorers, all
seeking to do, each day, what our Master would like to have us do. As individuals, we
may not feel that we count for much, but together we can be sure that our service
will help to make this world a better place to live in.
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Shall we not, each one of us, pray this prayer every morning as we begin our
day, "Lord, give us strength, we pray, to live our life this day. To live it right, with
all our might, without mistake, as for Thy sake."
Wishing for you and the Convention every blessing from our Lord, I am your
friend, Harriet A. Clark.

Following · the reading of this message, the Convention arose to express in prayer youth's gratitude for the life of Mother Clark.
Then Miss Doe sang, while the young people hummed, "Softly and
Tenderly Jesus Is Calling."

Governor Stassen Reaches a High Point

111

''Always-For Christ and the
Church'' -- Presidential Wj_ght
ONG before the time for the service of praise on \\' ednesday night,
every seat in the vast Assembly Hall was filled. Not only was every
delegate present, but in addition hundreds of members of the Baptist
Temple in Philadelphia, of which Dr. Poling is pastor, had come to honor
him on this Presidential Night. Harry N. Holmes, \'ice-president of
the International Society of Christian Endeavor, presided in his genial,
gracious manner. Mr. Rodeheaver excelled in leading the singing; the
Convention sang as one mighty, jubilant voice.
A worship service of exceptional interest "·as conducted by Dr. J.
Gordon Howard, Chairman of the Convention Program Committee.
A beautifully colored motion-picture film, "Hills and the Sea," was
shown, with Scripture verses appropriate to the scenes of \\'onder and
beauty.
An anthem by the Convention chorus and a generous offering concluded the first part of the session.
Then, with eloquence true to the best tradition of Christian Endeavor leadership, Associate President La\\'rence W. Bash, of Auburn,
Nebraska, addressed the Convention.

L

Address of the Associate President,
REV. LAWRENCE W. BASH
God is shaking the world today, and everything that isn't fast is coming loose!
Inherited loyalties to institutions and ca uses which served their day but have lost
their sense of mission are collapsing about us. In this cataclysm there can survive
only those institutions and movements which are firmly grounded on unshakeable foundations. In the midst of ruin there will remain only that which serves the vital needs
of men. Only that will persist through which the inscrutable Purpose of God may
bless men.
The contrast between that which draws its life from the eternal verities of God
and that which withers upon the precarious resources and ingenuities of men is welldrawn in the First Psalm. "He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water.
His leaf also shall not wither, and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper. The ungodl r
are not so, but are like the chaff which the wind driveth away. .
The Lord knoweth
the way of the righteous, but the way of the ungodly shall perish."
The chaff is being separated from the wheat today. In this time of wanton destruction and chaotic confusion, we see the hand of God, for it is He who "turnest man
to destruction." There was no other way than that the world <hould suffer for its
sins, for "He will by no means clear the guilty."
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Ood'1 Way Shall Remain
Yet as surely as that which violates the purpose of God must perish, so surely shall
that remain which belongs to God. "Of his kingdom there shall be no end." We take
strength and courage in the admonition, "Be ye therefore steadfast, unmoveable, always
abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not in
vain in the Lord."
And still, our faith in the imperishability of truth is confronted with the sober
fact that the world has been filled with institutions which were created with good
purpose, yet perished. Churches hai·e died. A thousand letter-head committees, all
established with good intentions for the uplift and enlightenment of humanity, are
here today, forgotten tomorrow. Good intentions do not insure immortality to any
institution. Only the strong and the fit can survive.
What does the future hold for Christian Endeavor? In rhe shaking of the world
and of all human endeavors, will Christian Endeavor stand fast? I believe it will!
I believe it will endure because it is strong with the strength of truth.
Remember This Triangle of Failh
The triangle is said to be the strongest geometrical form. I give you a triangle of
strength, a trinity of faith in Christian Endeavor. It is a faith illumined by sixty
glorious years, a faith dynamic in its promise of the years to come.
The base of the triangle rests upon God the Father, Creator, and Sust.ainer. Only
•
that shall endure which is of Him. Does Christian Endeavor find its place in the
purpose of God? The past reveals the future, for He is "the same yesterday, today,
and forever." I believe Christian Endeavor is strong in its foundation because of the
rich blessings God has poured out upon and through the movement. "He that abideth
in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit; for without me ye can
do nothing."
Christian Endeavor has been blessed in its leadership. For more than forty years
the blessed, saintly Francis E. Clark gave his life in the calling of youth to the
standard of Christ. And when the mantle of leadership fell from his shoulders, it
passed to America's dynamic statesman for Christ, Daniel A. Poling. How these men
have moved their generations!
And there is a special place in all our hearts for that dear little lady, Christian
Endeavor's most precious treasure, Mother Clark! How richly, too, has our movement
been blessed in the "legion of the inconspicuous" who have servtd in their own quiet
places of responsibility, unheralded, perhaps unthanked, but faithful through the years.
Christian Endeavor has been blessed in its fruits. It has poured a stream of consecrated leadership into the church. There are hosts of Christian Endeavorers in the
mission field. How many ministers found their call through Christian Endeavor? (Not
to mention those who found a wife in Christian Endeavor!)
The church has been
aroused to the needs and potentialities of youth. Youth has been awakened to spiritual
realities.
As God has led Christian Endeavor through these sixty years, so may He lead '1er in
days to come. Upon that conviction, as a firm foundation, we rest our trinity of faith.
A Movement Close lo Life

Some ausp1c1ous programs fail because they do not come to grips with the realities
of human nature. Christian Endeavor is close to life. It was not launched as an impressive national organization, but it was a growth, almost unbelievably rapid, because
it met the needs of youth.
The spirit of Christian Endeavor is one which appeals to the best in youth. It
cannot be caught in the cramped confines of wordy definitions. But it cannot be
missed in Christian Endeavor gatherings. Wherever you go, from Maine to California,
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you will find Christian Endeavor meetings different from just any youth meetings.
To call the spirit evangelistic is to hint at its nature. One text always fitting in a
Christian Endeavor meeting is the Good Confession of Faith, "Thou art the Christ,
the son of the 1i ving God."
The spirit of Christian Endeavor has at its heart the conviction that man's most
fundamental need is a right relationship with God.

The Recognition of Christ
A program which builds upon any other assumption is bound to end in futility. As
one prominent minister puts it, "Not only do we need to get people out of the slums,
we need also to get the slums out of people.'" The first principle of Christian Endeavor
is confession of Christ.
In these days when we casually and easily talk of a nation's or an institution's mission to save the world, we must not forget that the primary task is the saving and
redeeming of men. None of our bright, new worlds will endure unle<s they are composed of men who have found life in Christ.
Without this spirit of personal accountability to Christ, the most pretentious movement man can launch would be but sounding brass and tinklidg cymbal. God could
not bless it, for He would not be in it.
Christian Endeavor starts here: "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I
promise Him that I will strive to do whatever He would have me do.'' This is a full
committal to Christ and His way of life. And youth responds!

Move On, Youth!
But it is not sufficient chat we have this primary basic attitude. \\'e must move on
from it into life. As some writer suggests: "No house can stand without a foundation.
But who wants to live in a foundation?"
And so Christian Endeavor presents a program for Christian living, trJining, and
action. The program furnishes channels through which the spirit flows into every
area of life. Christian Endeavor need not apologize for its program. It begins with
individual disciplines--with commitment to Christ, with an ever-deepening spiritual
life through Bible study, prayer, worship experiences, stewardship, Jnd training in the
disciplines of the spiritual life. It reaches into the church with a vital program of
church activn;.,, emphasis on church attendance and support, the training of leadership
for the church, the study of God's Book week after week and the developing of lo; Jltv
to the local and world-wide church.
It opens doors of opportunity to put the principles of Christ into effecti,·e operation
1n the local community and the nation, through its comprehensive interdenominational
fellowship. Consider the witness of Christian Endeavor in the fields of beverage alcohol,
narcotics, unworthy advertising, gambling, the prostitution of the Lord's Dav, and
race relationships, to mention but a few.
And the scope and influence of Christian Endeavor are not provincial or national.
Through its world-wide outreach, its testimony for peace and good will among nations
transcends all national boundaries and limitations. How well it does chis is suggested
by the host of missionaries who found their inspiration through Christian Endeavor.
Here, then, is a progr1m!
Here, then, is a vital, creative spirit! And youth
responds, for this meets the needs of youth-a yearning for the challenge of great
inspira•ion, a longing for direction into paths of useful service. Christian Endeavor
is strong because it meets the needs of youth!

Loyalty' 1 Place in Life
The final side of the triangle, the third element of this tnn1t;, " the loyalty
of individual Christian Endeavorers. Now a movement may be theologicall r correct;
it may set up on paper a splendid program. But it moves not at all until that
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spirit and that program catch fire in the hearts of people. Those worthy institutions
which have passed out of existence during the history of mankind have usually failed
at this point. Hearts grew cold. The disappearance of many rural churcha will
illustrate. Thousands have closed in the past three decades. Why? With new means
of transportation and communicAtion, the interests of their constituencies have come
to center in the towns. The people's loyalty has lessened; they have been weaned
away. Where this loyalty continues unabated, the church flourishes. When hearts
grow cold it dies. Even the Church of God waits upon the burning hearts of men.
What of the strength of Christian Endeavor here? A moment's observation will
hearten us. Through the years of depression we have come, with budgets trimmed,
smaller staffs, financial problems. Yet from coast to coast we find youth rallying
to Christian Endeavor. This is not wishful thinking. For one example, there is
greater demand on publishing houses for Christian Endeavor 1naterials than there has
been in a decade. This is a matter of statistical fact.
You and I ha,·e seen Christian youth giving itself without stint in the leadership
of Christian Endeavor. We have seen boys and girls of high school years who took
the time to lead effectively in the local societies. We have seen the titanic labors
of those who serve in the larger way-in union responsibilities. We know of the
sacrificial giving of money, of time, and of ability that the message of Christian
Endeavor might be heard. We know that there has never been a yout'1 movement
which has so effectually challenged youth to gi¥< of its best for the Master.
Let Us Now Make History
But our concern is not 'o much with the reading of past history, no matter how
pleasant, as it is with the writing of future history. What of the future? Is the
loyalty of those of us of this present generation as strong? Will the steadfast devotion of our hearts complete this triangle of strength to assure the future?
We stand in Atlantic City in a significant place. Backward, we trace the story
of Christian Endeavor through sixty years, and there is glory written over it. Forward,
we face this embattled world, with change and decay, destruction and despair on every
hand. What message has Christian Endeavor today? "Always-For Christ and the

Church!"
May that challenge tingle in our veins as it did for the generations that marched
before us! P.lay it kindle the fires of a holy enthusiasm within our hearts. May
it draw from us the staunch loyalty that they gave. The trinity of faith in Christian
Endeavor-the blessing of God, meeting the needs of youth, the allegiance of those
who believe themselves to be "fellow-workers with God." In this trinity is strength,
strength to endure, to serve, to bless.
God is shaking the world-but there are some things that are unshakeable!

President Poling Is Introduced
And now, called anew to thoughtfulness and reconsecration by the
stirring and eloquent message of the slim young Associate President, the
audience in Assembly Hall was to hear the biennial message of Dr. Poling.
This climactic address introduced a novel feature, long to be ren1embered.
The reports of. Christian Endeavor progress in many lands which
came toward the close of the World's Union President's address were
given in brief dramatic paragraphs by young men and young women
wearing the native costumes of twenty-one countries.
With the Assembly Hall lighting dimmed, a shaft of brilliance
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picked out first one and then another of these young people where they
stood.
But now we are listening to Harry N. Holmes, Vice-President of the
International Society, as he presents Christian Endeavor's chief.
"When we think of courage we think of Daniel of the Old Testan1ent," are Mr. Holmes' words.
"When we think of the love of the woods and the open spaces, ·we
think of Daniel Boone.
"When we think of eloquence, we think of Daniel Webster.
"I present to you one who combines the qualities of them all-the
President of the World's Christian Endeavor Union, our Daniel A.
Poling!"
The complete text of Dr. Poling's Presidenti.il Address follows in the
next chapter. First, however, let U<i consider the impact of that address
on the Convention and on the nation and in far-flung countries of the
world.
Those who could not be present to catch the spirit of the address on
the night of its delivery were to be reminded on the following Sunday
afternoon by Dr. Walter W. \'an Kirk in a nation-wide N. B. C. broadcast that an event of outstanding importance had occurred in the
crowded Assembly Hall this July night.
Devoting his entire period of the immensely popular broadcast fe.iture, "Religion in the News," to this vouth Convention and its Presidential Address and the coming t\\'o-year program, Dr. \'an Kirk said:
It was Dr. Poling who set the
around which Christian Endeavor
He wasn't sarisned with words.
gram designed to achieve peace in
And here's the program:

tempo of the Con\'cntion and provided the leadership
will rally its forces in the quest for J wJrless world.
Not Dan Poling!
He prc,cntcd J ,n·cn-point proour time

... -America's support of '' world
for t/," a.l111111i1tratio11 of uorld "/Ja1n,-th1'
I without interference u:ith purr!\' i11/er11Jl a/fairs.
2-America's support of police prn".,. for ''" h

support of open
3 -America's
natural resources, and with

.111

admini,tration of ll'fJrld a/Jain.

e£·onofflil· fro11!1ers, U/i//J frt·c ;1cct-.s lt1

ruu·

,,,uferit1/, t111,/

reciprocal trade

A-America's support of collt-ctitc rc>/'<JIHibil//y for the a./111//11,tratt011 of all cfJlonin
and mandates.

-At

5

-America's support of the Principle tfNtt hi11,her le,.els of life a11d demfJcratic instit11tions e11entually cannot be mai11ta111ed a11.i where 11nlc11 u·ifb their ble11111gs the\
are made available ei·eryu:here.

support of a coalition peace commi.11io11 rcprncnti"g all political faitb',
6 -America's
nam,,/ by the President, and 1i·orking 1nth him fo cr,·afc and 'rc,01t thi< 11atio11'•
sacrificial program for peace.

7 -For such a program and with >Uch a program, America's cancellation of war debt ..
_.. nd to these seven points chere was added siill another,-relici to the smJll Jc-
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mocracies, with particular support of the proposed feeding plan for the children and
aged of Belgium.
Well, there's a program for you. Young people are sometimes criticized for being
long on idealism and short on practice. It's often said that college and 'high school
young people do a lot of day-dreaming about tomorrow 's world but that they never
come to grips with reality. Dr. Poling's peace platform disposed of that sort of
criticism. If the Christian Endeavorers of the United States wili push these peace
proposals they will be justified years hence in presenting to themselves the Distinguished
Service Citation which this year they presented to Governor Stassen. The Convention
approved Dr. Poling's peace proposals. The delegates called for American support of
a world agency for the administration of world affairs. They gave their okay to the
exercising of police power to protect the peace of world government. They advocated
open econom1c f ronticrs and collective responsibility for the administration of colonies
and mandates.
"Some day the war will end," said these young people. ((God grant that when the
long, hard furrow is ploughed we will be neither too tired, too unprepared , nor too
bitter for the task of reconciliation and reconstruction.,,
I don't know how you feel about it, but to me there's something positively inspiring
in the action of these Christian young people at Atlantic City. While the fathers and
mothers, or many of them at any rate, are despairing of the future, tht!ir sons and
daughters are drafting the blueprint of a new world order. If, as their action would
seem to indicate, these young people at Atlantic City are prepared to bring the resources
of their faith to the task of building a world of justice and of decency, a world in
which politics and economics and human · relation s are brought under the influence of
the Carpenter of N azarct h; if t hesc young people are prepared to do that and if they
will stick to th at purpose, it may well be that this Convention will go down in Christian
histor y as an event of tremendous significance. Now that they •vc had th ei r say let
these young people roll up their sleeves and give this distraught and despairing world a
demonstration of Christian young p(ople in action.

Marion Simms and Clifford Earle
Taking a Boardwalk Stroll
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President Poling's Message
''Always --- For Christ and the Church''
Address by Dr. Daniel A. Poling, President, al the Thirty-eighth lnlernar:onal
Christian Endeavor Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey (July 8-13).
given on Wednesday, July 9, 1941

The sixciech anni\'crsary of che lncernacional Sociccv of Christian EndcJvor occurs in
the hour of declared national
and when the world of human Jff1irs rocks
upon the brink of social, economic, political, and moral cluos. Thin,· vears
we met
in chis city to celebrate another annivers.iry. Then the nations were at re.ice and
there was every rrospect that peace would continue. Then life moved upc'" international seas of serenity, though now we know that beneath were boiling tide< chat would
rise to engulf the earth in storms of hatred. These storms continue.
There was
scarcely an abatement after the armistice oi 1918. :\'ow the opening sessions oi this
sixtieth ann1\'ersan· convention are lashed with the intensified furies oi man\ inhuto man.

The thirtieth anniversary of Christian Endeavor brought notable guests from many
countries and gathered representatives from every state and pro\'inCe of ;'\;orth America.
Its program was symbolized by a motto that electrified the nation and captured the
imagination of the world. Christian Endeavor's "A saloonless n'acion b)· 1920, the
three hundredth year from the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth," bec1mc the
rallying call, t!1e forward trumpet of Christian citizenship and civic
The motto was more than a slogan. In outline it was a program, and before· the dare
named had been reached the goal set had been achieved. Christian Endea"or's
was written into the organic law of the land, and America became in 1919 a saloonless nation.
We who gather here for the sixtieth anniversary of Christian Endeavor ha' c
witnessed America's great withdrawal. In chis convention for many the memories of
thirty years ago are clouded by the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment. Our triumph
has been ground into ashes of defeat, and our joy is turned into sorrow. For c,·cry
saloon of 1911 there are now at least three similar or worse places of liquor sale.
Liquor and lhe Cigarette
But it is not our purpose to lament and to condole. There is work for us co do.
The task now is even greater than was the task of thirty years ago.
Christian
Endeavor in Atlantic City 1941 declares that Christian youth do not consent co the
liquor traffic by whatever name it may be known. Here and now we renew our
pledge, rededicate ourselves to the solution of the liquor problem, and here we shall
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CONVENTION AUDITORIUM
m:ik c o u r rL111s to co ntribul c our ma::\imu1n
111 the interests of a so be r AmcriL·a.
The prc-,l·n r natilrn.tl em L·rgcn ("y makes e ven m 1>rc imperative prompt and d,•cisive actio n .
Alcoho l h:i less th a n n o thing to contrib ute
the national defense.
Liquor is a
ph ysic JI. sonJ I. Jn d m oral menace and
ev il.
We as Americans are less
th an p;ttriPt ic it. '"e gi ve it s t r affic f o r pri vate
less than its long-merited destruction .
In tt.:rm' oi civ ic
bil it r , the rapidl y growing evil of unrestricted cigarette
, .11<.· .1nd u se c h .11lengcs o ur .Htentio n . G irl s as well as boy s, women as well as men
h .\H.' bn:( me t he unrestrained p:itron s o f another traffic thJt in its present growing
dn:l·lopmcnt '' .1 serious soc i.d menace. \X' e protest the ad v ertising by radio of liquor
.111J of t he
\X' c al so prot est the :td v enising in all public media of those
coi1unc><Jir1 c' t h.H, wh ate ver el se may be
abo ut them, are a threat to y outh, .i
., criou s d ct ri mcn r t o th e n o rmal d eYel opment of y o ur h 's body and mind. In this
c o nvention we w o uld jo in with all othe r agencies that have as their c ommon goal
the elimin a tio n from ad Y Crt ising channel s, and panic ularl y from pre sen cation t o
the w hole f:t mily, J S o n the sc r een :t nd by t he radio, o f beverage alcohol and o f the
l.. I

.1 f

CC t C .

\\ 'c comm en d A llied Y o uth , t: hilJ of C hri ti J n Endea vor , which, under th e leade r :-. hip of som e of the n1osr rcpresenratiYc men a nd women of America, gi,·cs toda y :i
:-.c ic ncifi c st a t esmanlike p rog r a m o f tcmpe c1n cc in fo rm :nio n and ac tivities to the youn g
p eopl e o f :\ rnc r ic.l.
Y o uth - led -o f ,
:ind fur yo uth-All ied Y o uth is t he m o st
h o pe ful .1.:.: \.. h \ in it " fid d .

Peace in Our Time
Pcrlup' 't'n m o re sig nifi c a nt and t in1d y th :in C hristia n E ndeavo r's c ivic slog an
o f t hin v 'c .:i r.., Jgo is t h e m o tt o tllJt m ay w ell capture the imag ination o f this
h is to r ic ....:a thcrin g,- " Pcace in o ur time." N o t appeasement as o f Munich; not n1edi.lt io n .i s of r h e st :it u s quo ur in :i s sent t o th e Diet a t o r 's ultimatum ; but peace with
li berty .1n d
fo r al l. Ce rtainl y s u c h a peace is less than an idle dream whil e
di n .lt o rs t h rc:i te n t he b st Jc f '<-'' o f d em oc rac y and { rt'cdo m. First , their ev il mig h t
m u't be hro k cn . But a lready C hri sti a n E ndea,·o r h:i s announced the c omprehen sive,
d y n :11nic :l nd s.1c rifiL"iJl p rog r am t!1Jt she will suppo rt, the program f o r whic h sh e
n ow th e
o f th e go\·e rnmcnt in Washin g t o n; the prog ram th at in it seli
is an obj cLtl\ c: f o r yo uth cJ ll cd into tra inin g f o r th e defen se o f Americ a, a prog ram
tl u t in peace o r war w o uld be w o rthil y th e
o f the Ame ricJn people and
th at could , we believe, bcco1ne :t trumpet o f h ope fo r all the nations o f the earth.
()nh· .1 fn, w eek ' .1go th e
Ba pri t Co n,·cncio n ado pted thi '\ prog ram in
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principle and instructed its Permanent Commission to implement the recommendations.
These principles are:
I. Amcric11's support of a uorld 11gency for the administration of world affair<,
-this withoHt interference with purely internal affairs. In other words, the applica-

tion of the Federal principle internationally.
2. Americ11's support of police power for such an admi11islralio11 of world affair1.
Theodore Roosevelt, in' his Nobel Prize address in 1910, advocated a league of nations,
backed by an international armed force, to keep the ·'peace of righteousness."
He
said: "The policeman must be put back of the judge in international law, just as
he is back of the judge in municipal law. The effective power of civilizltion must
be put back of civilization's collective purpose to secure reasonable justice between
nation and nation."

J. America's support of open (<r111omic frontiers, zdth f rt'c acce1s lo 1au,· m.ilerials
a11d n11/ural resources, and with reciprocal trade agreement<.
So long " there is
economic control by the "havo;" against
armed confPict remain.

the "ha\'e-nots," the

economic

cause<

for

-4. A111crii«1's support of collt·c/hc rc1po11sibility jor the· ad111i1111/r,1tio11 of all
colonit'< and mandaftos. Collecti\·e responsibility should eveq·when be substituted for

national ownership. This would not affect dominions within empires, for dominions
are free and sovereign states within the empires of their choice.
!.
A111t'ri1·a's support of the principle that highi·r l,.,.c/s of life 1111.I democratic
i11.1/1/ulio11s 1·1 cnlually cannot be 111ainlaineJ anywhere 1111/css uilh their ble11111gs th<'r
arc made a1Jt1ilable everywhere. One man cannot hold another duwn without staying

with him.
The principle is uni,·ersal.
Also, it is the Christian ethic.
"I am m,·
brother\ keeper." Also, thlt ethic applies at last within nations and to international
affairs.

6. Am";, a's support of a coalitio11 peace co1111n111ion r,·prno1ling all poltli<,,/
faith.<, 11.1mtd hr the President, and working with him lo <r<'ale and pre1t·11t this
11,11i<J11',

7.

,,;1·r1ficial progra11i jfJr P<'tl<·c.

Fi11all_v, for

$ltcf,

"

pro,i.;ra111

.1111/

1t·1!/;

d

ct111cellt1lio11

,,j '"" dthf ..
''Peai.:c in t1.•r time'' is tl1t1s the goJl of ChristiJn l n(ICJV<)r. l'l)L'J1..e in t)Uf rime'·
is the obiective of our Christi•n citizcn,hip. As we g11 e our sympJthy, our prac·ticJI
support, our utmost assistance, whHever e\ <'ntually thJt may invohe, to the
democracies that are today America\ first line of dcfen;e, ·'pc.ice in our time" i, the
As from this con,c11tion we reach our hJnds JCross the '>C.1 to (Jur comr.ide"' in Br1t.i111,
and to the friends of freedom under all fl1g' however low the trJgcdy of d1ctJtorsh1p
may hav.- brought them, "peace in our time" is the goal. The dasp <>f friendship 11
doubly strong because it> hand is the hand of constructi,·c, dyr1Jmic, \Jc·rificiJI pcJce,
-''peJce 1n our time.''
Other men and women of good will who arc of our ,piritu.d u>mpJny ire proponents of "Union :\'ow." EssentiJlly Christian Ende3\ or's peace iormula is Jt ltarmon\
with "Union Now." In principle, rhe<e two agree. EJch and both arc 1ndusl\c and
not exclu;ive. Each Jnd both open the door t.J the eventual solidJrity Jnd unity oi
JI! who would be free. Neither black nor white, nor German, nor Ir.iliJn, nor
nor Arrcrican 'hall be excluded in thJt new crJ which, under God, 'hall be the era of
the soul-that new world order of dcmococ,· .1' oi the Bill oi
Jnd of
liberty with law.

Americans All
I ct this new world order begin in A°'"'rica and 1n our hearts.
land where hate should die. lntoler:tnc('--1nrolcrJn(C of color, iJitl1, t)r

rhi, " the
rJcc-rn a
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democracy, is the greatest social sin. If America would be strong, if her defense,,
physical, moral and spiritual, are to be adequate, then we must be "Americans All."
Without prejudice to our individual loyalties and, indeed, strengthening every worthy
loyalty, we must be "Americans All." Black and white, Protestant, Catholic and Jew,
now and forever, we must be "Americans All"!

The Voice of Con1cience
A major issue of Christian character rises now for those who must reconcile participation in any war or preparation for any war with Christian life and testimony. Does
not following Christ require that men should be conscientious objectors? Is not
pacifism identical with Christianity? But Christians do respond to the call of country;
they have gone and are now going to the colors. Or are the,· merely bearers of His
name and not doers of His word? What should we say of these things?
For hundreds of thousands the issue is now tragically drawn. Christian Endeavorers
are facing the issue and searching us for the answer. Some are conscientious objectors.
They have signed the register of their church, and in. every church there should be a
register for conscientious objectors. The church must follow through with each of
these. Each must have her comfort and guidance. Wherever men and women in the
line of duty may go, wherever faithful to conscience and loyal to Christ they are
found, the church must companion them. The church must be the churci1.
But what of these others, the overwhelming .;umber? Let there be no evasion of
the issue. By all the
I know, they have accepted Christ and He has accepted them.
"Whatsoever He saith unto thee, do it," is the trumpet of their souls. They are doing
now what they haYe heard Him "say." His relationships with men are as individual
and personal as that con1mand, which is also, and perhaps chiefly, an invitation.
No, to be Christian it is not necessary to be a conscientious objector. I believe
that the conscientious objector has a major contribution to make to the righteous and
Christian world order. I am proud of my country because of the recognition of the
status of the conscientious objector in the new draft law. But, generally, those
eminent Christians whom I have known in the years of my public ministry have not
been conscientious objectors. But they have loved their enemies. They have done good
to those who hated them. They have kept His faith. That conscientious objectors
recognize the Christian validity of those who differ with them in the application of
Christian faith to the present world crisis is revealed in a recen' letter fron1 English
Friends to the Philadelphia Meeting of Friends: "We are bound to refuse, at no matter
what cost, all that conflicts with our loyalty to Christ. Yet, strongly as we hold to
our Christian peace testimony, we cannot separate ourselves from the nation of which
we are a part and to which we owe so much. Let us not fail of understanding and
respect for those who are risking all in response to the call to arms."
"England's Hour,'· by Vera Brittain, is a small volume made up of letters from
people in every walk of life under the brutal fire of war. From one letter she quotes:
"England cannot watch its holiest monuments being battered, with system and premeditation, and then meet the enemy afterward in a forgiving, tolerant spirit." "Can it
not?" asks Miss Brittain; and this is her rejoinder: "If not, then it has already lost the
peace; and if it loses yet another peace, the war of 1965 will annihilate our children and
our London, too." The woman who wrote that is not a conscientious objector.
Nor shall I ever forget the closing sentence of a letter from a friend in Germany, a
letter received on the day troops crossed into Poland: "Whatever happens to our bodies,
our hearts are yours forever." The man who wrote that is not a conscientious objector.
Recently I received a letter from a young woman, a graduate student in a state
university. In the letter were these sentences: "What does this word 'love' really mean
-·love your enemies'? As we too often interpret it, is it not outworn, unrealistic,
taken for granted? What does it mean in our personal life? Well, I have come to the
conclusion that it means action, that this 'love your enemies' is an active love. This
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other, this nice, comfortable, secure feeling that is usually called 'love' just won't do
-now." The young woman who wrote this is not a conscientious objector.
"Love your enemies
. do good to them that hate you'· . . . "Whatsoever He
saith unto lOll, do it!"

Christian Endeavor World Emergency
The President oi the United States h•s declared a state of complete national emergency. This sixtieth anniversan· Christian Endeavor Convention assembles in a state of
Christian Endeavor world emergency. But our world emergencr, under God, is u;orld
opporJ11>1il_)·. New occasions teach new duties, and equally thev require new programs.
new leadership, and a renewed dedication to the unfinished task. Your trustees ha"e
adopted the recommendation of your Executive Committee and President that in this
world emergency Christian Endeavor activities be centered in one organization, given
one leadership; that organizationallv a new, vital, comprehensive unity be achieved.
The International Societ\' has requested the
Christian Endeavor Union to
function in all areas, through all departments, in all nations, and with utmost sacrifice
and speed. This Convention becomes essentially a world's program, a world program
for restoration and ad,·ance. Our gifts and our service are now the vital support oi
Christian Endeavor at home and abroad and without discriminatiofl.
With the motto, "Al ways-For Christ and the Church," we launch here J complete
program for individuals and societies, ior local, state, and national unions. The program
in all its particulars will be released through our conferences and from this Convention
throughout all our relationships. .At a suitable time, you shall be invited to join this
world advance with gifts and with pledges and with enlistment to secure additional funds.
I have been shamed by the living faith, by the demonstrated loyalty of our British
associates. Their headquarters under London skies is a mass of rubble. Their physical
proper:ties have all been destroyed, but in not one element has Christian Endeavor
ceased to function and from not a single leader comes the voice of despair. Rather,
when m,· first suggestion for a restoration fund reached England, the first reply came
from a former British Christian Endeavor Union president and it was a pledge of two
pounds, or ten dollars, for the fund.

Chridian Endeavor World Opportunity
Between
and January first, unless Christian Endeavor in America fails utterly,
we shall reach our sixtieth anniversary goal of $60,000. With the birthday of
Clark as the rallying point we shall gather our funds, making sure not only the restoration but the intensifying and the expansion of Christian Endeavor-in America? Yes!
But also throughout Europe and Asia, across India and to the last islands of the seas.
This Convention has many voices but, thank God, one voice is missing-the voice of
defeat. This Convention has many problems. Thank God for the problems! This
Convention has a multitude of tasks, and not one of these shall be declined. And this
Convention has youth-youth for Christ and for the Church-always.
The "xtieth anni,·ersary Christian Endeavor Convention has an open door and, God
helping us, we shall enter and possess our heritage of peace and power. There is no
room here for weaklings, no time here for compromise. For Christ and for the Church
we stir ourselves from the failures we confess, from the delays that shame us, and
standing at the "ready" we lift the united voice, "Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth."
Now may I stop long enough to hear with you the voices from many lands, and as
you listen you will know that behind these representatives who are present are scores
and even hundreds of others who would have messages equally significant were they
able to be present. These others are thwarted by distanLe or poveny or war. We have
had practically no correspondence from the Continent of Europe since troops crossed the
Polish frontier on September 1, 1939, but in the Balkans and in Baltic countries, in
Scandinavian lands, in Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, and Hungary Christian
Endeavor is not dead. Our comrades, separated from us by frontiers that momentarily
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are impassable, are bound to us and we are bound to them with ties of love that shall
not be severed. And now the voices:
[At this point Dr. Polinir paused and the lights were dimmed.
"'Ith a BPOtli.,ht
picking out speaker after speaker, a number of young people, each representln" •
particular country, brouirht new word of Christian Endea•·or. J

Messages from Representative Countries
Around the World
A•ia

China

"Under the conditions since the war, Christian Fndcl\'Or has
maintained and strengthened its pos1uon. In the occupied area
most of the soc1eues are continuing their work, and with increased opporcunities for
evangelism. In West China our work never was in better condition. Tv.·eh·c hundred
societies are on our records. Twenty thousand copies of the 1941 topic books have
been distributed. Two hundred new societ ics have been organized in two yeu,."

India

India, including India, Burma and Ceylon, has now 2,000
societies, the number being augmented two years ago by the
merger of all the Epworth Leagues of the i\1ethodist Church. This merger brought
50,000 new Endeavorers into the national and ·world-wide fellowship. Under the
leadership of the Abbeys-Vere and Jessie-the union has strengthened its denominational ties, and the day i• not far distant when India may give a complete demon5tration of cooperation in young people's v.·ork for Christ and the Church.

Japan

"Whatever may be the finJl form of our union in connectwn
with the new structure of the churches in Japan, we shall keep
our historical Christian fellowship with the World's Christian Endea.-or Union."

Korea

"The governmentJl pressure which dissolved our national union
three years ago has made the work of our 2,000 societies very
weak. But the sp1nt of Christian Endeavor still lives on in the hearts of thousands of
KoreJns who love Christ and His cause, Jnd who greet you in His name.'·
Africa

South Africa
(Dutch Church)

Twenty district unions, more than 400 young people',
and 800 children's societies make an effective work for Christ
in South Africa. ?11issionary work and hospital work lrc es-

peciall y strong.

Egypt

The ancient land of Egypt 1nJ1ntains more than 1 h..indred
ChristiJn Endeavor societies, 1nost of them under the superv1s10n of the m1ss10ns and schools •cattercd throughout the Nile Vallev.
Australia

Australia

Since the \\'orld's
upward trend in
AustrJlian continent. The movement is
and to the social responsibilities of the
enrolled and actiYc in n1ore than 4,000

Con\·ention m 1938, there has been 1 .:onsrant
Christian Endeavor in all the states on the
characterized by an intense loyJltr to Chri,t
gospel. i\lore than I 00,000 members .iro now
societies.

Central America

Nicaragua

"At the last national convention one ;:roup of Endca\orers
traveled nine days to reach the meeting. Conferences, Bible
study, addresses, personal testimony, and a communion service were features. All tdt
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the nearness of God and the oneness of His people--l'vliskitoes, Sumus, Creole" A1ncricans, all communing together.'·

Mexico

"In May the Mexican Union hJd a very successful nJtional
convention in Monterrey. We are making progress, and look
forward to the day when our union can be a full-fledged and serving member in the
family of the World's Christian Endeavor Union."

Islands

Trinidad, British
West Indies
Our union takes

in

"In April the Canadian l'vlission Church (under the United
Church of Canada) celebrated fifty years of ChristiJn fndcavor.
In nearly every dist rice we have a Christian EndeJ vor '"cict' .
also Baptist and American Methodist soc·ieties."

Samoan Islands

"Christian Endeavor "·as introduced to the i,lJn,!, fiit) 'car'
ago, and it has spread to e\ cry
and is cHJbli,hed in n cr)
island. Our meetings began with a Christian Endeavor rally, which rcJlly knocked the
spots off anything I have ever 'cen in Fn_.dand. The S.11noans love cerc1nonv. and they
came streaming along the road, from the port twehe miles JwH·," 111 thou'1nd,,
with bands and banners."

South America

\renezuela

a-. J
1•r e\Jr1geli1i1l:.:
young people in nearby district,, by means of public meeting•,
the distribution of evangelistic literature, and by personal work. :\cw
people· .1rc
continually finding their way to Chri't and into ChristiJn work.
Cl1ristian Fndea\'Or "'<11:ict1c' are

Europe

Holland

"Since our meeting' can be held only in JJ\ l15ht lwun, we·
can get

along

n1t1cl1

better in

than

su1111ncr

i11

y...

111ter.

\\'..:

pray for the end of the war."

Hungary

"On the whole, a c;rowmg interest for the Chri;tiJn EndcJ\ or
movement and for the earnest gospel message c.111 be noticed J!l
over the country. The annual convention brought together a large number of
tions when onh· a few were expected becJnse of the troublesome times.'·

Jugoslavia
Latvia
children.

"The last annuli conference proved that God',
strong magnet attrJcting young people."

,,,.,,j ,, •till a

"Pas.ing into the new year, our prl)'er is co huL1 Dut oil our
lonclv watch. \\"e send the most heartfelt
to Jil God\
Jvlay God bless and 'ucceed the Christian EndeJvor mo\·ement e' cq" here "

Italy

''Our

people ,go

011

'trongly.

The

1no\.·c111e11t

to the Church Jncl is solid .1nd

ti •.

It is

now
J

/,fc"i"g

for our Church."

Nor\\·ay

''Last

representJtion.

t1Jtitln1l convL'nti(ln \\'J-, l1L'IJ
The prin1.:ipal work t>i the union l\

..,,.1tl1
[(1

i;:l>l>tl

\.\'1n

chL'

youth for Christ and the Church and the new officers will press tov:Jrd thi' end."

Poland

of our
continuc; rl1e brotl1L'r' J11J ... 1'!itl:r'i
Jssemblc gladly, e\·cn tl1ougl1
c>f them Jri..: Uf'lf11,1 1 cJ Jnti

dispersed."

Germany

Tl1c magazine,
J.Cti\·icics in societ11..--s

11l1l111,

unions,

\\'ith

continu1.:-. t,> t1.:ll
cvJngel1,r11 Jf..,, .l\..,

11t

in
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chief place of emphasis.
opening of the war.

More than

I ,500 societies were 1n the records up to the

Great Britain

Blackouts, bombings, and evacuations have 1n no sense put
Christian Endeavor to rout in the British Isles. The headquarters and supply house in London fell a victim to bombing in December and were
completely destroyed; the annual convention could not be held in May, I 941; but the
cause still prevails and as the leaders say, "We will go forward."
[Dr. Poling resumed l

An Hour Sublime
One of our most distinguished guest<, Dr. Adolph Keller, tnld us of the in\'isible
body of Christ that even now rises in the souls of the peoples of nations where formal
worshi, has been liquidated, where church buildings have been leveled, and where the
clergy ha,·e been slain or silenced. He tells us that Christian Endeavor, unique in its
attributes, has and will have a unique opportunity to begin at the first possible moment
a spiritual invasion of those areas now swept by mechanized, destructive might. Never
has there been a time when Christian youth faced so imperative a world task, so great
an ordeal, an hour so sublime.
And what shall we say of America? All that has been said of overseas opportunity
we direct now to these, our own United States, :thd Canada. The World's Christian
Fndea,·or L'nion, functioning as ne,·er before in North America, will continue and
intensiiv the relationships between Christian Endeavor and the denominations and with
all other religious and patriotic bodies. Christian Endeavor is and has been for sixty
vears ecumenical. Christian Endeavor is today the ecumenical youth movement of the
ecumenical church. Our program-building agencies, with the direction of the World's
Union and with the executi\'e leadership so thorouj!hly tried over a long decade, will
maintain the Educational Council, creJtc the topics and offer every acceptable and
available 'upport to the states and pro,·inces and to the individual churches and societies.
The next ;;reat continental con vent ion and perhaps regional conferences as well will
recei,·e the speciJl attention of the World's Union Executive Committee. Your President
h" alreadY outlined plans for his maximum serYice in the trust to which he has been
called.
But One and One alone is our Iiigh Command. Thi< is a Christia,n Endeavor Society.
:\lw.iys "Foe Chrl't and the Church" i< its purpose and always Jesus Christ Himself is
our Redeemer, our Comrade and Captain. Christian Endeavor is not just another youth
club. !cs coYenant pledge, its place within the church, its evangelical faith and loyalty,
its e\·angelistic fervor, its missionary commitment, its sense of civic obligation, its
patriotism, its international spirit, and its incomparable genius for Christian fellowship,
make 1t today the transcendent youth agency of our living, universal faith. In this
faith we Jccept our high commission and press toward the goal of peace in our time-the peace that passeth all understonding, that is in Jesus Christ our Lord.

v
''We Count On You''
"World Reporters" Speak
HERE '"as more than urgency in the voices of some of the men and
"'omen who spoke from the Convention platform in these historymaking July days and nights. There was almost the undertone of dc<;peration, as men and "'omen told young people what goes on in the world
in 1941, with no effort to make the picture pretty and appealing.

T

In these stark and terrible portrayals of what is happenning in other
lands today, the keen-eyed observers who had thought so .:leeply on world
problems held out only one hope.
It "'JS expressed clearly by every speaker who presented the world
picture to the Convention. It could be put into these words:

The youth of other lands hai·e a burning, sacrificial faith in the
drea111s of their leaders. Christian youth can help the world only by caring to Iii e-and if need be, die-in an e1 en greater 1pirit of sacrific<'
than the young people uho are follou·ing the dictators.
Those '"ho listened to Dr. Gezork, to Edwin Espy and Joy Homer, to
Philip Lee and the others, realized clearly that if Christianity has anv
meaning to them they must act-and no\\'-to prove their faith.

"We Bring a Challenge"
Such speakers as they came to this Convention from other lands, indeed, from other ages of man, and had not come to entertain or divert
the delegates. Into their words and their voices came the earnestness of
messengers who bring a challenge. Their task, they were certain, was
to make Christian youth aware of a tremendous crisis in world history.
Some would say, "A word like challenge has been worn smooth with
too much handling." Gezork, Espy, Miss Homer, anti others re-minted
that word.
Philip Lee and Vere Abbey spoke from their warm, intimate knowledge of Asia. Here Christianity triumphs day upon day-Lee knew
this for China, Vere Abbey for India. Yet these triumphs only ernphasize the tremendoiis advances still to be made.
41
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Dr. Herbert Gezork, who not long ago was General Secretary of the
Baptist Youth Union in Germany, laid heavy duties at the doorstep of
American Christian youth, for some of the events that came to Germany
can happen here! Nazi agents think of themselves as missionaries of a
faith. Communists believe it is their mission to save the world. And the
pathway to youth's heart has been left wide open for the entrance and
progress of the emissaries of class hatred and anti-Christian doctrines,
through the lassitude of young people who have a higher belief but work
at it infrequently.
"Is There Hope for Christian Youth?" was the arresting title that
R. H. Edwin Espy, General Secretary of the Student Volunteer Moven1ent, chose for his message to the Convention.
Joy Homer's challenge from China was just as pointed.
Dr. Adolph Keller insisted, "Christian youth has to share the hunger
and poverty sweeping over a continent."
But we are keeping you from first-hand acquaintance with the men
and women who did so much to make the Atlantic City Convention
1nemorable as "a sweeping panorama of what the new generation of
Christians has before it, in the way
challenges and possibilities."
"Always-For Christ and the Church" was now seen as a holy affirmation such as men may make at the point of a sword.

The Fate of Europe
A Challenge to America's Christian Youth
From an Address by

DR. HERBERT GEZORK
Assislanl Professor of Biblical History at Wellesley College and of Social Ethics al
Andover-Newton Theological Seminary; Former General Secretary of Hie Baptist Youth
Union in Germany

It is with deep e1notion that I stand before yon tonight and look into these y.:iung
faces. The sight
memories of happier days when we in Europe worked in our
Christian Youth Moven1ent. I remember when I hiked with American, English and
Czech Christians over the mountains of Czechoslovakia. Where is Czechoslovakia
tonight? I remember other happy days when we bicycled along the dykes of Holbnd.
Where is Holland tonight? I re1ne1nber when we canoed along the Vistula-and where
is Poland tonight?
Where are these young 1nen of Europe? They are in dreadful bombers, in submarines,
on bloody battlefields across Europe, in concentration camps, in dark graves. You can
understand my emotion when I think of the end of Christian work-its leaders in concentration can1ps, driven out of their country, silenced in other ways.
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I have another message to bear-a message chat Hitler taught me.
lesson and a challenge co Christian youth.

le is a warning

I am uncompromisingly opposed co all that Hitler stands for. I regard it as a
dreadful manifestation of paganism in these days. Yet I sec some things as I look back
upon those dreadful days. I see lessons we German youth of yesterday had not learned.
I can give them as my warning to you.
I returned to Germany in 193 I from a two-year trip around the world. I was
eager to get into contact again with the trends of thinking among Germany's youth.

A Contrast That Lives in Memory
Two evenings stand out in my memory of that time. The one was a meeting of
young people, mostly intellectuals, wlio came together to discuss their problems. The
air was thick with the smoke of many cigarettes and with the fog of many questions.
But it seemed this group had no answers. Indeed, it seemed these young people did
not particularly want to find answers. They seemed well sausfied with turning their
probLms over and over. For they were disillusioned, sophisticated, cynical. All was
relative to them.
A few evenings lacer I attended a meeting of Hitler Youth. Everything was different.
Here was faith, here was commitment. These young people had an ideal and believed
frantically in it. They had dedicated themselves to it.
Theirs was a terrible ideal, to me, but they stood unflinchingly for it. That evening
I began to fear for the future of Germany. These were so sure, the other young people
were so doubtful. And two years later Hitler won.
The lesson for us in this experience is evident. If, as a university president in this
councn· has said, the youth of America are primarily interested in having a good time
and if, as recently a leading commenrator wrote, our youth are permeated with the
spirit of a sophisticated cynicism, then the danger is here. Some faith-and it might be
an evil, destructi,·e faith-might conquer America, as it has conquered in Germany.

The Human Soul Longs for Certainly
When y::>u throw out faith in Jesus Christ some ugly, destructive faith comes in.
The human soul must have something to hold to--the God of Jesus or the god of
Stalin and Hitler. You have a chance to give to your country the highest cause in faith
and dedication-the cause of Jesus Christ.
Let me ,J1.1re with you another rhought. I will talk about missionary work Do you
know which two cities have been, during the past years, the greatest fountain-heads of
missionary activity? These cities are Moscow and Berlin.
We m3\· call the men and women who have gone out from there to win adherents
to their faith and to pave the way for the victory of their cause Fifth Columnists
or subversive agents.
But they think of themselves as missionaries of a faith which is destined to win the
world.
Have we Christians not lost this m1ss1onary zeal, this iervor to win followers for
our Cause, the greatest cause that ever was-the Kingdom of God? Do we really think
that we can beat that missionary zeal of Nazis and Communists by sitting back in our
chairs, singing hymns, and letting the world go by?
In college I watched the Communist and Nazi students going from group to group,
talking. I saw that again and again they were successful.
In North Germany on another occasion, two young girls came into the train. For
dJys they had gone from farm to farm to talk with the people. The farmers and their
wives were being propagandized for Hider. The girls had been chased with dogs from
some of the ·farms. It was cold, they didn't need to do this work, they came from
comfortable homes-but they were missionaries for a cause.
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Any church which does not believe in missions becomes an empty shell. The
churches of Europe became coo interested in themselves as institutions. They were not
interested in going out in missionary effort. In Russia in 1917, at the beginning of the
Bolshevist Revolution, the priests were discussing what color of robe a priest should
wear in the services. The storm came and swept chem away.
For Resulis, Sacrifice

And there is a third thought that the rise of Hiclerism has impressed indelibly upon
my mind-chat no cause can conquer for· which no sacrifices are made.
I remember the young Nazi who lived in the house next co mine in Berlin. That
was an anti-Nazi neighborhood, and those were violent days in which the Hicler party
fought its way to power. Each time chis young man went into the street at night he
risked· his life. Many times he was beaten severely by political opponents.
than
once he came home with his face streaming with blood. And yet, whenever I argued
with him, whenever his mother implored him to give up his party allegiance, he always
had the answer: "This is my cause. In this I believe. For this I shall gladly die if
necessary.''
What a challenge to u,, Christian youth! Let us not forget that the blood of the
martyrs was the seed of the Church of Christ. Let us not forget that we claim to
follow a Man who died on a cross. Lee us not forget that whoever wants to be His
disciple must take His cross upon himself. I have no fear for the Ca•ise of Christ, but I
sometimes fear for us. Perhaps we have lost that heroic, sacrificial spirit that made the
early Christians go to their death with songs on their lips, that sent Livingstone into the
darkest Africa, that sent Father Damien to the lepers of Hawaii, that sent Kagawa into
the sl urns of Kobe.
When I hear what people today call sacrifice, I can only wonder, a, I remember
what other people are sacrificing for their causes.
I do not fear for the Cause of Jesus in the future, but I feel that America may have
to go through the same terrible experiences as Europe, unless we regain the spirit of
sacrifice for and commitment to the Cause of Jesus.
The word of Jesus comes back to me again and again-"What do you more than
others?" The youth of Communism and Nazism-what do you more than they'
On your answer, not in words but in 1ives, depends the future of America and of
the world. May we all be strengthened to answer, as in the hymn we sing so often,
"Lord, we are able!"

Something in China Amazed Her
Joy Homer, daughter of the famous operatic star, Louise Homer, and
of Sidney Homer, eminent composer, went to China as a newspaper
correspondent. She did not expect to "cover" religion. She did not
expect to be impressed by the work of the Christian missionaries nor
won to admiration for Christian leadership in China.
Her testimony in the International Christian Endeavor Convention
and in other places has been all the more striking because she had not
planned to look for Christian influences in the bombed and suffering land
of this great and patient people.
Joy Homer is young, as her hearers were young. She seemed hardly
more "aged" than a university undergraduate. Brisk, staccato delivery
of her message, which was given without notes, helped to make it one of
the most impressive that graced a Convention which grew ho11rly in the
stature and significance of its affirmations on Christian living.

China, As I Saw It
From an Address by

JOY HOMER
There wa' a time-about a million years ago, I guess-when Chungking wasn't
being bombed. That was when I arrived there the first time. About three days after I
arrived the first raid came.
Beyond the porch of the house where I stayed there wa< a sand-bar, on which a
happy old man lived in a litde straw hut or mat shed. Thirty-five bombs fell on the
sand-bar. The mat shed disappeared. I .aw the old man lying still and thought him dead.
After the raid I went out to do some rescue work. And there was the mat shed! The
old man was putting some finishing touches on its roof. Before I left he was sitting
down in comfort. That's China .
•\t a place where houses had been burned out for half a mile I saw men digging.
I asked what they were doing.
"Putting in a water-main,'' they replied.
"You're crazy!" I said. "All the houses ha,·e gone."
"This," said rhey, "is for the houses we'll be putting up next month."
Odd place, this free ChinJ! I arrived there when Canton had just fallen. Now wa>
rhe time, they thought, ro clean out the corruption of several million aeons and build a
new China. Right now, with a war going on, was the time to establish new libraries,
'ocial reforms, schools! For ChinJ is a boom country, a jubilant countn". Its people
haYen't lost their sense of humor nor their nonchalant loYe of life.

Shortcut-Through a Batlle
A donkey-cart driYer, taking me to a certain place, went on rhc road leading
directly through a battle. Because it was a shortcut, you see.
;\!achinery for the ne\\' industrial c1t1cs of the \\'est was taken piece by piece from
Shanghai by coolies:
More surprising than rhe rcconsrrucr10n under bomb-fire is the strange spirit of rhc
Chinese, something more thJn tolerance. Ask them what they think of the Japanese,
and they reply, "\\'c're lighting the military until we drive them our, bur not rhe
J .1 pl nese people."
"The Japanese people arc not ro blame,'' the,· insist.
><Jtnctime well make them our iriends."
I saw a Japanese sergeant tJken
to see whJt """ h•ppening. There
and in the center of the group this
The nc·xt da,· he w.15 hero of the

"They're our neighbors and

prisoner. A little later I heard laughter and went
"'ere twenty or thirty lirde Chinese soldiers about,
Japanese soldier WJs teaching them wrestling tricks.
camp.

American-Educated Youth al Work
Then there arc the \'Oun.; people of China, the students who walked with their
equipment on their backs some rhree thousand miles. Young people, these, who had neYer
picked up a pin for thcmsel\'es until China's .-risis came. Sometimes they rook the
J'rofcssors Jnd held cla5'es when they tired of walking. They were bombed. They were
hungry. The)· laughed, rhouc;h, ro sec which of their professors could lecture without
r l1eir notes!
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The American-educated youth of China are running their country.
There was a student dying outside a Japanese-held city. He said that he had come
back to that city from the West to get J microscope, which he knew w•s in his old
college laboratory.
"We needed it in our new college,'' he said simply. "I got it. It's being taken on
by a friend. They shot me but I got our microscope."
A girl of sixteen who had been doing relief work and who lo>t Jn arm and a leg
from injuries in an air-raid said this:
"It isn't too terrible. We didn't come to die, we came co help China-but we came
co die if we must."
For the first time in her history the masses of China are being educHed. Youn;:
people are teaching the soldiers to reJd and write. The soldiers learn their lessons on the
long marches. They pin cheir lessons on the back of the soldier in front of chem, and
learn it as they march!
I saw an Arts College where the students were living in caves in a cliff. The>r
quarters made you think of a terraced skyscraper. These students were rehearsing an
opera they had composed. It was wonderfully good. There was a chorus of eightv
or ninety, and an orchestra.
That is China-fighting a ':Jr with one hand and with the other
herself
up our of decadence.

Meet the Missionaries !
The missionaries? They are quite a crowd. You find them hcJding up relief work,
starting schools, building hii;hwavs with relief labor, starting cooperJl1ves so tlllt China
cJn support herself.
More important even than 'lving live'. China is seeing ChristiJnity not preJchcd,
but working! Chriscianitv has be.:ome the religion of the countr}. It', not the I ukcwarm kind we turn off and on like J fJucet.
Practical people, the Chine,c. :'\ot intere,tcd in crecJ,, They "ant to kno" how tlus
)Oung mJ.n .Jesus teacl1cs men to li,·c.

This

fc"ilt\-\\'J)'

1'

nC\\'

root'> 1n <.h1r1.1,

these people strong "' steel.
.\ i11cle coolie explained it Jll-br accident.
Chungking, J cliff city, hJs only one entrance. It WJs a dc.ith-<.rap in the carh·
days. When the bombs cJmc there w,·re
fires,
whole blocks. The
people couldn't move fast in the nJrrow 'treets JnJ they were burned aliv.'. In the
ruins che wo.,.,ded screan1ed for help.
In such a tune someone yelled, "Therc's the <,cneralisS1mo Jnd \ladJmc Chi.lng 1"
There chey were indeed, lllnd in h•nd, tirc·d, dircv, close to tcJf\. The ,·rowd not1c·cd
thJt they had no bodyguJrd and there wa, a touch of p•nic.
"They'll be killed," some of the people cried.
Then a little boy silenced the pJn1e. "It\ JI! right,' he 'Jid. "T:1cy'sc got Jc·>u,."

Dr. Gezork and
Homer were the featured speaker> of the Thursday evening meeting of the Rainbow Jubilee Convention. ,\Ir>. Helen
Lyon Jones, Vice-President of the International Society, pre>ided at thi,
session and AIYin Stevens of Baltimore, Maryland, led the period of
worship.

Those Other "Foreign Reports"
In the da}·time sessions Christian Ende.i vor\ other mes,cn ,..,"L'r> t ron1
the distant strands \Vere heard by attentive .iudiences.
The paragraphs that follow, to make this one of the most important
chapters in the Atlantic City Convention's chronicles, gi' e the gist of
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international messages that fitted into the Convention schedule in this
manner:
Wednesday 111orning, Dr. Adolph Keller, of Geneva, Switzerland.
Thursday morning, Rev. Philip Lee, of Shanghai, China.
Friday, official banquet, R. H. Edwin Espy, General Secretary of the
Student Volunteer Movement.
Sunday afternoon, Rev. Vere W. Abbey, of India.

What Christian Youth Faces in Europe
From an Address by
DR. ADOLPH KELLER
of Geneva, Switzerland.

Secretary, Central Bureau for Relief of the Evangelical
Churches of Europe

There is no time to speak of the tragedy of children in Spain and Greece and
Belgium, who without knowing what is coming face starvation. Or of those children
in Finland who during the last winter could not go to school or Sunday school except by
shifts, because there were not clothes enough fof' all. Nor of the French boys whose
fathers are prisoners in German camps.
Many may be
enough to live in blessed ignorance about their future, but
others know that they may be marked by the dark and terrible angel, and die in their
youth.
\X'hat a sinister vision for those who have eyes to see what they may have to face
in the near future! And what gratitude toward God must this vision awake in you,
for being allowed to have a happy and unmenaced youth!
Christian youth has to share the hunger and poverty sweeping over a continent.
Many young people in Europe may ask, "Is it worth-while to struggle? to pray? to
believe in a God of love in a world of horror?"

Whal Shall Youth Expect?
Uncertainty about the future, about the value of faith, is the spiritual dimate in
which millions must dwell today. Youth have to share this uncertainty as they have to
share hunger and persecution, trying to keep faith in a God whom they can no longer
understand. The greatest task of Christian parents and leaders living in such conditions
is to try to inspire young people with a faith which is as sure as that of the Psalmist,
"Though I make my bed in hell, God is there also."
The boys of Pastor Niemoeller, seeing how their father has suffered for three years
in a concentration camp, understand that Christians in today's world may have to
carry a cross like our Master, and yet not despair. There are boys and girls in France
going through an amazing apprenticeship of suffering. A spiritual harvest is opening in
millions of young souls, a harvest of suffering and self-denial, far richer than that of
youth just out for a good time and having no sense of duty and heroism.

Ideas Coming Oul of Totalitarianism
There are more concrete problems of today, that Christian youth have to face in
Europe. There is a new educational system, in which they are helplessly enmeshed. It
is diametricallv opposed to the Christian spirit. The ideas placed before them no
longer come from above, but rise from below-ideas of force and of racial and.
nationalistic doctrine.
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Some may ask, "Is it not beuer for youth to belong to the State, to be disciplined
and physically fit, than to tramp the roads in hunger, in armies of crime, as they did
in Russia after the last war?"
The dictators, some will say, have won the enthusiasm of youth. What has
Christianity done to inspire a similar enthusiasm? Has the church ever kindled sue h
a fire in young Christians, and made them willing in heart and soul to serve the cause
of their
Jesus?
Rosenberg, the minister of education in Germany, says, "Christians only .1inr,
'Onward, Christian soldiers, mar..:hing as to war,' while we, the strong, disciplined
disciples of the nationalistic ideal. really mJ re h !
e fight, while others are singing
and praying and culti,·acing sweet inner feelings. w·c conquer the world'"
Christian youth are not going to fight for the victory of Christ. The church,
howeYer, must meet these three conditions:

J
The church must present Christ to youth not 3' a weakling, a sentimental or
romantic preaching pilgrim, a moralist, social reformer. or idealise-but as the Son of
God who is challenging our whole being as nobody else does!

JI
The youth of the church can expect to be a minoritY. They muse not be hYpnotized
by large crowds, majority standing, and quick and ea'y ,·ictories. For;;et the superstitious
belief in the big, the superlative, the large armies of those who do not make decisions.
Ill

We must awaken a new mi<s1onarr and eYangclistic spine m Christianity. Europe
will become a great mission field when the human heart will have emptied itself of all the
horrible things filling it today. A new hunger, a new thirst, for the gospel is already
evident. This does not mean that we need an American crusade to Americanize Europe,
but it means that Europe will need thousands of heart< and hand, to rebuild what is
destroyed-homes, chapels, churches, youth hostels, and human hope>.
Europe will need thousands who are willing ro liYe with the poor, the abandoned,
the discouraged, to share their suffering and 'trengthcn their faith in the Io,·c of God
and of their brethren and in a better world
If the contribution of European Christianity toward the coming church .,f Christ
will be deep, spiritual experiences,
1n the present time of suffering and hardship,
the contributh:''l of American youth may be inner preparedness to share the experiences
of the churches under the Cross, new willingness to undcrst.lnd, and dvnamic, sacrificial
faith which will enable America to be the Good Samaritan of the world.

Rev. Philip Lee, of the China Chr;stian Broadcasting Association,
Shanghai, China, was one of the most popular leaders in the Convention.
His gracious manner and his willingness to cooperate in everr possible
way to assure the success of the Convention endeared him to every last
delegate. Mr. Lee possesses a glorious singing voice, \V hi ch v.· as particularly beautiful when he sang "The Lord's Prayer" in the pageant, "For
Christ and the Church," on Saturday evening.
In his brief but expressive message to Atlantic City 1941, Mr. Lee
conveyed first the greetings of Rev. Alfred T. Y. Chow, General Secretarv
of the China Christian Endeavor Union, and of all Chinese Endeavorers.
He then spoke thoughtfully and earnestly of what Christ means to China
in a crisis which his fellow Christians there "are at work to turn into
the great opportunity of service."

What Christian Youth Faces in the Orient
From an Address by

REV. PHILIP LEE
The Christian youth of China, along with the people of China as a whole, have
been going through four years of tre1nendous suffering. Fifty millions have been made
refugees. Among these many are young people. The reports you hear and see through
the press are but a tenth of what the actual situation is. More than physical suffering
is involved; the people have the anguish of seeing the wonderful accomplishments of
the new China Republic being blown into a thousand bits.
However, they are not discou1 aged. They are carrying on. Those students whose
campuses have been wrecked have been moved to the interior. Most of them marched on
foot day by day, having classes along the migration when they rested awhile. However the difficulties in carrying on are enormous. Food is scarce, students are without
support from their families. Therefore they need your assistance.
Along with the hardships, the Christian youth of China are facing the greatest
opportunity of building a new China. For the first time they see their country of 450
million souls being united. They see China by sheer will to live becoming able to defy a
military power. They see the vast resources in the West ready to be used. More than
that, they see their nation in the midst of the shifting sands of time, groping for a
foundation on which to build their nation, seeking the opportunity of setting her upon
the Rock of Ages which is Jesus Christ.
Today Christian youth are at work to turn this crisis into the great opportunity of
service. Those who are in schools are studying in the forenoon and going out each
afternoon to conduct ma'5 educational classes along the streets and in the temples.
Graduates of Christian colleges arc being asked by the government to organize industrial
cooperatives to rehabilitate refugees. Through their individual and collective Christian
livini: the,· are the greatest testimonies among the people.

"Know Christianity" Movement
In the ,chools all over China there is a movement which is taking hold of students.
It is called the "Know Christianity" movement, to meet the earnest search for truth oi
non-Christian students. China as a people is witnessing Christianity at work, not only
through the heroic missionaries who stayed by them through the war, but through the
native Christian leaders of all walks of life. For most of the Jeaders of rree China
today are Christian men and women, products of mission work. At the head of the
government are the two most outstanding Christians of this generation, General and
Madame Chiang Kai-shek. Then five of the members of the cabinet are Christians.
In the "Who's Who" of China, 5 8 per cent are Christians. These are leading China out
of superstitions and idol worship into the knowledge of God.
Young people of China are looking to you as their big brothers and sisters. They
are very keen in observing what you do and what you think, because you have given
them the light through the missionaries you sent. Since most of our young people's work
in the churches is organized as Christian Endeavor societies, you can do a great deal in
helping them through your interest in them and your support of the local work. China
will be a new nation after the war. We are looking for a way of life to create new
individuals and thus a new nation.
The world is in a transitional period again. It is like a symphonic piece, passin.o;
from one movement into another. There are harsh notes and unharmonic chords. In
our hands is the opportunity to modulate this into a perfect cadence.
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Rev. and Mrs. Vere W. Abbey and others
m3rching in the Boardwalk parade

Of Youth in Troubled Europe
R. H. Edwin Espy, Genera] Secretary of the Student \ 1 oluntcer Movement, speaking informally at the Convention Banquet, gave from his
years of experience with Europe's young people many illustrations of
the zeal of Communist and Nazi youth.
He told of an attractive, keen-minded young man with whom he
roomed at Heidelberg University. This young student was a Nazi who
particularly admired a professor under whom he had taken several
semesters' work. One day the student discovered that his professor had
one Jewish grandparent-v:as one-fourth Jewish, according to Nazi
measurements.
"My heart and mind are pulling against each other," the young man
told Mr. Espy. ((I love this professor, but my duty calls me to denounce
him as a Jew. I shall lose credit for all the work I have taken under him
and he will be dismissed from the University."
In spite of Mr. Espy's pleading that in this case the heart should rule,
the student took his stand before the professor's classroom the next day ,
and informed all the students of his discovery. Not one student entered
the classroom and soon afterward the professor was obliged to resign.
"Is there hope for Christian youth? No, unless they have more faith
than those whose religion is Communism or Nazism," said Mr. Espy.
That there are zealous Christians among the youth of Europe was also
shown by Mr. Espy. In Estonia he found that young people are teaching
the principles of Jesus in spite of the wishes and regulations of the
government. Frequently the young people who teach Christianity disappear and are not heard of again.
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In a camp of young people in France, Mr. Espy asked, "What are
you going to do in the future?" Most of the young people answered:
"We have no future. Our lives are at the mercy of forces we cannot
control."
But one girl replied, "We have a future as we have a past. We are a
part of the great heritage of Christianity. We shall hold fast to our
faith."

A Meeting-Place ol Christian Workers
In his Sunday afternoon address, coming toward the close of the
Convention, Rev. Vere W. Abbey spoke for India's Christians and her vast
opportunities for advance in heart-warming terms.
·
Young people expressed great interest in what Mr. Abbey told so
modestly of the uniting of Protestant youth groups in the Christian Endeavor movement of this great land. They did not fail to notice his reference to the support given India's missions from twelve nations besides
the United States.
Here is a meeting-place of diversified Christian workers, speaking
many languages, influenced by strong tkies of custom and of attitude.
The more remarkable, the more providential, that it is this difficult and
complex field of mission work in "' hich the Christian leadership can
pool youth training and expression so successfully through Christian Endeavor's organization and program!
Yes, India gave us a challenge!

The Challenge from India
From an Address by
REV. VERE W. ABBEY
In representing Christian Endeavor work in the Union of India, Burma and
Ceylon, I represent people who differ in costume, in language, in many ways.
has 220 languages. A student from India was strap-hanging in a New York subway
car. A lady who noticed his difficulties moved over and made room for him to sit down.
"Thank you," said the student, "I am sorry to have cockroached upon you."
Said the lady, "You mean encroached."
He thought it over. "Thank you,'" he replied at last. "Now I understand. In
speaking to a man you say 'cockroach,' but in speaking to a woman 1t is 'hencroach.'"
Christian Endeavor is world-wide in its challenge. In India we serve in
with home roots in twelve nations besides the United States. India is not a country; it
is a continent. People of the North differ from people of the South as much as. do
Scandinavians and Italians. But babies cry and people laugh in the same language
everywhere. People are fundamentally one, especially in relation to God through
Jesus. When you join a Christian Endeavor society you join hands with young people
all over the world.
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Unmatched Opportunities
We work in m1ss1ons representing sixty denominations. Christian Endeavor is the
one young people's society in India through which the Christian church can speak and
act. We have the opportunity; the responsibilities are ours as well.
I think of the opportunity which lies before Christian Endeavor in the Orient.
What shall we do about it? In Japan, as a result of the present situation, there is a
great united church. The youth of the Christian community can work and speak
through one or two denominations. Have we someone to organize the Christian youth
of Japan, so that Christian Endeavor can be used of God in that country?
I know of no greater opportunity than in China today.
e ought to have a dozen
men ready to step into the work in China.
In the Philippines a great effort goes on to unite the youth of that country. Ja,·a is
the only place in the world where there has been a mass movement away from
Mohammedanism. We should be ready to step in and organize the young people there.
In India we boast of the union of Methodist youth with Christian Endeavor. (This
brought 50,000 Methodist boys and girls into Christian Endeavor.) Our first task when
we return to India will be a response to Bishop Azariah's request that we come to
organize for union 180,000
young people.
There is a movement to unite all youtr organizations in lndia-Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.,
Christian Endeavor, and so forth.
We ought to have twenty men at once to go into the Orient.
There is no time to tell in detail of the work of Christian Endeavor in India. One
great thing--carrying out the pledge, "I will seek to win others to Jesus Christ." Our
most important committee is the committee on evangelism. In 1924 in Rangoon two
of us missionaries sat down to lunch with Homer Rodeheaver and worked out a plan
by means of which thousands were won for Christ.

Entering Forbidden Spols
A group of gospel teams working during the school holidays win hundreds in
Burma. I visited one Scottish mission where there was a Christian Endeavor society of
twenty members. I asked them, "What evangelistic work have you done?" "We're
not preachers,'· they replied. "But you can do something,'' I said. They went to the
pastor-it was the week for special evangelism. He said, "What do you want to do?"
They named a destination--one of the states closed to preaching.
The panor said, "You won't be allowed to preach there." They said, "We can't
preach." The,- went into the closed area and stopped people on the street; they sold
7 5 to 80 Gospel portions to the people. They found there a back-slidden Christian who
had married a Hindu and had been re-baptized a Hindu. They went to his home, and
he came back to Christ. Months later, when they returned, they sold 500 copies of
Gospel portions here. They found then that the high school principal and his assistant
are Christians. That the superintendent of nurses in the hospital is a Christian. They
co•ldn't build churches there, but the young people could tell the story of Christ in
action, word, story and song, so that everywhere the young people wanted to come to
Christ.

The Oulcasles Organize
A ·great thing in India now: is the mass movement of outcastes, sixty thousand of
them. In India the castes are priest, soldier, merchant, artisan, and then there is the
outcaste, an economic slave. Socially and spiritually also he is a slave, without hope.
The outcastes have listened to the teaching of God's love and they come to Christ by
the thousand•. Illiterate, degraded, without hope, they accept Christ as fast as they
understand. Then you have the difficulty of making a church ou• of them. The only
way you can do this is to train them through Christian Endeavor, which is producing
leadership for the church in India.
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The president of the All-India Christian .Endeavor Union was envied by his bou, and
he was demoted from high school principal to principal of a middle school. Instead of
complaining he set to work to raise the standards of the middle school and to raise
money for a new building.
The former president of the union was paralyzed so that he couldn't walk. He
regained the use of his body through sheer will power and the grace of God, and
became a delegate to Madras.

A Boy Served Fifty Village•
About eight years ago I toured Assam. There are two missions-American Baptists
and Welsh Continental Methodists. I spoke to the young people of the high school of
the Welsh Mission and had a consecration service :it the close of the meeting. A boy
from the head-hunting Animist tribes, in school on a scholarship, gave his heart to
Christ. He became a new Kizo. He was a senior but he couldn't
in mathematics
so he didn't graduate. He went hon1e and taught in the 'illage school, saved hi'
money and returned to the sen1inary.
As an evangelist he worked in fifty villages, organized fifty-four Christian Endeavor societies with 5 ,227 members. One thousand young people were baptized and
received into the church.
Two years ago, during the Golden Jubilee Christian Endeavor Convention in
Calcutta, Kizo went sight-seeing. He had walked seven days and then rode four day'
on a train, by the way; to reach the Convention. Bitten by a mosquito he developed
malarial fever. Thinking himself about to die he
for the missionary. He explained
that a few months before he had felt called to go tn preach to a very wild tribe. He
asked the police for a pass; it was refused because tho people of that tribe had vowed
to kill anyone who preached Christianity. Kizo said to himself, "I'll go without a
pass," but when he reached the border he thought, "I'll lose my life if I go there,"
and turned back home.
"Pray for me," he urged the 1nissionary, "that I do not die until I have made
that visit."
Later the Convention in Assam wanted to n1ake him president. He replied to thei•
invitation, "I am going to preach to the forbidden tribe." His choice was between high
honor and having his head cut off. Miraculously he was not killed. He has made twn
trips since then and has baptized seven families in that forbidden country.

These Speakers Called Us to Work
The speakers who have been quoted in this chapter represent son1c
of the many reasons why the Rainbow Jubilee Convention will live for
years in the memory of everyone who attended any considerable number
of its thought-stirring, action-inviting sessions.
The "world reporters" called us to work. Showing us the need of men,
picturing for us the sacrifices of other Christians who help to serve that
need, they at once shamed young Americans for their complacency and
warmed them for new vigor in the coming opportunities and responsibilities of Christ's advance.
Everything that had been promised for this Convention of a critical
year had been fulfilled when the "world reporters" had given their messages to spellbound audiences. And yet there was more-much· more-to
make the anniversary Convention great and to warrant the many additional pages of this Convention record.

VI

Challenged in Our Own Land
American Religious Leaders Report

T

WO of the familiar and best loved speakers in the Atllntic City
Convention came to us from Hollywood.
The one, Dr. Louis H. Evans, formerly of Pittsburgh, but reared in
California, has returned to his home state as the newly appointed pastor
of First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood.
The other, Dr. Norman \ Peale of New York City,
from
Hollywood to the Convention because he represented AmericJn Protestants in the "movie capital" " ' hile the famous story of none Foot
in Heaven" was cast into film and reeled into the famili=tr cJns in
" 'hil:h commercial pictures travel.
Dr. Peale was the closing speaker in the Friday evening
Dr.
1

•
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DR. LOUIS H. EVANS

DR. NORMAN V. PEALE

Pastor, First Presbyterian Church of
Hollywood, California

Pastor, Marble Collegiate Church ,
New York City
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Evans spoke in the closing session of the Convention, immediately before
the final service of consecration that was led by President Poling.
Excerpts from the address of Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, pastor of
the Marble Collegiate Church of New York City, begin with a reference
to the important and unprecedented work that called him to Hollywood
shortly before the Convention.
"One Fool in Heaven"
I have come to this Convention from a very great experience, one of the greatest
experiences of my life. Last night H six o'clock I left Hollywood, and early Monday
morning by means of the miracle of the airplane, I will be back on Warner Brothers'
lot in California to resume my duties as technical adviser in the filming of the picture,
"One Foot in Heaven."
Early last winter J. L. Warner, of Warner Brothers, wrote to Dr. Daniel A. Poling,
Editor of Christian Herald and President of this great International Christian Endeavor
movement, saying that they, the largest motion picture producers in the world, had
decided to film Hartzell Spence's fascinating biography of his father. Mr. Warner said
they wanted to bring to the screen the life of this admirable, rugged, and altogether
lovable minister of the gospel, not only for the entertainment of the story but as representative of a class of men who had made a notable contribution to th<· upbuilding
of this nation.
Mr. Warner requested Dr. Poling to aid Warner Brothers in securing a representative of the Protestant church to act as technical adviser in the production of the
picture. The following committee was chosen: Bishop James Edward Freeman (Protestant Episcopal), Bishop Charles \1Vesley Flint (Methodist); Dr. Daniel A. Poling
(Baptist), Editor of Christian Heral.I; Dr. F. H. Knubel (Lutheran); Dr. Edgar De
Witt Jones (Christian).
I was given the honor of this appointment and arrived in Hollywood Monday,
June 16, and will be there until early in August on this work.
You may be interested in my experience in Hollywood. One hour after arrival I
was "on location" where the company was "shooting" a scene at the little old-fashioned
San Gabriel railroad station which had been changed to "Laketon, Iowa," the first
charge of the young minister and wife. This was the arrival scene, and it wa< intensely
interesting to watch the old-fashioned, smoky train puff into this stat10n, a place at
which the train ordinarily does not stop.
Director and Stars Sympathetic
We met Irving Rapper, the director, a very capable young man who regards this
picture as a great opportunity, both as to his own art and as a public service. We have
found Mr. Rapper to have a very
insight into the meaning of this story and
he has a fine understanding of the character he is directing. The humorous elements
in a minister's life will be shown always with respect and Mr. Rapper is also bringing
out the greatness and power of this typical minister of the church. Under his direction
the picture will have a message.
The part of the minister is taken by one of America's greatest screen actors,
Fredric March. I like him tremendously. He is a man's man, a splendid personality,
ond this minister will certainly be no "sissy." Mr. March is the son of a Presbyterian
elder of many years' standing. Father March was recently honored as the oldest director
of the Y.M.C.A. in the state of
Fredric March told me he learned to act
in Sunday school plays in Racine's First Presbyterian Church, plays written by his
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mother. Mr. March was eager to play this part and considers it a high point in his
career. He fully enters into the spirit of the ministry and I told him recently he acts
it so realistically that I am sure a
bishop will appoint him to a church when
this picture is completed. Fredric March as Rev. William Spence will be a notable
character in American screen history.
Martha Scott, heroine of "Our Town .. and "Cheers for
Bishop," is one of the
greatest of the new stars of stage and screen. She is a young woman, class of 19 3 2 at
Michigan (that is all she has told me about her age). She is as sweet and lovely an
American girl as I ever encountered. She has a truly great career before her and her part
in this picture will add new laurels to the rapid development of a great American actress.
Miss Scott personally is a very sweet and genuine person, totallv unspoiled and sincere.
The church people of the country may consider it good fortune indeed to have two
stars of Christian heritage and religious background and of splendid personal character
in the first important picture built around a minister.
The guiding mind and spirit in the filming of "One Foot in Heaven" is the producer, Robert Lord. In Hollywood, the producer is the high authority in the making
of a picture and he bears the final responsibility. He is the general, or commanding
officer, of the large number of people who work so efficiently together, each person doing
his special task in an apparently intric3te b·1t marvelously efficient organization.
:\Ir. Lord is held in respect by all the employees, from the stars to the humblest
workman. To them all he is "Bob" Lord, a familiarity always spoken with respect and
genuine regard. He is democratic in all his contacts, with a friendly word for all,
but I am told he is one of the best men in the business, with an intimate knowledge
of this vast and complicated industry. A man of deep culture and splendid character,
he is admirably suited to produce this first big moving picture of American church life.

Ten Things I Have Discovered About Hollywood
I. That a minister can feel very much at home in Hollywood.

2. That it is the hardest working place I ever saw.
3. That the people are not blase and sophisticated, but wholesome, friendly, homeloving folks.

4. That the handful of actors who have the bad reputations, the few irresponsibles,
do not represent Hollywood and are frowned upon by the motion picture community.
S. That it is more than a money-making industry, for its leaders and personnel
find a satisfaction in ·'getting over a message of Americanism and the better things."

6. That it is a vast, efficient place of business, where a great commodity is being
produced for the pleasure of eighty million Americans, and not a >cene of revelry.
7. That to watch the making of a movie is one of the most interesting and fascinating experiences any man can have. One marvels at the ingenuity and resourcefulness,
the infinite patience and skill required. One's respect for the people who make the
movies increases every day.

8. That Hollywood is on the way to learning that there is a high resourcefulness
that need not "drag in" a drinking scene to fill up a dull spot in action.
9. That the public doesn't know Hollywood and should demand
account than is usually pictured. Hollywood needs a campaign to
actually is to the country, for I believe the people are tired of doings
headed glamour boys and girls who give the wrong impression of a
industry. Hollywood would gain in public favor, and so in business
the country could be shown its real character.

a more accurate
sell itself as it
of a few emptygreat and decent
and influence, if

I 0. That Hollywood is a mine for sermonic material and it will live ir. the sermons
of this one parson in days to come.
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Bailcling a Man

It is a great thing when a man can thank God for a crisis because it gives him an
opportunity to be a man. He is less than a man who fails to see in a difficult 1ituation
the opportunity to prove his faith in God and his courage. The greatest thing in the
world is to make a man of yourself.
We lack faith in ourselves. Our tendency is to sit about and say, "Why don't
THEY do it?"
We are told that the group is the repository of social unity-the mass. The mass
never did consecrate itself; it has been the individual who stands apart from the mass
who advances civilization. I wish I could talk to each one of you as an individual. I
wish I could persuade you that the future of America doesn't depend on Congregationalists or Presbyterians but on you. What's wrong with your community? Don't wait
for the mayor to change it. What's wrong "'ith your church? Don't wait for the
official board to act.
He Got Through the Mud
A young preacher in Iowa had as one of his churches a rural congregation in :1
district of very poor roads. His predecessor closed this church for three months every
winter. On the first muddy Sunday this young man started out. Finally his car bogged
down in the mud. He walked the last mile and found the church empty and cold. He
built a fire. When he went to ring the bell he found that the rope was gone, so he
climbed up and rang the bell with' his hands. After a while he saw a farmer running
across the fields. Cried the farmer, "I've called thQl11 on the party line. They'll be her.:
in half an hour." And so they were.
And the young minister preached with passion, and fen·endy the congregation sang
"Faith of Our Fathers."
No, I'tn not sorry for you young people. Times are hard but you are strong.
11-farch up against your difficulties and conquer them in the name of Jesus Christ. The
majority of people who come to the psychological clinic in my church are under forty,
1nany of them under thirty. You need peace in your hearts. How can you conquer
fear and tension? You can bring your troubles to God. There is a therapeutic healing
in His touch. Our country needs a revival of religion, for in this time of strain, people
are being exposed to pressures of all kinds. We must bring them back to God so tha:
with rational and cool minds they may attack the problems of the day. We must haY<
a renewal of the grace of God to give peace and quietness to men's hearts.
If we can create a certain kind of persons in this hour we can save the world. You
young people, touched with the splendor of God, can create in the Christian church a
person who is magnificent, who carries no gun and has no bombs to drop, but who has
something more powerful than any weapon ever invented.

Dr. Peale told of a Dutch skipper, separated from his family fron1
whom no word came, who refused to bear hate and who told the New
York clergyman that he prays for Hitler.
"I saw him grow," concluded the speaker, "until he became the
symbol of the glory and majesty of Christians throughout the ages, those
who rise above hate. If we can create people like him, we have the
formula for the new world that is to come."

Crowd or Anny?
Said Dr. Louis H. Evans, as he began his Sunday night address:
"I wonder if I am looking out at a crowd or an army. There's a war
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on-a present fight against atheism, the liquor traffic, the amusement
system, the divorce evil, the half-gods that men go about worshipping,
unbelief entrenched in the hearts of men. For I am talking about spiritual
warfare, in which we all have much at stake."
He continued:
Physical war is never final. Before Hitler
Napoleon. War won't change things.
Unless we get to work as Christians to cut out the human cancer, the nations will rise
again and again to knock each other out. Jesus Christ is the great Physician. We need
Him to cleanse the bloodstream of the nations.
King Joash said Elisha was more of a protection to Israel than all the chariots and
horses. God Almighty is our main refuge. Remember that when talking about physical
defense!
There is a great army here. I don't know how many of you God can use. Gideon
had 32,000 but by the time he got through with them there were but three hundred.
You can't judge a convention by the si1e of its registration, but by the degree of its
consecntion. God tested Gideon's army on (I) attitude of heart, ( 2) equipment.
Those who were afraid could go home. Twfnty-two thousand went home. Are you
Jfraid for yourself? Of the crowd, of laughter, ridicule, scorn? Of the Cross? If you
are, you might as well go home like Gideon's men who feared what would hlppcn next.
Is the church feeding itself on the Word of God to prepare itself for this struggle'
Gideon's army, put to the test, did not have equipment for the fight. Only three
hundred cupped their hands to drink quickly, remaining ready for action.
People don't want a religon that costs too much. Christianitv hasn't a ghost oi 1
chance to survive unless we give our
to Christ with greater fervor tlian youth
give their hearts to Hider and Stalin. By the practical tests, Gideon's army was
whittled down to its three hundred. One to a hundred-that's about the wJy leaders
come.
Al Capone said only three per cent of the population is criminal. If the good
people stood together and were couCJgeous enough they could run the Capone, out ui
business.
Light for an Army

Gideon" army goc its equipment. A light, J pitcher, J shout, a trumpet. \\'c hJ''"
light;
why we go to school and college. \\'e ha,·e a spiritual light. Jesus gJ\'C
light on four ,'reat problems. "What is God like?" was the fir,r. He answered, "Ye
that have seen me have seen the Father." Second, "What are we 11\ing for?" Third,
"How is sin forgiven and set aside?" Fourth, "WhJt about the future life'" Th.light is gone when Christ is gone.
The pitchers which held the lights of Gideon's men were earthenwJre, nor "Iver
or gold. You may be earthenware but gi,·e yourself just as you are--rhar " consecration. You'll get all you need to be worthy of your high purpose. Dwight L. Mood,·
reached the third grade in school, but God used him to shake the world. The pitchers
were breakable. Are you willing to be broken so the light of Christ can shine out?
Some of us seem too crammed full of ourselves to have room for God's light.
The shout of Gideon's men terrified the enemv. They made so much noise that the
enemy thought they were all captains. They'll think you've got something when you
begin to shout about Jesus. The trumpet of victory? Blow J clear note for Jesus
Christ, for no one can change life like He can. Jesus will win.
You know Hitler says, "I'm going to tear up the Christian chulch by the roots."
But he cannot even find those roots. There is not a chance of Christianity's failure.
The dictators are unwittingly becoming the gardeners of God, for there will be a great
surge to Christianity following this war. "This is my FHher's world, the battle is not
done. Jesus who died shall be satisfied, and earth and heaven be one!"
J
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While the World Changes
One more of the speakers who has earned a place on Christian Endeavor's platform on memorable occasions still to come is Dr. William
Lloyd Imes, pastor of St. James Presbyterian Church of New York City.
The powerful Negro leader and speaker framed his Sunday afternoon
address so skillfully that the message was equally satisfying to the young
delegates and to a number of older friends and ministers who were in
the audience that day.
•
Some Changeless Values in
a
Changing World

From an Address by
DR. WILLIAM LLOYD IMES
It is my very great honor to greet you not only as one whose early Christian life
was shaped and guided by the Christian Endeavor movement, but also especially as a
representative of one man in every ten in this American nation-a mar. of African
blood, and American to the very core.
My people have a rightful and serious stake in all that is dear to us in this country,
and, by that same token, we are also world citizens and our blood and traditions span
many continents and islands.
We have come from a slavery that degraded both man and master for over two
centuries of unrequited toil in this new world. In spite of that we are not only
citizens and friends today of all other racial groups in this land, but we are alive to
the great currents of world thinking and action.
All over this new world, as well as the old, my people are winning their way, not
by asking alms but opportunity. They too, with all of you, seek a better country, not
only in the far-off divine event but in the present uptorn and heart-breaking world of
evil which shakes an arrogant fist in the face of God and His righteousness.

Reason Shall Lead Us
One great pathway of our common faith in Christ is the simple but inevitable way
of Reason. Not merely reasoning, or logic, but a deeper and stronger use of our utmost
power of mind. We would have our very centers of thinking and planning dominated
and directed by Him who is the Lord of the mind. This does not make us mere echoes
of Christ. We think creatively, because His mind is in us. We think religiously, because we find in our religion that which compels us to follow Him in our processes of
thought. He does not dishonor us by taking from us our God-given power of the
intellect. Rather He inspires us to greater thoughts than otherwise we could attainso that the adventure of living with Christ transcends race, creed, class, every condition.
Reality is another changeless value in this changing world, and now we do not mean
merely the philosophical quest of that which is real as over against the imaginary, but a
spiritual crusade in which the actual world, physical and spiritual alike, may be said to
become the scene of God's redemptive work. Our religion is not afraid of reality. It
dares to say "Let chere be light!" It points unceasingly to the true Light. We challenge
the so-called realism of foulness and filth and the literary output that is reminiscent of
the barnyard. Well did that marvelous man of science, the late Charles Steinmetz,
say of the struggle against false realism:
"The time will come when we will turn over our laboratories and libraries, our
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studies and our workshops into the practice of prayer and the search for God; and we
shall make more progress then than in any previous generation."
How exciting and exhilarating to find that the more we learn of the starry heavens
above, the more we know of the moral law within!

Righteousness for America
Righteousness is the crowning value of this changing world. Our forms of thought
change and our modes of science and skill in the arts vary, but ever there is a single
divine truth which keeps our course clear. Matthew Arnold once said: "Nothing will
do except righteousness, and no other version of righte<>usness will do except that of
Christ."
The Christian accepts the challenge. He saYs Christ has the version of righteousness
which is supreme. And then he does something about that belief. He puts it into the
arena of life. He adve.ntures with Christ in new and difficult places.
If he is a black man in Americ1, he st rugi:les to gain respect for his fellows who arc
asked to fight for democracy but are denied the right to vcork in defense industries.
If he is in India, he says that God's order is not one of upholding an old order of
imperialism on one hand or caste on the other, but an order oi brotherhood and fellowship, and only in Christ can mer. gain thac fulh. Go where You. will, this international
spirit of the free man in Christ is takin11: posseS<ion of our world. Do not be distracted by the utter c rassncss and brutality of this present military con flier. Ir is a
terrible and fearful present fact, but the real struggle lies deeper.
is God's child,
not made for the sport of time and chance nor for the ruthless exploitation by his
fdlows. Any system built upon evil and greed must fail. Here is our ultimate battle.
Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people.

Christians Must Unite
Three hours before the Convention Parade was to break precedent by
forming and marching on the famous Boardwalk, a friend of youth Jnd
of Christian Endeavor from the leadership of the United Church of
Canada was speaking on the other demonstrations youth can make of
its inter-faith unity, its ccumenicity.
Dr. Manson Doyle, associate secretary of the Board of Christian
Education of the United Church of Canada, chose for his subject "\X'hat
Christian Youth Faces in the Ecumenical Church."
He said in part:
There must be a verr large percentage of Christian youth whose undersunding of
the churcti is limited to their own denominat10nal institutions. They simply have not
seen the necessity for investigating church life, faith, and procedure berond the bounds
of their own personal experience. Th<y probabl,· regard their own ways as better than
those of others, but they seem to take for granted rhac however faulty other churches
may be in details differing from their own traditions, these churches h"'·c a central
faith in Christ and a moral authority and practice soundly Christian and worthy of
esteem.

We find youth almost always generous and liberal in their expressed judgments of
other c'lmmunions. Even when they find it necessary to criticize, the criticism IS
invariably without animus. Even among groups of young people quite uninformed as
to the history and the doctrine of the churches they know, there ;, a tacit recognition
of some essential features of Christian faith which makes them worthy .u be classed
as truly belonging to the mystic body of Christ.
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There have been held during the last few years and within the lifetime of all of thOIC
but the very youngest present, a series of great and important conferences. It would
rather seem that each of these conferences-Jerusalem, Edinburgh, Oxford, Madras,
Amsterdam, and all the others-had been called under the pressure of some definite
need which, in part at least, it seems to have met. Then the succeeding conferences
came logically and psychologically in sequence to the conference already held. It is
significant for us today that the very last of these councils, completed on the very
sunset day of world peace, scarcely di•persed before the war clouds burst, was the first
World Conference of Christian Youth.
The Christian Youth Conference refused to issue any official findings. It followed
a policy of a previous semi-world-conference of the Student Christian Federation, to
discuss and study the great question of the varieties of Christian faith and to leave
entirely to the participating individuals and groups the formulating and stating of
such findings as could be arrived at. It is necessary to quote from the findings of
groups who, at the Conference or 0n their return, put down definitely their conclusions
as to the outcom".

Some Christians Wanl No Church
There is a section of very earnest youth who would make no deliberate attempt at
organizing an established, visible church. They ask only for liberty of group action
and expression, with freedom to put their convictions into speech and action, and
their hope seems to be that the intrinsic power of their ideas will be all that is
necessary to save the world.
Still another group despairs of the church. They charge her with lack of courage,
with bondage to tradition, with the weakness of submitting to the control of selfinterested individuals, and so they would demand the organization of a new order within
the church.
A third and really important group is made up of young people who have belonged
to the church or at least have early associations with the Sunday school and the young
people's society, and generally have a strong Christian family tradition-but whose
active participation in the serious affairs of life has been dedicated to some special
movement or organization outside the church. Usually such movements are engaged in
one phase of the work which the church stands for, but these young people have evidently lost hope of the church making progress in these special lines. They have in my
judgment made the mistake of putting all their active Christian convictions into the
work of a n1ovement or organization which gives all of its time and energy to one
phase of the Christian program. Though they may be in attendance occasionally at
church, they give their real thinking and real service to outside institutions.
There is a fourth group, very decidedly loyal to the Christian church, and usually
among the front-line leadership of Christian youth in their community. But they will
have nothing to do with "'n1eantime measures" for this ecumenical effort. They demand
corporate union of churches at once. They are unwilling to give time and effort to
those movements within the church which are an evidence of cooperative good will
though they do not go the length of advocating corporate union.

One Greal Group lo Be Won
Of course there is that great group of youth whose childhood was lived in a
Christian background but who have been captivated by the general hurry and interest
of secular life. These are people who might, during the next two or three months, be
brought into full commitment to Jesus Christ and His cause, and become a most
intelligent and effective group 1n ecumenical Christianity.
But all of these groups, and others, are dependent for the positive leadership which
will eventually bring about a world order, upon the faithfulness, intelligence, and
earnest effort of the great company of Christian youth who believe that if the church
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will courageously face the wrongs within and before her, she will by God's guidan.:c
a.ad grace be able to move the world-as she has done again and again in times gone
by, into those channels which are in accord•nce with the mind and program of
Jesus Christ.
We have no doubt that you represent hundreds of thousands of 'uch 'outh who
stand ready to do their part.
It should be remembered that no generation of youth suddenly takes over from it'
predecessors. Youth is slowly assimilated into the r•nks of experienced leadership and
that slow process begins when youth is willing in some small and almost undesirJble way
to count actively in the building oi the Kingdom of God. One generation does not
stop and another take over; they dovetail into each other. Youth is under the nccessin
today, as never before, of picking out the great things, at the very center of which
lies this idea oi an ecumenical church, l )':reJt in,·isible host whose he•rts Jre JlreJd\
aflame with a li\·ing faith in Christ, who may not know each other by name but who
nevertheless in that
fellowship c>i beli,·ving '"ul, are streni:thened b,- each
other's very existence.
Thanks to the foreign mission•n· movement of l>Ur fJthn," generation, the chur.:h
today is the one institution which is rooted in the ""I of man,- .:ountries and include'
the most divine groups of men within its fellowship. This ts J flct of great encouragement. It means a supra-national, supra-rJ.:ial communitv of men and women who find
inspiration in the same Scripture, worship the same God
i11 Chri,t, and stand
..::omrnitted to the revelation oi J di,·ine Kingdom-who. in other word'. Jre rhe greJt
body of living meml>ers in the ecumer.icll church.

A Sturdy and Valued Layman Speaks
For a number of years, Hon. Frederick A. Wallis ha, raised .1 n1ighty
and prophetic voice in many Christian Endeavor conventions. A former
president of the New York State Christian Endeavor Union, now residing
in Kentucky, his career has included service as Commissioner of Correction of the City of Ne"' York and United State' Commissioner of Immigration at Ellis Island in New York harbor.
"The gates at Ellis Island should '". ing 1n both direction'·" he told
the delegates in the Friday morning session. He spoke onWhal Christian YouJh Faces in America
The gates should swing inward in kind and cordial hospitality to the good Jnd
worthy immigrants, those persons who are in svmpathy with American ideal, and .ire
'willing to work and become naturalized and a corporate pare of the United StJtes.
But those same gates should swing outward, to make America etern•llv impassable t"
nlen and women who by word or deed would threaten the peace and tranquillity of chi'
American nation or who in anr WJ) lttempt to pull down the pillars of Americlnism.
The United States has often been described l< the Melting Pot of the Nations. Some
of us do not realize the accuracy of the description, but a study of stati"ics 'how'
what a mixture we really are in races and nation, and religion,.
That this hodgepodge of race< and faiths can lelrn, as we are
to li,·c
together in peace and amity demonstrlles the fact that world pelce is not ln impossibk
dream. It requires living according to the principles of tolerance and goodwill. Thi<
is one <'f the things that America can give the world-this final denial of stupid racill
theories which would divide the world into little blood-tight compartments of inbred
racial groups. The soil of a common country, the tie of a commori language, the link
-0f a common ideal of freedom-these form the ground on which civiliz :d men
stand together and march together.

The Holy Communion Service
Sunday Morning, July 13, 8:00 A.M.
"THIS DO IN REMEMBRANCE OF ME"
PRELUDE
HYMN-"When Morning Gilds the Skies"
INVOCATION AND LORD'S PRAYER
RESPONSIVE LESSON-Psalm 103
PRAYER
HYMN-"Beneath the Cross of Jesus"
THE LORD'S SUPPER
THE WORDS OF INSTITUTION
PRAYER OF INSTITUTION (unison)
Most gracious God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, whose once offering up of
Himself upon the cross we commemorate before Thee, we earnestly desire Thy
fatherly goodness to accept this our sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving.
And we pray Thee to bless and sanctify with Thy Word and Spirit these Thine
own gifts of Bread and Wine which we set before Thee, that we may receive by
faith Christ crucified for us, and so
upon l'iim that He may be made one with
us and we with Him.
And here we offer and present unto Thee ourselves, our souls and bodies, to be
a reasonable, holy and living sacrifice unto Thee, praying that all we who are partakers of this Holy Communion may find that in this place Thou givest peace;
Through Jesus Christ our Lord, to whom, with Thee and the Holy Spirit, be the
glory and the praise, both now ar.d evermore. Amen.

THE ADMINISTERING OF THE BREAD
THE ADMINISTERING OF THE Cup
PRAYER OF THANKSGIVING AND CoNSECRA TION (unison)
Almighty God, our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee for this holy hour. Thou
hast brought us to Thy banqueting house and Thy banner over us is love We have
been refreshed in spirit by the presence of Thy Son, our living lord, whose victorious
death we have commemorated. We have come from all the corners of our nation and
from many churches and homes. but we are all one in Him. We thank Thee for out
precious fellowship in Him and with each other. As we go upon our WJ)' we would
consecrate ourselves anew to the service of our fellow men in Jesus' name. We would go
forth under the sign of His Cross to fight the good fight of faith and to endure to
the end.
May Thy kingdom of righteousness, goodwill and peace come among all men.
May all injustice and evil be overthrown. Send us forth in the power of Thy Holy
Spirit to do even "greater things than these" according to our ;i\laster's promise, who
first chose us, and whon1 we have chosen in loving obedience. And to Thee, Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, one God, will we ascribe everlasting praise, world without end.
Amen.

HYMN-"O Jesus, I Have Promised"
BENEDICTION AND MIZPAH (unison)
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A Worshipping ConYention
"Keep the splendor of God in the souls of men. 11-Dr. Oscar F. Blackwelder, in a Quiet Hour Talk

I

T was not surprising, yet it was cause for rejoicing, chat the primary
place in the Convention program Jnd in the attention of the delegates
was given to worship.
The Daily Quiet Hour was obserYed by all. Promptly Jnd re,·erently
the delegates came by the thousands to chis early serYice, at v•hich '>e.lrching thoughts for the day were expressed by Dr. SockmJn .ind Dr.
Blackwelder.
Here thoughts \Vere planted for m.1ny da'' co come. le v-·Js good co
be together in these v-·ell planned meetings "·hen the dJy was still new
and the delegates and leJders turned quietly to God in prayer.
Each assembling of the ConYention delegates had an appropriate and
natural emphasis on v-·orship. So begun. each meeting of day and night
\\'JS full of power and leading.
And at the close of each c\'ening session, when a full day of activities
had been the lot of eYer·· delegate, the young people went quickly and
gladly to the worship serYices of the state delegations. That is in the
great tradition of Christian EndeaYor conventions-and the second
sixty years of the movement ha Ye begun with this tradition honored
and strengthened by the inspiring worship gatherings of Atlantic City
1941.
Illinois delegates were among those v-•ho met for v-•orship on the
beach,
the waves played an obligato to their hYmns. Pcnns\·1vania's delegates "·ere so numerous that the late evening worship serv.ice
overflowed the largest assembly hall of the hotel in v-·hich most of their
number stayed.
As is invariably true, the Holy Con1munion Service on
morning was for many Endeavorers the n1osc sacred and memorable pare of
the Atlantic City Con\·ention. Dr. \\'illiam Hiram Foulkes "'·1' prevented by ill health from being present in person, yet the grJcious remembrance of his presence artd leadership at other similar scr,·ices and
the conviction of his presence in thought and in prayer "'ere , crv real.
Dr. A. E. Cory, trustee of the International Society of Christian
EndeaYor, pn:'>i-ied, assisted by Dr. W. A. i\lacTaggart of C.1nada and
a larg..: group of n1inisters and layn1en under the chJirm.1nship of Rev.
W. W. Pa·;ne
. of Aclantic Cit\'.
.
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Four Mornings in Quiel Hour Wonbip
Dr. Ralph W. Sockman, minister of Christ Methodist Church of New
York City, was Quiet Hour speaker for Wednesday and Thursday
.
mornings.
On the following two days, the Quiet Hour message was given by
Dr. Oscar F. Blackwelder, minister of the Lutheran Church of the
Reformation, Washington, D. C.
The first quarter-hour of each of these refreshing services, from 8:30
to 8 :4 5, was devoted to the singing of hymns, and at no period in the
Convention were delegates more tuneful and inspired in song. Each
such service concluded at 9: 15, in time for the Educational Conferences
which began ten minutes later in the commodious Convention Auditorium's many rooms and halls and elsewhere.
From Dr. Sockman'1 Talks
One of the most effective sermons ever given was preached by Peter, who said,
"Ye killed the Prince of Life." In his translation of the New Testament, Moffatt
writes, "Ye have killed the Pioneer of Life."
These translations seem to suggest different aspects of life. "Prince" "1ggescs royal
ancestry, rich background, but "pioneer"
modest ancestry, no backgroundyet both are applied to our Lord.
Truly He was regal. "He spoke as one having authority." He said, "Ye call me
Master and Lord, and ye say well; for so I am." Yet He was also a pioneer. He started
something so new, so significant, that we date our calendars from His birth.
"Prince'· suggests background. "Pioneer" suggests foreground. Some people see
nothing good but what is old. They are the reactionaries. Some are impatient with
the past and run after every new idea. They are the radicals. Jesus would not have us
take either view. He might want us to have something like a driving mirror in which
you see the road behind while keeping your major vision on the road ahead. Collision
can come from behind, especially when we turn left. (In our speech, "left" is the turn
toward that which is new!) In architecture you cannot create new forms until you
know the old. Religion should think of the early church climbing out of the catacombs,
extending to Europe, girdling the globe. We need background. Jesus cake< us all the
way to Gabriel.
But we must not look backward only. We could end wars, injustice, want, if Christians could remember the ideals of their youth. Alas, they become "practical"! Man
reaches the peak of his physical strength sometime in the forties, his mental strength in
the fifties, his spiritual peak never, so long as he sees the world climbing upward. You
get chat point of view best when you gee background. You must keep background
and foreground together.
"Prince" suggests organization, "pioneer" the lonely individual efforts. We need a
better adjustment of both. We need organization. In a one-room school the cry, "Fire!"
is enough co get the pupils to safety. In a large school the cry causes panic and death.
It is unsafe to live in a high-powered world without organization. We recognize that
in industry; why not in religion?
Why? Some say, "Because I can keep closer to God by myself." No doubt I could
feel close to God some morning on this lovely shore, but I couldn't keep up that feeling or pass it on to my children unless there was organization. Worship is like a ship in
a canal. The sluice gates close behind the ship and open before it, and the ship sails
off to a higher level. This Quiet Hour is supposed to do something like that. When
we come together we get che life of God. Yes, we need the church.
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But sometimes organization cakes the pla ce of individual effort. \\' e o rga n ize ever ything. William Allen White o nce said that if three Americans fell from an airplane,
before they reached the ground they wo uld be organized as president, \'ice-president ,
and secretary. Organizatio n c annot do the work without indi\'idual {ff o n . The co urse
in medical school is so hard that some students drop o ut each yea r, but those who stick
find that all the lectures have po int when laborat o r y work begins. Youn g people drop
out of the church when we fail to take them over f rom the lectu re- room t o
laboratory.
Jesus stopped rhe disc iples halfwa y through t heir course. At Caesa rea Philippi,
asked them, "Whom say men thlt I am?" They gave che c urren t an swer s, but Jesu'I
persisted.
But whom say Y E that I am? "' and then Peter answered, " Tho u art the
Christ, the Son of the living God ."
When we think of t•prince,, we chink of " power over ." When we think of
we think of " power for." So muc h lit erature trains you to ha vc:
ove r
others. Jesus says that he who is g reatest is he who serves. Yo u can get po wer over ,
as Japan over China, and Ge rman y over Europe, but that kind of power is sho rt-l ived .
Jesus says, t•1 am among yo u as one who serves." J esus will o utli"'-' the dict Jt Ors, fo r
His is the •· power
o t hen.
Dr. Mather in h 1s " Religious Beliefs" w rites, " I believe that there is J divine ad ministration over the uni verse, guaran t eeing the triumph of personal and spiritual
values." A questioner asked, "How can you believe th at when Jesus was
Dr. Mather answered in turn , " In
lig ht of what H e did, what has been do ne in Hi s
name sin ce, do you believe that H e was defeated?" I don•t !
0

From Dr. Blackwelder's Talks
The purpose of this Quiet H our, as I see it , is that each one of us m a:· come to J
fresh and more intelligent commitment to Christ and that we ma y st rengthen J few
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convictions that arc essential to the sacredness of human life.
It is said that the gloomy philosopher, Schopenhauer, who was extremely odd in
appearance, was taking a walk one morning. A stranger approached him and asked,
"Tell me, who in the name of fate are you?" Replied Schopenhauer, "Ah, that I only
knew!" It is the province of the church to tell us what we are.
Twenty-five to fifty years ago, man exaggerated his powers. Swinburne, the cynical
poet, wrote, "Glory to man in the highest, for man is the master of things." We now
call such talk drivel. Over-confidence has led to a lack of confidence. During the last
two decades, man has been described by the psychologist, analyzed by the physical
scientist, but not interpreted. The question remains, "What is a man worth after all?"
The philosopher makes a man at home in the universe, the historian makes him the
heir of the ages, but something more is needed to make a man a good neighbor. Religion
must do that.
A man is more than anything to which he belongs-class or race or nation. When
you think of a man as rich or poor, you nuke him an a<1iective to modify an economic system. When you think of him a. white or black, you make hirn an adjective
to modify a race. The only relation<hip in which man can be regarded as more than
an adjective is that of man's relationship to his Creator. How sacred is human life? You
are as sacred as God who made you. We are made in His own image. Apply one commandment to that-"Thou shalt not take the name .of the Lord thy God in \'ain."
God's name stands for Him. "Thou shalt not take the image of the Lord thy God
in vain." Man stands for God.
We are not fully controlled by our glands, .our heredity, our environment. We are
affected also by our purposes, our plans, our ideals.
We are not just pushed by our past and pulled by our future, for we are the children
of God. We arc sacred. W c dare not violate the person of our mind and body, or that
of any other person.
How sacred is human life? \Vhitehead said, "Man deserves to be visited by Him
who has ordained the stars." The Christian faith is that man has been so visited. The
Incarnation means that God was in Jesus. It means also that He is in every one of us.
"The spirit of man is rhe temple of the Lord." You see God pass by in the poems of
Tennyson, the plays of Shakespeare, the paintings of Raphael, ·the sculpture of
Michelangelo. You see God pass by in the person of the humblest man or woman you
1necr on the Boardwalk.
"Do not think more highly of yourself than you ought to think"-but be sure to
chink highly enough! Over-humility is as bad as over-pride. The Scotchman's prayer,
"Lord, help me to have a high opinion of myself," is sometimes a good one.
There are two points I want to draw our of the Christian doctrine of man: the
first, a sense of responsibility to man dependent upon accountability to God; the
second, a sense of balance.
W'illiam Mather Lewis said that he would like to have written over the entrance to
every institution of learning, "A balanced life in an unbalanced world." How can you
get that sense of balance? Through a sense of direction. Through the proper proportion of work, play, love, and worship. The sense of balance comes out of the Christian
doctrine of man. May man's value be a renewed conviction in our minds this morning.
Remember the inscription on the tomb of Dwight L. Moody in Nonhfield, "He
chat doerh the will of God abideth forever.''

Dr. Blackwelder closed this talk with an unusually meaningful brief
prayer, which included these words: "If error has been spoken, may the
Spirit of Truth erase it from our memories."

Convention Worship Services
Two of the impressive and thoroughly prepared worship services of
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the Con,cntion are quoted in full, to complete chis brief review of how
the Rainbow Jubilee Convention delegates met together in public praise
and confession and con.:L·cration in those sunlit davs
. .1long the shorc.

.

SERVICE OF WORSHIP FOR THURSDAY, JULY 10
''The Commanding Position of Jesus Christ"
The Leader: .\ Call to '"·or,\11p.

For unr1.) us J child 1, born. t1nrt1 tl' .i
,,
.111Li
-:.:l)'..:rnmenc ,\1.tll b-2
upon his shoulder: and \·" name 'hall be cJlled '"'onderiul, Counselor, the m1,>:hn
God, the everlastin_.: Flthor, the Prince oi Pe Jee. Of the increa'" of his governmenr
and peace there shall be no e·nd, upon the throne oi DJ' id, and upon hi, kingdom,
to order
and to ..:-'t.Jbl1.,l1 it 't\·irl1 juJg-111ent Jnd
irl1m henceforth e,·en for
ever. The zeal oi the Lord ot h'''" will r.:rtorm t\11,.-( lsJ. 9:6, 7.)
A Hymn of Exaltation lo Chris!: "Crown

l-11111

with \Ian\· Cro"·n,,'· hr>t 'tJn?.1.

him v;icl1
1.:ro";n'.
The l.Jmb upon hi' thrn11e;
Hark 1 how :he hcJ,·enh· anthem drowns
.-\II
but it" o"·n !
:\wake, mY soul, and
Of him whn died for thee,
And h.1il him JS thv matchle'<
Through all etern1tv.
The Leader: These shall make "'Jr with the Lamb, and rhe Lamb shall o\·ercome them:
for he is Lord of lords, and
of kin.cs: and the,· that arc with him arc cJlled.
and chosen, and fait\,ful.-(Rcv. 17:14.)
Cro";n

The Hymn: The second stan1a oi the <ame h' mn.
Crown him the Son •ll God
Bciore the world began,
And ve, who tread where· he h 1th rrod,
Crown him rhe Son ,,j nun,
'"'ho c'ery grief hath known
That wrings the hum an brca>r,
And takes and bears them for his own,
That all in him may rest.
The Leader: He that hath my commandment" and keepcth them, he it is char lo,·cth
me: and he that loveth me shJll be loved of my Father, and I will lo,·c him, an,l will
manifest m)self to him.-(John 14:21.)
The Hymn: The third stanza

oi the same h; mn.

Crown him the Lord of Life
Who triumphed o'er the gra,c,
And rose victorious in the striic
For those he came to sa' c.
His glories now we sing
Who died, and rose on high,
Who died, eternal life to brin;.:.
And lives that death may die.
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The Leader: Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth,
give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.-(John
14:27.)

The Hymn: The fourth stanza of the same hymn.
Crown him the Lord of peace,
Whose power a sceptre sways
From pole to pole, that wars may cease,
And all be prayer and praise!
Crown him with many crowns
As thrones before him fall,
Crown him, ye kings, with many crowns
For he is King of all.
Unilon Devolional Reading

(all reading in concert) :

0 thou great Friend to all the sons of men,
Who once appeared in humblest guise below,
Sin to rebuke, to break the captive's chain,
And call thy brethren forth from want and woe.
We look to thee: thy truth is. still the light
Which guides the nations, groping on their way,
Stumbling and falling in disastrous night,
Yet hoping ever for the perfect day.
Yes,
The
And
Toil

thou art still the life; thou art the way
holiest know-light, life, and way of heaven;
they who dearen hope and deepest pray
by the light, life, way which thou has given.
(Theodore Parker)

Unilon Prayer: The Lord's Prayer.
A Hymn of Appreciation lo Christ: "Hail, Thou Once Despised Jesus."
Hail, thou once despised Jesus,
Hail, thou Galilean King!
Thou didst suffer to release us,
Thou didst free salvation bring.
Hail, thou agonizing Saviour,
Bearer of our sin and shame!
By thy merit we find favor,
Life is given through thy name.
Paschal Lamb, by God appointed,
All our sins on thee were laid;
By almighty love anointed,
Thou has full atonement made.
All thy people are forgiven,
Through the virtue of thy blood;
Opened is the gate of heaven,
Peace is made 'twixt man and God.

SERVICE OF WORSHIP FOR SUNDAY MORNING,
JULY 13
"The Wonhip of God"
Bupaalin Call lo Wonhip (all standing).

Le.Jn-: The Lord reigneth; let the people tremble: He sitteth between the
cherubims; let the earth be moved.
TIN People: The Lord is great in Zion; and he is high above all people.
Lr.Jn-: The king's strength also loveth judgment; thou dost establish equity. thou
executest judgment and righteousne9s in Jacob.

TIN People: Exalt ye the Lord our God, and worship at his footstool; tur he is
holy.

Hymn of Pniae: "The Doxology" (all standing).

The RMcliag of God'1 Word: Psalm 93 (by the leader).
A Hymn of Pniae: "Holy, Holy, Holy.'·
Holy, holy, holy! Lord God Almightr!
Early in the morning our song shall rise to thee:
Holy, holy, holy! merciful and mighty!
God in three persons, blessed Triniq !
Holy, holy, holy! all the saints adore thee,
Casting down their golden crowns around the glassy sea;
Cherubim and seraphim falling down before thee,
Who were, and •rt, and eYermore shalt be.
Holy, hol r, holy! though the darkness hide thee,
Though the eye of sinful man thr glory may not see,
Only thou arc holy; there is none beside thee,
Perfect in po,.•er, in love, and purity.
Holy, holy, holy! Lord God Almighty!
All thy works shall praise th} name, in earth, and sky, and
Holy, holy, holy! merciful and mighty!
God in three persons, blessed Trinity'

>: 1;

The Reacliag of God'1 Word: Psalm I 0 J: 1-14 ( b,· a reader).
Special Mulic.

Worlhip Palhway1 lo God (while the organ plays quietly).

First Reader: "Give us grace, 0 God, to listen to thy call, to ober th) 'cllc:, •n<l
to follow thy guiding. Thou leade>t us to pleasures that never fade, to riches which
no moth nor rust can corrupt or destroy. Unse1rchable riches are in thy hand. O
give us grace to know the value of them, and to covet them. Thou lcadest us to
fountains of living water; suffer us not to "''ander or turn aside till we JttJ1n unto
the pleasures which are at thy right hand for evermore. Establish, settle, strengthen
us, that our goodness niay not be like the early dew, which passeth away; but make
us steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as
we know that our labor is not in vain in the Lord. Grant th!S, we beseech thee, for
thy dear Son, Jesus Christ's sake." Amen.

7I
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S£·conJ Reader: By prayer we come to God.

Prayer is the soul's sincere desire
Unuttered or expressed;
The morion of a hidden fire
That trembles 1n the breast.
(/ameJ Montgomery)
Third Reader: By the Holy Scriprures we come ro God. "The Bible is one of rhe
grearest blessings bestowed by God upon the children of men. It has God for irs
author, sah·arion for its end, and rruth without any mixrure for irs tnattcr. Ir is
all pure, all sincere; nothing too much, nothing wanting." (Locke)
Fourth Reader: By the orderliness, majesty, mystery, I cauty, and grandeur of

G .. d's world we come to him.
Thou art, 0 God,

life and lighr

Of all this wondrous world we see;
Irs glow by day, irs smile by night,
!\re but reflec:rions caught from thee.
\\"'here' er we turn r hy glories shine,
And all things fair and bright are thine.
(Thomas Moore)
Fifth Rc"Jcr: By the example and experience of grear souls we co1ne to Go,l.

A noble army, men and boys,
The macron and the 111aid,
Around the Saviour's throne re101cc,
In robes of light arrayed:
They climbed the srecp ascent of heaven
Through peril, roil, and pain:

0 God, to us may grace be given
To follow in their train.
(Reginald Heber)
Si>fh Rrader: By faith in Jesus Chrisr we come ro God.

God, it niay be, has other words for ocher worlds,
Bur for our world rhe word of God is Christ.
Hymn:

"Our God, Our Help in Ages Past."

Worship in Tithes and Offerings.
Special Music.
The Sermon.
Closing Hymn.
Benediction.
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International
Officers
Head the
Parade

The British
Empire Was
Represented

The

Massachusetts

Delegation

VIII

Parade and Pageant

I

T is very exceptional for Atlantic City's government to permit a parade
upon the Boardwalk.
To the thousands of summer vacationists who crowded hotel verandas and sun decks and lined the Boardwalk, this parade was a striking
suggestion of the power of the world-\\·ide youth movement which is
Christian Endeavor.
Singing the hymns of the church and with banners and floats declaring for peace and pledging allegiance to Christ, more than six thousand
young people followed Dr. Poling and the officers of the International
Society of Christian Endeavor at a brisk and hearty pace.
With Dr. Poling marched his attractive daughters, Billie and Jane.
Homer Rodeheaver, another "front-liner," was greeted by many admirers along the way. Mrs. Poling in an "official" and precedent-breaking automobile won hearty applause all aloiig the Boardwalk.
Dr. W. A. MacTaggart, in a response to the address of welcome at
the first Convention session, had said, "Christian Endeavor will keep
marching."
And how these hosts of Endeavoring youth marched!

Utah Earned Top Ranking
The delegates from Utah were first in line, because their union attained the highest percentage of quotas of registrations for the Convention. Georgia youth followed, wearing choir gowns and carrying a
banner with the words which were to appear so often in parade floats
and banners, "Always-For Christ and the Church." A beautifully
decorated float showed a fine selection of "Georgia peaches"!
A small but vigorous delegation from the distant State of Washington
came next in line. Albert Arend of Washington was head of the First
Division of the parade.
Florida's ·delegates followed a cross. They included young persons
dressed as Seminole Indians, a large representation from St. Petersburg,
and marchers doing the much practiced F-L-0-R-I-D-A step.
Each member of Tennessee's marching force carried one of the
letters which spelled out "Christian Endeavor."
The District of Columbia delegation bore proudly the famous basket
of flowers presented to Pauline Shoemaker, the new Associate President
of the International Society, whose election on the preceding night was
74
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PRE-CONVENTION REGISTRATION CAMPAIGN
When the count was rnade 1n the registration campaign condu,-:"'J "' advance of the Convention the following states were found to be 1n ti-2 l2Jd
Each received a properly numbered banner as an award. and "a' assigned the
corresponding pos1t1on 1n the great Boardwalk Parade The rank•ngs were
made on the basis cf the percentage each state attained :i its aoc:g '<'d
quota of registrations
1_ Utah
6 D1str1ct cf Cclumb1a
156%
-, Georgia
Ken tuck,
132%
\l/ash1ng•cn
106%
-' California
9 Vermont
4 Florida
, '1
5. Tennessee
f..1aryland

-

In the contest for the most beac•t1ful and eife:t1ve • oa• 1n tr;;> '---:x1vention Parade the folio" 1ng were the awards

First Place

Maryland

Second Place

Georgia

still being celebrated. "D. C." girls were charming in blue and white
sailor dresses with white stars. The bovs wore red and white hats.
'
The Golden Rule Union of Washington, D. C., was resplendent in
blue and red satin capes. A superb living representation of the Statue
of Liberty was the much applauded feature of this delegation.

Dapper Colonels, Lovely Belles
Kentucky colonels in spotless white suits, broad-brimmed hats and
snowy goatees bowed and inquired pleasantly, ''How ah yo' all?" With
them were Kentucky belles, lovely in their long, flowered-chintz gowns.
The girls curtsied demurely as they passed the revie\\·ing line of International Society officers, for those front-line paraders had fallen out to
exchange greetings with the state delegations that marched by.
California's parade delegation carried gay parasols of blue and yellow
and bore striking banners.
Then came Maryland's Endeavorers, proclaiming theirs "the first
state to allow religious freedom." Yello\v-banded high hats and yellow
boleros over white dresses and suits made an effective appearance. The
state flag and the American flag were carried with dignity. A float showed
scenes of "Christian Endeavor around the World." State officers rode in
a decorated automobile. Balloons bobbed merrily along v;ith the marchers
who followed the car.
Indiana helped us to remember again that this \\'JS the Rainbow
Jubilee observance. Their "bow of promise" was glorious and \veil
executed.

Eyes on the Next Convention
In the parade, as on many other occasions, Coloraoo's fine delegation
invited the International Society and all its friends to mel.'t in Denver for
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the North American Convention of 1943.
Becoming and smart were Michigan's capes and the fine representatives who wore them.
"Yippee!" Who could that be? Surely it was Texas, with its young
people doffing sombreros and brandishing toy guns.
Delaware delegates each carried a large fluffy yellow chick--cut
from cardboard and mounted on a stick. The leaders bore a huge blue
chicken. Their banner proclain1ed them true Endeavorers, "For Christ
and the Church."

The Long March Continued
New Hampshire girls were pretty in white dresses decorated with
red clovers. Her boys wore white suits.
Wisconsin's theme was lndian.s. "Tall corn" and "wild roses" were
emblems for Iowa's marchers. \'irginia brought a message of Christian
Endeavor activity "down where the South begins."
West \'irginians carried bright balloons. Their costumes were particularly effective; the girls wore red and white blouses, white skirts, red
socks, and straw hats, while the boys' shirts were yellow.
A whole parade in itself was the mighty delegation from Pennsylvania. The very young George Klauder, looking sturdy and manly in
long white trousers, led the delegation. A band gaily costumed followed
this drum major, and the procession of the white-clad Keystone State
Endeavorers, topped with tall red hats, seemed unending.
Marching especially to honor President Poling was a large delegation
from this leader's church, the Baptist Temple in Philadelphia.
Schuylkill Branch of the Philadelphia Union threw into the crowd
many candies wrapped with this message, "It's sweet to belong to C. E."
The Pilgrim Fathers and Mothers of Massachusetts were ably portrayed by the delegates in capes and tall-crowned hats. And bells tinkled
as the Bay State brethren marched.
The Host State Well Represented
New Jersey's usual orange and black appeared this time fashioned into
bonnets with long streamers. Fifty-nine "Long-timers" marched, proudly
conscious of New Jersey's Christian Endeavor history. Cumberland and
Salem Counties presented a most attractive float, as did also Atlantic
County. Other New Jersey units, with large delegations of marchers,
showed that the movement flourishes in the state that played host to
this notable Convention.
"Bell hops" hailed from Illinois-a goodly number of them. The
costume was fashed from blue cloth splattered with white dots. Missouri
had a synthetic mule in line, and this feature called for laughs and
shouts all along the march. Ne\\' York marched in vivid red and white
capes. Maine's delegates with pardonable pride proclaimed theirs the
birth state of Christian Endeavor. Connecticut, Ohio, Rhode Island,
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and Canada l\'ere represented in the big procession.
Many parades offer more gorgeous costumes, more bands in proportion to marchers, m0re precision in marching order. But this parade was
impressive, not because of elaborate and expensive displays or painful
hours of rehearsal. It impressed Atlantic City's people and her
and the Conventioneers themselves, because there "'.is a light in the eyes
of the boys and girls and older friends who marched-a light that gave
its message of sincerity and devotion.
That parade l\'as one promise of a better world-a world in "·hich
constructive goodwill shall reign 1n the spirit of the li\·ing Christ.

Telling Christian Endeavor's Story
The manv and interesting notes made by the Recorder of this Convention, both at Atlantic City and imn1edi.iteh· afterward, dealt only
fleetingly with one of the most in1press1\·e and pleasurable events connected with the Rainbo\v Jubilee Convention progr.tn1.
This omission is understandable, for it is the Rt'corder of these daih
activities of six thousand youth at Atl.intic City "'ho "'rote and directed
the pageant she did not report for us. The Editor
responsibility,
und gladly, for the comments that folio"'·
Saturday's pageant
designed to be the outstanding fe.iture of one
of the most popular evenings of the "·hole Convention. It "'ould folio"'
the parade, always colorful and dramatic in the long and honored line
of International Christian Endeavor Conventions. It "'ould precede by
not many hours the beginning of the Sunday program in the impressive
All-Convention Communion Service, and "'ith services of worship and
inspiration filling all the remainder of that glorious closing d.iv. Such
an event must have high qualities in composition, color, music, dram.itic
episodes, cast, and direction, to live up to the e:..pectations .ind the
Catherine Miller Balm's Rainbo\\' Jubilee Pageant had these qualities,
and in abundance. It was a striking event, "'ith many breath-taking
moments, in the midst of a Convention that made history in everv hour
of its life.
The story it told "'as familiar to n1any who saw and heard the
episodes on the Assembly Hall stage. These found ne"' meaning in the
events recounted and a more vivid appreciation of the sheer drama of
Christian Endeavor's growth and service for sixty years.
The story ""as sparklingly new to many others who enjoyed this
pageant. These carry with them forever an appreciation of Christian
Endeavor's pioneers,
heroes, its fellowship of quiet and c\·en .inonymous serving members around the world. No history printed to be read
could tell their story so well.
Thank you, Catherine Balm, for producing this
"'e all
wanted to know better!
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The Rainbow Jubilee Pageant

"FOR CHRIST AND THE CHURCH"
by
Catherine Miller Balm

Part Onr-A Fruitful Thought
Scene

1-A Young Man's Proposal
Outside the Mission Sunday School, Abbott Village,
Massachusetts
1875

Scene 11-A Young !\Ian's Plan
The Parsonage, Williston Congregational Church,
Portland, Maine
1881

lnter/11de-Through the Years
Part Two-Into All the World
Scene
Scene

1-A Street in Tarsus, Turkey
1893
11-A Chapel m the Village of Chabikabar, India
1 896

Scene Ill-A Street in London
1900
Scene IV-Youth Camp at Balatonszarzo, Hungary
193 0
Scene

V-The Road to the Leper Colony, Endeavor Village, Luebo, Belgian Congo,
Africa
1938

Scene VI-A Cave m Rural China
1941

Inter/11de-Join Hearts with Joy
Part Thrcc-]nto All of the Life of Youth
Scene
Scene

I-Planning-The Christian Endeavor Union Board Room
Evening
II-Serving -The Corridor of the City Mission
Christmas Eve

Scene III-Playing -The Social Hall of First Church
Evening
Scene IV-Praying -A Quiet Place Anywhere
Early Morning
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V-Praising -A Lakeside
Twilight

Find!l"--"This Is ChristiJn Endeavor's Jubilee··
CAST OF CHARACTERS
P11rl One

Scene

I-Harriet Eli7.abeth Abbott
Members of the congregation
Francis E. Clark

Scene

II-The Reverend Francis E. Clark
Mrs. Francis E. Chrk
\\". H. Pennell
Other voung people

First /71/erluJc
Christian Endeavorers of six decades
Par/ Tuo

Scene

Scene

1-Ararn, president of the Junior Christian Endeavor society
His father
A beggar
Two women
Three soldiers
11-Dr. Francis E. Clark
Young men and women of India

Scene 111-F irst young man from the U nired States
Second young man from the United States
A flower woman
A cabman
Scene IV-Zoltan Cszorba
Hungarian Christian
Karolyi Dobos
Endeavor leaders
Emil Sander
Andrew Simon, from the United Stares
Emil Simon, his brother
Young men campers
(Norr: The motto on the poster, in Hungarian, read;: "Mr heart
a flame for Christ." This was the motto of John Calvin, and is
the motto of the Hungarian Christian youth.)
Scene

V-Two African bearers
Two African hammock earners
An African child, a leper
His father
lepers
His mother
An American medical missionary

f
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Second Interlude
Christian Endeavorers of many nations

Part Three
Scene
Scene

I-Young men and women on the Christian Endeavor Union Board
II-A little girl, an orphan
A little boy, an orphan
Christian Endeavorers

Scene III-High School (Intermediate) Endeavorers
Scene IV-A Christian Endeavor president
Scene

V-Christian Endeavorers

This pageant was produced under the direction of Catherine Miller Balm, Recreation
Superintendent of the International Society of Christian Endeavor, by the Philadelphia
Christian Endeavor Union, Henry M. Bates, president. Chairman of pageant committee,
Louis

J.

Klein, Jr. Chorus director, Raymond L. Lyons .
•

The Delegation from the District of
Columbia brought much applause

IX

From the Diary of John Doe, Jr.
ELL, sir, there's one sure thing about keeping a diary during a
Christian Endeavor Convention. And that is, you can't do it!
There's more happening than you ever guessed could be crowded between
breakfast and bedtime. There isn't a minute left to write do"\\'n "·hat is
happening.

W

Phil Wray said, "Well, why bother trying to?" He told me there
would be an official Convention Report, so why waste time keeping
a diary?
I just grinned and didn't answer. I don't want anybody snickering
at my Life's Ambition, "·hich is to be a foreign correspondent. But
how do I get to be one if I don't practice writing down what happensespecially when there's so much news right in front of me?
So I sat up Wednesday night, to get my record up to date-and
yawned therefore during Quiet Hour Thursday morning, and Florence
looked horrified. So I didn't stay up any later than I had to for the next
two nights, and last night-well, Florence and Ruth and Jim and I took
a walk to talk things over. So here's what was set down, and just a
"reminder amount" on each event. (And mostly it didn't get written
until Monday, when I'm waiting for Dad to drive in and take me back
home to Boston.)

D

IDN'T expect to like Quiet Hour so much! You had to get up
awfully early to be in the Assembly Hall on time, but I did like it.
Dr. Sock.man spoke on Thursday morning on "Jesus, Prince and Pioneer."
He had some ideas that made you think. I liked Dr. Blackwelder on
Friday and Saturday, too. And Harry N. Holmes' sermon on Sunday
morning. Boy, he's something, that fellow from Ne"' Zealand and
Australia! Full of fun sometimes, and then sometimes serious enough
to make the shivers go up and down your spine.
First I thought I was favored to get such good conference leaders.
Then I began to hear the same thing fron1 everybody else I talked to.
All of them must have known their stuff, and they surely knew where
young people live and what they're interested in talking about.
Is Martin Harvey keen! I took "A Christian's Efforts Toward Peace"
on Thursday, and he was the leader. He used to be president of the
81
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Christian Youth Council of North America; he's a Negro and most
members of the Council are white, so that was a real tribute to a real
man. Saturday I was studying and discussing "How to Have Better
Meetings" with Richard Hoiland as leader. i began to load a notebook
with those ideas-ideas that'll make our society grow right out of the
meeting-room, for they'll certainly make things hum.
Thursday afternoon, a bunch of us played ball on the beach and swam.
What a beach! Then we hurried back to the hotel to dress for the High
School Banquet. All through the Convention there were lots of special
luncheons and banquets and dinners. Yet I think none of them was as
n1uch fun as our banquet, and the price didn't get you down either!
At that High School Banquet, we had 15 O enthusiastic young people
from all points East and West in the banquet hall of the Hotel Monticello. Dr. Raymond Veh, who directed the High School Division of the
Convention, and a big job that was, presided at this dinner and led the
group singing. The tables vied "\Vith one another to present original songs.
Between the courses we heard readings and musical dialogues by Dr.
and Mrs. W. H. Detweiler and Claire Pfeiffer. D. Charles Davies, the
International Society's special representative, sang Negro spirituals, accompanied by Mrs. Mahoney. Then China took things over in fine style.
Mrs. Philip Lee talked, and was she fun! Then Mr. Lee gave a longer
talk and also sang solos. We heard him again in the big pageant.
Thursday night was thrilling. Joy Homer told about her trip to
China and how the Chinese young people are doing heroic deeds under
the leadership and example of Christian missionaries and the Chinese
Christian people. Dr. Herbert Gezork, who was a Christian youth leader
in Germany till "that man" took over, told about how devoted the
young "Nasties" and Communists are to their leaders-and what that
ought to mean to us who arc Christians. If we want to overcome the
evils that have gripped Europe, we'll have to care -and dare a lot more
for Jesus and for Christianity.
Y cs, the Massachusetts "good night" Quiet Hour was pretty serious,
coming right after that. We have a job to do.

F

RIDAY brought me a big thrill! Mrs. Balm, who wrote and directed
the Rainbow Jubilee Pageant, asked me to take the place of a fellow
who was in the pageant but had been called home because his Dad got
very sick. So I went to pageant rehearsal in the afternoon; found myself
a I--Iungarian Christian Endeavorer in a camp with a name like a sneeze.
But Mrs. Balm says Balatonszarzo is one of the beauty spots of Europe, a
plateau looking out over blue Lake Balaton. Rich people would go there
from Budapest for the summer, but the fellows in the camp were very
poor. I liked the part when I began to get the "feel" of this young
Hungarian member of C. E.
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Dad had warned me not to miss the big Convention Banquet, which
also came on Friday. I might have gone to the Steel Pier instead, but I
am glad I went to this banquet, the biggest party I've ever attended.
Thousands were there, I suppose. The girls bad their long swishy dresses;
they wore flowers in their hair. \\' e had a sea-food dinner, and we sang,
sang, and sang. Rody led. Norman Klauder presided, introducing all the
celebrities-like the Polings, Mrs. Helen Lyon Jones, Harry Holmes,
lots of others. Philip Lee sang; that pleased everyone. We'd been telling
folks about this Chinese preacher's voice since the High School Banquet,
when we came to know hi1n. Mr. Espy spoke about young people in
Europe; we could have listened much longer, for he v.·as easy to take.
As a foreign correspondent I would like to interview people v.•ho know
the other lands like this leader does.
When we marched up the Boardwalk to the Assembly Hall, those
Florida delegates were practicing a trick step to use in the parade next
day. They were strung out across the Boardwalk and sort of spelling
Florida with heel and toe taps. That took practice!
We'll remember the Friday night session because it introduced us to
our new and pretty Associate President, Pauline Shoemaker, of Washington, D. C. And we met a big basket of flowers, too. That was a human
interest story all by itself.
When Dr. Poling announced Miss Shoemaker's election and introduced her, the District of Columbia delegates sent down an immense
basket of flowers. (We saw it again in the parade next day.) She
thanked them, put the flowers down-and the basket was top-heavy and
rolled over. Out came lots of water. Dr. \'andersall went after that
with a mop that stood handy in the v.·ings, and the e\·er-helpful Briggs
of the Auditorium staff helped, too.
So everybody felt very relaxed and human. Florence nearly choked
with laughter, and we thought our whole row might be chased from
the hall-but then there was applause for the other officers Dr. Poling
presented. More comedy came with the flowers that Pennsylvania presented to each one of its leaders v.•ho were being elected or appointed to
office, and there were several. The State President, Bert Shaw, and the
Field Secretary, Warren Hoopes, gave a kiss with each bouquet, like a
French general of the old days handing out the medals in a news-reel.

We were laughing when Dr. Norman \'. Peale, just in from the airport and from Hollywood, was presented. He took us in his stride.
Everyone felt gay, and then suddenly he had us thinking and serious,
and maybe worried. Christian Endeavor Conventions are like that. You
feel you are a part of life and that you can do something about it. C. E.
is called a movement, and it
Saturday morning was like other mornings with its conference pro-
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gram, except we hated to think it was the last chance at conferences
and High School assemblies (or Convocations-$ IO word!). Over two
hundred of us enjoyed those Convocations; they were very informal,
with fun and fellowship at the close of each morning's session. Dr. Veh
led these periods, using the delegates for all sorts of activities. We met in
the High School Auditorium, thanks to Mrs. Detweiler and other good
friends in Atlantic City.
Well, we sang pep songs and ballads this morning, and Negro spirituals. Then came announcements, and the Question Box was opened next.
Aided by other conference leaders, Dr. Veh went through the whole list;
most were about Christian Endeavor organization and methods, how to
have better meetings, world issues, but there were many good ones (well
answered) about questions of personal conduct.
Mrs. Greene's group of Washington young people led the Wednesday
worship period following the discussion; Mrs. Camp's group from Atlantic City had this period on Thursday.
HEY don't parade on the Boardwalk! Convention after convention
comes here and strolls along the promenade, but we marched on it, by
permission of the city government, drove cars on it, played band music,
tapped out Florida's name, and all the rest. Not that this was a snakedance or football-victory celebration. The parade was serious. It impressed people; you could see that all along the line. It was a good
parade, and Massachusetts drew lots of applause with its Pilgrim marchers
who were carrying bells (church bells, school bells, or curfew?).
I was in only one little scene of the pageant (Part Two, Scene IV),
so maybe in this Convention diary I can praise what the others did.
Florence and Jim and Phil said it was gr-r-rand!
This started late because Dr. Poling was giving the delegates a
chance to make pledges for Christian Endeavor's support. There was a
huge sixtieth-anniversary birthday cake with electric candles, and when
$1,000 V.'as pledged, the tall center candle named for Mother Clark
was lighted.
Well, when the pageant began there were about five thousand people
in the audience and that was a big enough crowd for me. Did my
knees shake!
The Philadelphia Christian Endeavor Union had recruited most of
those who took part. They'd rehearsed in Philadelphia, and the costumes
and props came from their city, too. Louis J. Klein, Jr., was chairman
of the pageant committee and Lena Schubert was in charge of make-up.
She worked hard behind the scenes.

T

T

HE first part of the pageant showed Dr. and Mrs. Clark getting
engaged on a rainy evening after prayer-meeting. Then it was six
years later, the minister and his wife were still young and not at all
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famous, and the first Christian Endeavor society was being planned and
organized in the parsonage at Portland, Maine, where Francis Clark was
steadily building up a Congregational church.
Then came a procession called "Through the Years," showing Endeavorers from 18 81 till no'v. There were some queer clothes worn in
18 81 and in 1911 and even in 19 2 0, when Mother and Dad were leaders
in Christian Endeavor. The men's suits were especially funny, and you
should have seen Norman Klauder with whiskers!
While the interest of the audience grew, for there was nothing draggy
in this whole pageant, our cast showed exciting Christian Endeavor events
all over the world. Why, Christian Endeavor had real heroes to presentsome who died for their faith!
Then we saw the youth 1novement going about its work today. The
vespers scene, supposed to be outdoors, wirh the light changing from
sunset to starlight, was one of those "Oh!" and "Ah!" spectacles. I'd
have been glad to see it from the audience seats.
I believe we could repeat most of that pageant in our church home,
or all of it if we wanted to, and it would be fun to see if we could work
out such good costumes and lighting.
A big chorus sang between scenes and also during the second procession, "Christian Endeavor in All Lands." The chorus came from
Philadelphia especially to help in this pageant. Marshall Noack, who is
the minister of music in Dr. Poling's Philadelphia church, sang two
solos; he has a wonderful voice. A quintette of Negro young men sang
fine, too.
Dr. Poling said, "The pageant was glorious in conception and beautiful in its presentation," and he thanked Mrs. Balm very eloquently.
Our state had a questionnaire to fill out, now that the Convention
was nearing th.-: end. It asked, "Which speakers were most inspiring?"
and "What would you like to have changed in the next Convention?"
To that one, we said we'd like them to arrange not to have any last day!
But the last day was glorious and happy after all. I'll never forget
our early morning communion service, with thousands of delegates of all
denominations being served together. And the morning church service
was very inspiring. Rev. Arthur J. Stanley, who was the first Associate
President of recent years, now \'ice-President, was in charge, and
Holmes preached the sermon.
All of our crowd got together for dinner at the hotel. In the afternoon we went to Assembly Hall to hear Rev. Vere W. Abbey speak about
India. We'd talked with him and Mrs. Abbey in the exhibition booth
where all their things from India could be seen. When Mr. Abbey told
you what Christian Endeavor does in India, you wanted to give
last
dime to help work like that.
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Then there was the noted Negro minister, Dr. William Lloyd Imes of
New York, telling us what the Negro does for America. I was glad to
hear this fine talk. We can quote parts of it in our next meeting on
inter-racial goodwill.
Florence and I took a walk before supper, then had supper with the
crowd. And now everyone was rushing off for the Christian Endeavor
meetings, which are just about the best of their kind and show how good
a meeting led by young people can be. Ours was the High School Christian
Endeavor society meeting, with a program planned by Wallace Shipp and
other Washing ton delegates.
It began with a musical prelude. Then this call to worship:
"If any man serve me, let him follow me; and where I am, there also
shall my servant be. If any man serve me, him will my Father honor."
We sang "All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name," and the Scripture was
Psalm 144:9-15.
Many of the delegates offered sentence prayers, and then there was a
violin solo we liked. A panel discussion.. by seven speakers followed, and
Rev. Daniel K. Poling ("Young Dan") summed up the viewpoints. We
sang "We Choose Christ" and united in the Mizpah benediction.

N

OW we were in the last Convention session-the very finish. And
I'll remember it always. Dr. Louis Evans of California was just the
man to stab souls awake. You want to do everything you can for Jesus
and do it right now.

Of course there should be a decision service then, and so there was.
We bowed our heads and prayed and thought of what we had heard
and seen here, and we formed whatever decision we felt we were led to
make for Christ. They said afterward that 1,071 different young
people in the Convention made and signed personal decisions: 3 8 0 accepting Jesus as their personal Saviour, 32 5 declaring for full-time
service for Him, while hundreds also came out as tithers or soul-winners
or volunteers for any Christian service that might open in their church
or their community.
My decision was-I'll take a teacher-training course beginning in the
fall, so I can teach a Sunday school class.
At the end, all of us clasped hands and sang "God Be With You Till
We Meet Again." And we went out from the Convention with the
pledge in our hearts to do all things "Always-For Christ and the
Church."

x
Ring That Bell
It's Town Meeting Time

T

HE Town Crier's bell began to ring. You heard only the first cle.ir
"ding-dong!" For no sooner did Associate President Lawrence W.
Bash appear with the Town Meeting bell than the burst of applause from
the delegates would drown out every other sound.
Christian Endeavor's Town Meeting was a decidely popullr program
feature.
Lawrence Bash explained the purpose at the first of the four sessions,
on Wednesday morning. The Town Meeting would giYe the delegates .l
chance to consider some of the pressing problems which young people
are facing. Each morning st veral young persons presen.ted their points of
view and made concrete suggestions about the solution of a youth problem. Each speaker was strictly limited to four minutes. \\'hen this prearranged program was completed delegates were inYited to come to the
platform to carry along a free-for-lll discussion of youth's problems.
From Wednesday through Saturday morning, mlny of the young people
gladly accepted this opportunity to express their opinions in the Rlinbow
Jubilee Convention of International Christian Endeavor.
There follow some of the statements made by the young people who
addressed the Town Meeting. (Many of the same group of outstanding
young Endeavorers took part also in a Wednesday night event, as some
of the "Voices of Other Lands" that added another real note of dram.i
to Dr. Poling's thrilling Presidential Address.)

Youth and the Alcohol Problem
W. Roy BREG, JR.
We have a great problem facing America today: the alcohol problem. Today more
money is spent on alcohol in these United States than on education. The present en>"
makes an even greater problem than we ordinarily have. For instance, did you know
that beer is being sold to the men in the Army camps by the United States government?
Mind you, by our own government! Is this preparing to defend America? And of
course more liquor is being sold outside the camps. Since more money is being circulated, more liquor is being bought.
Now you may say: "Something must be done. We can't have this!"
But what do you do? Many times, nothing is done. Yet there are a few organ11 ations that arc doing something. One of these is Allied Youth. Through education it i'
helping young people in high schools to make their own decisions about alcohol. Their
platform is: "We stand for the liberation, Lhrough education, of the individual and
aociety from the handicaps of beverage alcohol."
Herc are several things you might do through Christian Endeavor societies. You
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can encourage your high school to have an Allied Youth Post. Information may be
secured from Allied Youth headquarters, in the National Education Association Building,
Washington, D. C. You can help the fellows in the Army to have a good time when
they are on leave, without having alcohol enter the picture. Encourage legislation
against alcohol. Write your Senator; tell him what you want.
At the Christian Endeavor Convention here in 1911, a resolution was passed for a
saloonless nation by 1920. And did they have it? Sure they had it! I challenge you
young people and you older people to take a similar stand today.

ConOict Between Church and School
RUTH

HAVERSTOCK

In Prince George County, Maryland, the schools give one hour a week to religious
education. In Washington one school gives its assembly period to a minister.
Christian Endeavor can make interesting speakers available and use every opportunity
to place them in the schools.
Church colleges are another problem. Sometimes there is no college-age society
1n the college chapel.
I challenge those in churches in college towns to give students who come from
Christian homes what Christian Endeavor can give them.

The Problem of Leisure Time
MARY ELLEN PiiRRY

A problem which seems very vital to me, in regard to community life, is the prob
lem of leisure time. This i> called "scientific America"-let us pause for a moment and
look at our own lives. Does each person spend his leisure time as a Christian should?
If he does, I wonder that we have thousands of taverns, night clubs filled with young
people, and so much interest in so-called glamour life. I wonder that we have 1,3 50,000
girls engaged in the distribution of liquor, with a host of lives lost each year because
the liquor traffic and gambling lead to the disintegration of morals. So we see that the
harvest is great. Let us start putting into practice the stewardship of time.
I think that each church should have an outstanding, attractive social program
which will appeal to the young people. This program certainly has to be active, to
keep up with the swing of the world today. There are so many ways to interest the
young people, and the earlier the age we begin this program, the better. I know of one
church whose minister meets with the young people once a week for a
class.
Following this, they have a prayer-meeting. What an active Christian Endeavor society
this is! Another church has a hobby club which meets every two weeks. My own
church provides a tennis court for us and we also enjoy dramatic work.
Put into practice the things which we are discussing. We must see Christian
Endea,·or really in action. It is better to light a candle than to curse the darkness. May
each one of us accept the responsibility to work on the stewardship of time for Christ
and the church.

The Racial Problem
MIRIAM

FEAVER

"Suffer little children to come unto me." Each one of us has seen the picture of our
Master with a group of children, each of a different race, around Him. How many of
us get off into our own racial corner? In the South on the way to this Convention I
was disturbed by the sign, "Colored Waiting Room."
We Christian Endeavorers should do everything we can to make friends with other
races. In politics all votes count. Socially, we go about in cliques. In God's sight all
n1en are equal. In our town a church has missionary work for the Chinese and Japanese
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there. Instead, there should be an inter-racial Christian Endeavor society. We have
invited the others to our society. The Japanese have come, •nd they invited us in turn.
Spiritually we are all one; true Christian Endeavorers never consider race at all. We
should try to get other young people to feel that we are all one, regardless of race.
Penonal prejudices should be stamped out.

Gambling Can Be Kept Out

w.

D.

SMITH, JR.

Christians are sometimes very self-righteous. Discussing what I do and won 'c do
with a friend, I fdt satisfied because I didn't do things he did. Later I said, "I'll mJtch
you for a 'coke.'" He sJid, "I don't gamble." I hJdn't thought of thJt as gJmbling,
but it was.
Huge sums are spent by church people on gambling, bv people CJlling themselves
Christians. As co the spiritual effects of g Jmblmg, you need only co see the wrecked
lives it causes. We should take action against gambling. I was glad co see that the
bingo games here had been closed down. There Jrc no sloe mJchines on the street
corners in Birmingham Jn\' more. The church people bJnded together to keep chem our.

Statements from Other Youth
The Kansas ChristiJn EndeJYOr Union hung 400,000 door-knob h•ngers
people co vote dry-for ChristIJn youth. KJnsas went dry.-.\[ary Ellen Perry.

asking

;\lichigan decided co stop exploitJtion Jt the selling end. A bill prohibiting certain
types of liquor ad,·errising WJs introduced in the state legtS!acure, wit!· Christian
Endeavor behind it. .\ll the liquor interests converged to fight it. At J recent session,
we got the bill through the Senate and into the House. It WJ> stopped there by pressure,
but we're going on working fer it.-Ernest S. ;\larks.
We have a bill-S-860-in t!>e Senate to prohibit sJle of liquor in Army
camps. I wish we could have two thousand letters to bJck it up.-A Pe11nsyl1·ania
Jelegate.
We put out 3 3,000 petitions against the liquor situation. We're trying to stop the
sale of liquor at places where there is dancing.-A11 lou:a delegate.
Are we going to pass pious resolutions, or go home resolved co see that the liquor
traffic passe' from our shores?--Chairm,in Bash.
How can -..·e stop gambling if we sell ch•nces m the churches and have bingo
games?-A New ferse)· deft.gate.
Baltimore has an inter-racial fellowship se\ era! years old. We meet at a
church and attend services together. We try to patronize a restaurant co see
discrimination; so far we've not h•d much success in this line. We have
and swims together. I wish Christian Endeavor could form an inter-rJcial
in each town.-A Maryland delegate.

downtown
if there is
our hikes
fellowship

A most successful inter-racial fellowship is being conducted in PhiladclphiJ. You
can write to Dr. Fred D. Wentzel, 1505 Race Street, PhilJdelphiJ, to get detJils.A Pennsylvania leaJer.

The Loyalty of Youth to the Church
DORIS

At any time on the Boardwalk, thousands of young people may be seen scrolling 3 Jong,
apparently unconcerned with the responsibilities of the world.
seem to have only
one idea in mind, that of having a good time. The youth of today oft.u seem more
interested in the latest style, or in movies, or things like that. There's a gre 3 c need for
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a movement to reach young people for the church. For the last sixty years, Christian Endeavor has been helping to meet this problem and bring youth into the church of Chrin.
In answer to the problem, a plan of organization has been made in Michigan. In
most of our Christian Endeavor societies we have a church-activity committee. The
idea is to carry our ideals into practice. The committee tries to stimulate members to
participate in church work. The committee members are able to give the following
services: ( 1) publicity, ( 2) ushering, ( 3) stenographic aid, ( 4) music, ( S) church
projects, (6) aid to pastor, (7) financial, planning a program and developing responsibility, (8) supply of leadership. There are so many ways that young people can help
their church.
Through relationship with the leaders of the church we shall be developing goodwill and cooperation. Our societies are part of the church, and we owe our loyalty to
this institution. Do we show our loyalty by regular attendance at church and by
supporting the total program of the church? Let us remember that Christian Endeavor
is an active, church-centered youth program. "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
strength," let's keep it so,-for Christ and the church!

Training Leadership
DORIS POFFENBERGER

How is the church going to get the very essential leadership that it needs to go
forward? As we look around us at all the confusion in the world, there are brought
to mind definite leaders of movements that are not. connected with Christian organization. We can see that good Christian leadership is necessary. What would our Christian
Endeavor movement be today if it were not for the dynamic leadership of our own
President Poling? But how 1s the church going to get the necessary leaders? It is up
to Christian Endeavor to train them.
The secret of Christian Endeavor is its way of placing responsibility upon young
people, so that through doing they may learn. Training begins as soon as one enters
the society. I learned, in one of the Intermediate conferences, that one Intermediate
talks to each new member, defining for him the principles of Christian Endeavor and
what it means to be an Endeavorer. Through the Christian Endeavor meetings we
learn to express ourselves, to think things through, and to plan definite programs of
lCtion.
Outstanding young people become leaders and officers in their own societies. Son1e
societies have definite responsibilities in the services of their church. My own society
takes charge of the Mother's Day service. We are given the opportunity also to be
ushers and to sing in the choir. Our leaders as they grow older and more experienced
become leaders of missionary societies and teachers in the Sunday school. Some have
received the call to become missionaries and ministers.
Leadership courses for high school groups tell them just what is expected. I challenge all Endeavorers to have such active societies that each member may have a
to assume leadership.

Denominational Programs
HowARD DuvEN

How can my society foster the program of my denomination and also part1c1pate 1n
a wider fellowship with young people's groups of numerous denominations?
My denomination would not isolate itself from the motivating association with other
Christian groups; but to fulfill its possibilities and responsibilities it is properly conscious
of the necessity of training its youth and acquainting them with the denominational
objectives.
But, you say, with two or more programs and organizations appealing for the young
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people's support, how are we going co choose? Shall we choose all of one, co che complete exclusion of the ocher? Or shall we blend the cwo into the program for our
church? Examination of programs will show clearly chat they are not sec against each
other, but chat they supplement each ocher. Christian youth's responsibility co che
world is certainly a desired aim of the denominations, and ChristiJn Endeavor offers "
way of reaching chat aim.
A pastor of one of Iowa's largest church<'-a church which Wls forn1ed bv the
merging of cwo local congregations-makes chis statement of solution: "We pour all
suggested programs together. We cake the cream off the top, and for the most part
this whips up satisfactorily,'·
In most cases it is fully possible to remain a Christian Endc•vor society and at the
same time participate in denominational relationships. So we have a Christian Endeavor
society in the Pilgrim Fellowship, or the Christian Youth Fellowship, and so forth. In the
values of the larger association we urge societies to retain not only the name of Christian
Endeavor in their respective denominational fellowship but to participate activelv in
Christian Endeavor's far-reaching program.

Christian Unity
Bt:LLEY

As we are gathered here today in the fellowship of Chnstiar EndeaYor, the difficulties of two hundred years ago seem impossible. Then, between the different churches,
there were strife, bitterness, jealousy and envr, making difficult situations, preventing
cooperation, and making help for world conditions impossible. Ho"· far we have
moved! Today we have no place for unbrocherliness. Today in our Con,cntion Communion Services, members of manr denominations come gladlr co the Lord's Supper
together.
Cooperation between church groups is a necessity. Together \\"e must face such
problems as chat of the migrants, liquor advertising, soldiers in camp, China relief.
Together we muse promote the Nat ion al Preaching
We see movements coward
unity between denominations in the World Conference, in the merger of Northern and
Southern Methodists and Methodist Protestants, in the merger of the Congregational
and Christian churches, the Evangelical and Reformed churches, and the proposed
merger of United Brethren and Evangelical Church.
Christian Endeavor has made a major contribution co this new understanding.
It has
chat the things upon which we agree are greater than those upon
which we differ.

From Other Delegates
I believe in Christian Endeavor cooperation. The young people of First Presbyterian
Church in Louisville are the biggest element m an ongoing church. \\" e have Graded
Christian Endeavor. The four ocher societies are supervised by the fifth, the Young
People's society, because we have no paid director. Three years ago the front seats in
church were always vacant. Now the young people as a group fill those seats instead
of sitting in the back.-Dr. Frank Anderson.
A year ago our young people made a survey in Denver, in a territory one mile
square. This was canvassed by one hundred young people who went co 5,000 homes co
invite young people co the young people's society meetings and ochers to attend church.
One society now has an average attendance of 13 0.-A Colorado delegate.
In Baptise Temple, Philadelphia, we have Daily Vacation Bible Schools for white
children and Negro children. We have a Temple camp for young people. Our youth
club is open every afternoon and evening for social fellowship.-A Penn1yl 11an1a delegate.
Our churches lean heavily on the young people. In many churcl.es the Junior
choir furnishes the music. Young people support prayer-meeting, act as ushers, and
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do secretarial work for the pastor.-Rev. A. Z. Arnold, President of Maine Christilln

Endeai·or Union.
Our church was a failure and just about to close, when we were helped by Frances
Sangster Huston [secretary to Dr. Poling]. She made us close up the bingo games,
encouraged the young people to raise money in other ways to pay church debts. Now
we have young people on the board of trustees, and two of them are deacons.-A

Pennsylvania delegate.
Our Christian Endeavor society, started by one woman, now has thirty members.
We take care of our society; we get along without the older folks-but sometimes we
are glad to ask them for advice.-A New Jersey delegate.
I think that loyalty is due Christian
to exist half C. E., half something else.
young people should be given a chance to
something else or be allowed to keep their

Endeavor by the
We are Christian
decide if they will
Christian Endeavor

church. We can't expect
:first! I believe that the
be led by the adults into
herirage.-Vio/a Gunther.

A Summary by Dr. Poling
I am thrilled by what these speakers have said. Their experience, like mine, is that
the young people are the most responsive in the church. We have no conflict with denominational life and activity; our society at home could not survive without the
denominational leadership and fellowship. Our first allegiance is to Christ. With Hin1
as our authority, we give first service to the church of which we are a part.
Ours is not a pulseless uniformity; it is a pulring, dynamic movement. A postmaster in China told me that he was young in Christianity (he was forty-three years
of age), but that Christian Endeavor was training him. It looked unlike Christian
Endeavor to me, in its details, but it broke over me that we had a truer unity than
could be expressed by details. Our unity is not in creeds, liturgies, race, but in Christ.
The fact that we are Christian Endeavorers does not mean that we are less loyal to
the church to which we belong; it makes us give more intelligent loyalty.
If we are to take the world for Christ, it will be because we go forward together.

Facing the National Emergency
Christian Endeavor encourages independent thinking. Christian Endeavor expects every member to follow Christ's will as that member
sees it. This freedom of choice was shown most clearly in the last of
the series of Town Meetings. The subject to be discussed was one on
which widely divergent views are held, and the same thoughtful attention was given to every statement of personal conviction on the issue.
The draft, of course, was a controversial issue. One delegate spoke
firmly in favor of accepting compulsory military service as an opportunity. Because of cynicism on the part of youth-he thought-the
discipline of the training camp was needed. He felt that it was an educational advantage to meet young men from all parts of the nation.
He felt, too, that here was a great opportunity for the church to reach
young people. Nearby training camps are Christian Endeavor's evangelistic opportunity.
With equal fervor another fine delegate expressed his earnest convictions as a conscientious objector.
A particularly helpful contribution came from Harry Ray of
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Georgia, representing a society which formed its own "defense program"
to serve soldiers in a nearby post.

Christian Endeavor's Defense Program
HARRY RAY

Nine miles from the cin· of Columbus, Georgia, is the United Stares' brgest iniantry
training school, Fort Benning. For years the people of Columbus looked upon Fort
Benning merely as a nearby town or community. Along came the Selective Service
Act, and young men from all walks of life literally poured into Columbus and Fort
Benning.
At first the people of Columbus did not change their ,·iew oi the military men.
The boys, as a general rule, who went to the city churches were not given the warm
clasp of Christian fellowship. The,· naturally idt that they were not welcome in the
churches; they turned to the saloon" poolrooms. and bars. As a result. Columbus was
finding itself morally degraded.
Things became worse. There was J tension growing between the so-cJlled respectable
civilians and those in Army life. Something had to be done t!J bring the boys who did
not know what to do in such a position, and those who had drifted Jway, into the
Christian fold.
I will try to gi,·e a brief outline of the program launched b,- our ChristiJn Endea\"or
society, which has now grown into a city-wide movement.
Contacted Armv chapbins with goodwill offers oi J"istance and service
Arranged with Army chaplains to present programs to the ,,,)diers, Jnd hJs·e continued doing this regularly. Soon received many invitations to present these.
Set up plan for regular parties or socials every other FridJ\· night, with Chn,tiJ11
Endeavorers entertaining selected groups of soldiers brought in by cl1Jpb1ns oi various
sections of the camp.
are continuing chis work as a regular progrJm, and through
these socials ·have contacted many Christian Endeavorers, bringing them .ind others
into our church activities while in this community.
At our Christian Endeavor Rainbow Jubilee Birthday Banquet, we cn1enJ1ncd
soldiers, chaplains, and other officers. Some took part in the program.
Set aside and observed Hospitalic,- Day, when thousands of soldiers were entertained as guesu in homes of citizens. Each family was asked to take three boys.
Arranged for many boys to be entertained in homes on Mother's Das·.
Planned special parties such as wiener roasts, picnics, retreats, etc., to which we
invite soldier friends.
Launched a program of the same nature at the nearby C. C. C. camp, which is also
the largest camp of its kind. Activity for these boys has now also become a city-wide
project.
Have invited different chaplains into our church as guest speakers in the pulpit
(through permission of the official church board) and urged them to bring as many
boys as possible with them to the service.
Have functioning committees to study and serve the needs applying to their committee for welcoming, entertaining, con tac ting, refreshments, etc.
We now have a well-organi7ed program of activity, and are verv happy in the work
for these boys.
Some of you say, "I don't live near an army camp. What can I do?"
You can help a lot by writing your Christian friends who do Ii•." near camps,
arranging to go and put on programs, plays, etc., constantly writing those you know
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who are now in Army life and helping them to keep Chriatian ties of feUowahip.
'l:'c ha\•e been happy to have various groups come from Christian Endeavor -=ietir•
m Atlanta wi1h prcsentnions, and thcac were alw gratefully received at Fort Benning.
However, there arc many camps whose population exceeda that of the nearby towns.
In such casca there is so little to be done to help the IOldier in ouuide activitia, in
comparison to the amount of work there i• to do. Therefore, the United Service
Organization h., been formed, under the sponsorship of Preaidcnt Romevrlr. Secretary
Knox, Secretary Stimson, and Federal Security Administrator McNutt. Thew gentlemen have asked the Y. M. C. A., National Catholic Community Service, Salvation
Army, Jewish Welfare Board, Y. W. C. A., and Na1ional Travelers Aid A11<Kiation
to join in cooperative effort to deal with this situation.
The forces of prostitution and gambling are already actively engaged in promoting
their vicious trade•. The color of the client's skin makes no difference to them! The
rate of disease is alarming. The boys in uniform are going into the towns, standing
on street corners and at highway intersections, wondering what to do, where to go, and
,.·ith no good friends to "'horn they may turn for needed companionship or advice,
making them easy prey for vice. The homesick boy is often the one who is prey to
these unworthy elements and activities which promote questionable recreation, and
c\·en "·ice.
Will we as Christian Endeavorers nsc to the challenge that the soldiers concen·
crated in our communities thrust upon u'?
•
\'irginia, too, had something good to say about Richmond City
Union's open house for service men.

Said Adeline Curry:
'l:'c have a camp of 22,000 soldiers near Richmond. The city has a big dance evcr1·
Saturday night, which cares for a few thousand. But some of the boys do not dance
and some others haven't the money for other amusement•. Our city union has been
holding open house at the Y. M. C. A. on Saturday nights. Punch and cake arc served,
and we play the piano and sing. Also we talk a lot together, which is what the boys
really come for.
A different >Ocietv takes charge every week. Just as the boys leave the "Y", one of our
members giYes out a copy of the Gospel According to St. John, for each service man
to put into his pocket.

c have provided music and entertainment for act1v1t1es in camp and are going to
do a lot more of this in the future. Plans are under way to start a Christian Endeavor
5t>Ctctv at the reception center at Camp Lee.
7
\\

What Defense Days Can Mean to Christian Endeavor
GILMORE

B.

SEAVERS

In our Rainbow Jubilee Convention, we are confronted with the call of national deiense. In this Con,·ention there has been much said and done which correctly and
emphatically prefaces our action in this field. The instruction of our conferences should
be taken back to our societies and unions, and this coupled with the challenge and inspiration of the messages and music will lead, yes, compel us to greater action. We must
make the investment which has been made in us pay dividends when we return home.
Here are some of the things which we can do. What about that society in your
church which has been simply struggling under failing circumstances? You are go·
ing to go back and make that a better society because of the ideas which you have
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received from the fine conferences of chis Convention.
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You are going to abandon the
worst and weakest feature of society mceting5: chat 1s, you arc going to do away with
poor programs. Through bette r programs a nd better publicity you wi ll build up that
society into a worthwhile and succes5ful org anization.
What about that Sunday school class which has been needing J tCJ(' her? Now yo u
Jre going to answer willingly, "Yes," and cooperate by doing wh.it you can in this
connection. Most particularly, you are going to assist your minister .is never befon:
in the program of the church, to make that C5sencial part of the c hurch\ program morl'.
successful. May I be specific? Over in Pennsylvania, in an 11/i 1·c c hurc h with an aliL e
pastor, this was tried not long ago. Leaden in the churc h , .i<lults and y o un g people
a like, cooperated with the pastor by a'isun1ing the r espons ibilit y o f fi llin g a cc:rtain
pew in the ch urc h auditorium on a certain Sunday, in what was caJled a f ull - pc w con test. Through this procedure chat church wa'i filled both in the mornin g and in th e:
evening. You can do this and man y other
to help build up the pJ1,tqr ' li p rog ram
in your chu r ch .
Likewise most important will be our li v in g , our Wllnt:<i'iing, and our cx .impl e, foe
th roug h these we shall df t:l- t a c on struct i \'t' mc:an c; to t he e nd in po int o ne. Then, t oo,
we
remem ber that
ic; a reproach to an v nJtio n but thlt righc cou-; neH ex.-ilc c;
1t.
The great social i'l<iues of the day dcm::ind our J t t l' n uon. We must do everythin g
we can in our respective communities to abolish or ar least mitig ate the ev ii s in l.'un nection with drinking, gambl ing, the pulp-pJpcr mag1zines, arid the d csec r;icaon o f
the Sabbath. Herein we will urntinue t o cooperate with the A llied Youth m ovemcrH .
In all these things let u s turn our rc:.,olutio n '> into
. . , J daon s, Jn d J C lOm -

Martin l. Harvey -

Dr. Poling -

Herbert L. Minard

XI

The Gist of Many Con1erences

T

HE educational conferences of the Atlantic City Convention were
arranged in two age-group divisions, as follows: ( 1) for Young
People ( 18 years of age and over) ; ( 2) for the High School ages
(under 18).
The emphasis for the first two days, Wednesday and Thursday, was
on the word Christian, and the conferences held from 9: 2 5 to 10: 3 5
each of these mornings were largely concerned with the interpretation
and enlargement of Christian principles.
The plan of the 1941 Convention enrolled each delegate in a given
conference group for two days in sequence, so that the group was together in all for nearly t\VO hours and a half, and a thorough consideration
of the subject could take place.
These were the subjects and leaders for Wednesday and Thursday
.
mornings:
YOUNG PEOPLE'S DIVISION
What does it mean to be Christian?
... Dr. h1anson Doyle
The church in today's world
.. ................
Rev. Vere W. Abbey
Enriching the worship of Christian Endeavor .. .......................... Dr. Frank D. Getty
Working with other races and creeds .. .................. .. ..................... Dr. Robert W. Gammon
Accepting the challenge of citizenship ... .... ... ...... .. .... ... .... .. . . .. .. . . ... .
W. Roy Breg
A Christian's efforts toward peace . . . . ............. ..................... ....... ..
Ernest R. Bryan
Christian missions today
...... ............................... ........... ...
Mrs. Vere W. Abbey
Preparation for home and marriage . .......... .................. ...................
. Rev. Clifford Earle
Making the most of leisure time
. .. ...................... ............
. ... >.......... Moses M. Shaw
Christian Endeavor in the total program of the church
Dr. J. Arthur Heck
What are Christian Endeavor essentials? ... ...... ......................
Rev. George R. Sweet
A Christian's duty to the state
. ....... .. ..........
Dr. George Oliver Taylor
Vocational decisions for youth
...... .......................
Arch ]. McQuilkin
Relationship of Christian Endeavor to other agencies for youth, Rev. Arthur ]. Stanley
HIGH SCHOOL DIVISION
What does it mean to be Christian?
o,·ercoming our prejudices
Problems in personal conduct
A Christian's efforts toward peace
What can we do as citizens?
Sharing life and possessions
What are Christian Endeavor essentials?
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Rev. Elmer Becker
Rev. Herbert L. h1inard
Luther R. Medlin
Martin L. Harvey, Jr.
. P. Marion Simms, Jr.
Rev. James A. Thomas
Mrs. L. C. Greene
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On Friday and Saturday mornings the emphasis of the educJ tion.11
conferences shifted to the word Endeai or, and now the "school of the
Convention" enrolled the young people and younger delegates for the
study and discussion of the. development of Christian action and organization.
As in the earlier program of the
the leadership wa,
shared by both denominational leaders of young people's work and the
employed and volunteer officers of
unions and
organizations that work with the churches.
YOU:'\:<; :•IOPLE'S DIVI'ilO'.'J

Meeting member,hip problem<
Better Christian Endeavor 111t·c·uni;' (A)
Better Christian EndcJ\'Or meeting< ( B)
Society officers at work
Worship in the Christian Endc .. vor "Kiety
Methods of living devotionaily
How to organize a ChriH1Jn I ndcavor \ocictr
Reaching others for Chri,l
Publicity that gets re•ulrs
World outreach for the society
Getting results from Jknhol educJt1011
How can the society help the clourrh?
The Christian as a ..reward
Christian I· ndeavor for ,,I.de,
I llGl-l <;< 110()1

U. ( lurln llJ\ln
< Jl.°lll."\. J l·. CrJig
llr. Geor1o:e Olncr TJylor
P. o\!Jrion 'Hmm" Jr.
Rev. Clifford l'.orlc
1-Ierbert I.. MinJrd
WJrren c;. l loope'
llr.
'i \lorn,
Rn jJmc, J\ Thorn.»
Rev. Ceor;;c 11. Wil"'"
\\' ll<>v llrcg
\!"'"" .\I. 'ihJw
It t:\.'.
l\n

(

J...:11c Sr<>rll'

Fii" I\

'ihJ"

lllVl'llO.'i

flow to have better mecung'
A complete program for C\'l'r)' \ouecy
Reaching others for Christ
What makes the society go'
How can !be society help che d1urch?
Devotional plJCticcs for roung I ndcJVOrc ,,
lhe most t,uc t•f lc1,t1re cin1t.'

Rn. Ro, lur,I .\ llc11IJllll
Rn. Arthur J.
I uther R. i\.ledln1
Re\.'. Al

(;<>11\lr1(]1

\fr>. RebJ R1ekmJn
Re\ Roy
hrconcr

l),,r1>rhy I 1.:hr11.1r1

Special interests of
including n11n1stcrc, \vho .1ttc11dcd th«
Convention in numbers, wcrl' well recognizcJ in four c,pc.:iJI lOntLTences which were arranged on .1 four-dav basi,,

r ...,.1.. ,,

.\!rs. l dlun ll. 1'uln1.;
llJulinc

I low to

the mo't ou• ol "'" llol>lc

"il1(>cn1.ikt:r

f.rader, Dr. I reJcri.:k \\
l 'hairnli.111, K.c\·. (;LllC

'\[11t1L'

Christian l'n1..l1...·J\1)r t1n1011s su1..·cl·..,,ful
f c.i.lcr, Ernest

A''''l1..'J by Rev.

R. "\\\."L'l, \\'J.rr1..·n G.

Conference ior pastor•, director< of
le3ders

fll><>i'l''·

l).

\!Jrk,
ll.l\ (\.''· 111 . . I 1>ll1cr"

people\ work, an·I other
LetJder, Dr. DJnicl ;\. Polini,
ChtJll'llltJn, Dr. J. Ccirdon 11 '" .1rJ
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The Junior workers' division conducted the following sessions for
state and provincial Junior superintendents and for Junior workers and
leaders in societies and unions:
WEDNESDAY

Facing Forward. A combined conference and fellowship period for all society and
union Junior workers.
"Let's know each other," Dorothy Kling.
"The coming program and its use with Juniors," Dr. Stanley B. Vandersall.

THURSDAY

l11creasing our membership.

For society and unaon Junior workers. Leader, Sara
McCloy. Chairman, M. Virginia Hopkins.
Stale and Provincial Junior Superintendents' Discussion. Leader, Dorothy Kling.

FRIDAY

I 111pro1 ing our meetings. Leader, Dorothy Kling.
S11pcrinlc11dc11ts' Discussion. Leader, Mrs. Juanita C. Elder.
SATURDAY

Shari11K with others. Leader, Mrs. Vere W. Abbey.
S11pcri11tcndc11ts' Discussion. Leader, Sara McOoy.

A wealth of material represents those Convention conferences in the
records that leaders, chairmen, and conference secretaries have placed
with the International Society. Some of this material will be quoted
in The Christian Endeavor World during the period in which societies
and unions arc actively promoting and conducting the 1941-194 3 program, "Always-For Christ and the Church." The gist of many successful hours spent together by thousands of Endeavorers and leaders
111ust be compressed here into a few pages-but we believe you will enjoy and profit by the selection that has been made from the many conference reports.
Only the leader's name can be given in the printing of these quotations. The conference leaders gladly give credit to delegates who shared
in these sessions for adding many of the comments and raising numerous
questions that increased and deepened the total educational value of the
gatherings.
Being a Christian
\\'hat arc our sources of help concerning
living?
chose (in
order of importance) Christian home life, corporate worship, personal experience.
Mentioned also were New Testament, biographies, current literature (religious and secular), radio, visual aids, personal contacts, organized and united Christian groups,
Christian hymns.
Te5t of Christianity: the conviction of one's own conscience, tested by the judgment
"f the Bible and of the church.
Anywhere, any time, any Christian person will show distinctive marks or quali-
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ties: faith in Christ, working of supernatural upon one's life, love of God and man,
obedience to God, a creative Christian personaliq· (created by the transforming power
of Christ and strengthened by His indwelling presence).
How to make Christ real to oneself: practice of the presence of God, either m the
morning watch, or in the noon hour, or upon retiring.

-Dr.

Manson

Doyle

Our conference studied the Christian church and its various branches. There were
about twenty denominations represented in the group. What were the fundamental
differences? We discovered these:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Baptism. Some immerse; some do not.
Lord's Supper. Sacrament wirh some; ordinance or symbol with others.
Polity.
(Episcopal, presbyterian, or congregational.)
Ritual. (High church, broad, low.)
Theological differences other than these were rather individual than denominational.

Then, where did we agree?
(a) God, as Father and Creltor.
( b) Jesus, Son of God and Saviour.
(c) Holy Spirit-Person of the Trinity, God in us.
(d) Sacraments: Baptism and Lord's Supper.
(e) Bible. Word of God with the plan of salvation.
(f) Church. Body of Christ; earthly organization through which we can reali1c
His Kingdom. Therefore we are Jll responsible for missions, social ,crvice, Kingdom
program.
"Likenesses are so much more important than differences chat we ,hould be able to
work together."
Recommended book: "The Church of Our Fathers," by Prof. Roland H. Bainton.
Racial problems and the mulcipliciry of young people's organizations were considered. The "competition" among youth orgJnizations was deprecated.
-Rn. \'ere

Abb,.y.

Christian FnJeavor should not 'imply funct10n within J church, but should be J
church function. The group viewed the "total program of the church" fr,im the standpoint of experiences of persons, rehtions of persons, departments of church work
(worship, instruction, service, recreation), and denominational ob jeer" e,.
Ch nsuan
Endeavor must discover ways in which it CJn work helpfully and con>tructively wnh
every other organization in the local church.
The group suggested: "Operate meetmg> separately, but have common fellowship
programs for different organizations. All interested in mission;, for mstJncc, could combine iome activities." "Christian Endeavor should minister to e'ery age group." "Christian Endeavor is the action department of the church."
-Dr. f. Ar!h1tr Heck.
We must have plenty of work to do, in order to have a more powerful and growing
society. A choir should be organized and participate in church services. We should help
with the giving. Union of churches and young people's societies will serve the community. Societies should operate throughout the summer.
An executive com1nittce
meeting should be held at least twice J month.
Remember that the meetings oi
Christian Endeavor are for worship and fellowship.
The society may help its church in these ways: Attend church wor.hip services;
take charge of the evening service; provide a Junior choir; hold sunrise service, social
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service games, entertainments; help migrants; provide dramatics; start a library; financing; conduct nursery; help with mimeograph; make posters; dean the church;
meet strangers after services; provide a bulletin board; help at church suppers.

-Moses M. Shaw.
It is sometimes a mistake to appoint a big committee. When God wanted a great
task accomplished, He sent one person. At one time He sent His Son. We should
impress personal responsibility on Endeavorers: teach them to know their jobs, urge
them to fully prepare.
We can get spiritual strength through communion with God, through prayer and
meditation. Spiritual strength is the greatest essential of Christian Endeavor.

-Rev. Gene Stone.
Cooperating With Other Agencies

the

After general discussion of question and purpose of the gr•>up we decided to list
agencies under discussion, as follows:

Christian org:111i:zations: United Christian Youth Movement; Student Christian
Youth Movement; Student Volunteer Movement; Young Men's Christian Association;
Young Women's Christian Association; \o/ orld Conference of Christian Y out-h; Hi-Y;
Tri Hi-Y.
Miscellaneous organizations: Boy Scour.; Girl Scouts; 4-H Clubs;
Farmers
of America; United Service Organi,cations; Allied. Youth; W. C. T. l : . . iraternities;
sororities; American Youth Congress.

.

Practically all denominations have a Young People's department, and many have
an individual Young People's o!·gan1zat1on.
QUESTIONS

I. How can we cooperate with the United Christian Youth 1'!ovement?

(a) The U. C. Y. M. program and purpose is somewhat different from the C. E.
set-up in that it is primarily for the older, more highly educated group and is primarily
concerned with social issues and with education of the individual and the group,
whereas Christian Endeavor is concerned with religious and world issues and seeks to
tram, through doing, in service of the church.
(b) There is more individual responsibility in the ramified C. E. or ;ani1ation
progra1n of departn1ental divisions.
(c) The local leadership of the Youth Council " not apt to be informed nor
contagiously enthusiastic.
( d) The International Society of Christian Endeavor's attitude toward the
United Christian Youth 1'!ovement is one of complete cooperation and purpose.
(e) We cannot be in competition, but mu,t nuintJin spirit of sharing and
understanding between the two groups.
'

How can we cooperate with the various denominational progratns tor youth?

(a) We 111ust understand the purpose the denominations hJ\·e
their youth work in seeming competition with Christian Endeavor.

111

enlarging

(b) Denominational youth work is necessary to maintJin the youth loyalty to
the church.
( c) Denominations are creating youth fellowships to make all the youth groups
the denomination under one department. Despite the fact that many pastors and
locJI leaders dismiss Christian Endeavor because of the enlarged denominational program, the brger organi1ations which co,•er the nation are cooperatmg fully with
111
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all denominn1onal nation•I oilices •nJ youth departments, and vice Yers•.
(d) We should work out our local programs with considerHion of 'uggcstions
from all the youth agencies .s to their purpose and program.
-Rei·. Arlh11r J.
Chridian Endeavor Unions
The union program should be developed for an· entire year. The program shoulJ
include all the departmental seryice Jnd •'n1phases of Christian Endeavor which have a
relation to the societies to be serYcJ. A program planning committee of union leaders
may project plans during July and .\ugust to be ready for a full year's service beginning
in September.
Christian intelligence rHher tlun sentiment should govern our sdection and retention of union oilicers. The welfare of the entire union is the first considerHion. The
nominHing committee should be familiar with the duties of each office Jnd shoulJ
inform prospecti\·e officers
their L1ln'1..'tll tO '\Cf\"f before nanll..'<, JfC rresented to the so.:iety.
-Ernc•f S. .\furks.
organizing a society, start with a sm.1Jl· g"oup. Help the group feel thH the,·
are organizing themselves, not
organized. "Christian Endeavor Essentials" and the
"Program Guide" are needed by every soc.ctL The lnternHional Society's "OrgJni1ing
Packet" is a necessity.
You do not need elaborate prepar.nions for banding together as a ChrisciJn Endeavor
group 1n collc;:e. .\ny small room Jt college cJn be u'cd. You can worship in 1 small
group in a quiet place.
-\\"arr<'// G. f{oopn.
To Aid Ow: Endeavor
'IX'hv do w.: worship? \\'e establish through wonhip J per>onal rdation>lup to God
and a Christlike fellowship anoong men, through which the worshipper shares God in
spirit and purpo'e and recei,·es stren;;th for Christian li,·ing. \X'orship docs not stop
with the "Amen." It continues in our lives and in all things we do in life.
How? Prepare 1n ad,·ance, parricularh· for group worship. H•ve a purp<'-e in the
worship program. Purposes ma\· be pra11e, adoration, lo,·e, thanksgiving or ..:ratitudc,
loyalty or courage. Put the purposes into the form of a theme. Secure unit\·: b,· unity,
the whole program of worship mo\·es steadily and concisely tow Jrd 'our purpo•c or
point of climax. The end, howe\ er, should not be too abrupt.
How beg;:' t 11c wor:;hip ser,·1\:('? \.)(1it
J C.Jll to
silent
announcement of the rhemc

(lf

rl1e scr,-1..:l'.

Hymns for worship. Test J h) mn by thc•c clement,; Docs it ha,·c J Christun
message? ls it good literature? Is it )'Ood 1nusi.·? ), it singable>
Scripture may be presented by dramJ. You ml\. outline brictlv the
of the
Scripture, then read only the port""' pertaining tu the worship theme.
Public worship needs atmosphere or setting. At Jll times a Bible, flower,, r1cturc,,
orderly arrangement of the room will help.
Centralize the program aroun<l the le Jeer. l:-lavc participation, but ah' J\'• kc r he
leader control and guide. :\ever let the progran1 ,c;ct out of hand Jnd WJnder.
-Dr. I r.111k D. (;,111.
A group <·' about twcnty-tivc studicJ \isual education. The ,1;roup \JW the tilm,
"Hill. and the Sea," intended for LI>c iu an evening worship program. ,-\rpropriatc
Scripture readings were proposed. The group was askeJ to su.c;gcst urhcr iamili.tr
passages 0f Scripture which the film brought to mind.
In the second session, the group considered the use of the film, "The Kin<lleJ
Flame,'' for a Young People's Society meeting. Reference was mat'· to definite topics
planned for 1942, for which this would be appropriate. Staying past .1djournment
time, the group aiso saw "Honesty J, the Best Polic,·." Some disagreed with the endm,;
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of the film, and the leader showed how well the discussion that followed had deepened
the thought on this subject-which is the chief function of the life-situation type of
film.
-William L. Rogers.
Look at the world situation from this angle: The world situation is not a Jewish
problem but a Gentile one. The Jews introduced a moral social order when the
Gentiles had none.
In working with other races and creeds, what can Christianity offer?
To make better human beings. To secure economic adjustment and social change.
To provide a common ethical standard. To create a church which is more conscious of
world needs. To foster a sense of personality responsibility so that each person thinks
of a problem as being his own, as a part of the Christian community.

-Dr. Robert W. Gammo11.
No one can name five or even two major causes of traffic accidents without including alcohol. Health is one of the chief sufferers from drinking. A Boston judge
finds 90 per cent of misdemeanor cases in Massachusetts show a relationship to alcohol;
5 0 per cent of penal cases are so rehted. By the senior year in high school, from 43
per cent to more than 5 2 per cent of young people have made a beginning in drinking.
Allied Youth, an educational movement, not a prohibition organization, works
particularly in high schools but also in communities. A few of its Posts are being
started in colleges, as an outcome of young people coming up through the high schools
and appreciating this program. l'l1ore than 50,000 young people in high cchools have
participated in Allied Youth conferences;
leaders of drinking groups respond.
Athletes are quickest to respond to the Allied Youth idea, helping fellow students to
organize this alcohol education program along voluntary lines and providing alcoholfrce recreation to >how how little the youth need beer and other drinks in order to
have fun and be popular.
An important part of Allied Youth's purpose is to give young people a good tim.:
without drinking.
For society study and discussion: what famous coaches say; alcohol in relation to
the human body; drinking in relation to safety; drinkers 1n industry. The Allin/
Youth, monthly except August, $1 a year, has many helps.
-\\''. Roy Brcg.
Studying "A Christian's Efforts Toward Peace," one conference group commented
on test statements to rate itself concerning the prejudices that are firmly held, including
many planted by false propaganda. Such prejudices cause misund_crstanding · nd hatred,
and may lead to war.
Some of the members of the group favored a "World History Book," to be prepared by an international commi;sion, whicr would present truth about the nations.
Unfortunately each country has a sense of superiority. The U'nited States thinks of
1t,clf as morally superior to other nJtions,-not well founded.
-En1t"I R. Bryan.
In the choice of a life mate, consider these factors:
Social: Both persons should have a similar background and standard of li,·ing,
.ind one to which each has become accustomed.
Respect and admiration: Each should try to realize the other is outstanding.
Physical factors: Health. Physical attractiveness; but other important things should
not be overlooked on this account. Physical blemishes apart from ill health do not
matter.

Psychological factors: Temperament. Common interests (a few separate interests
do no harm, but these should not dominate). Thought and consideration for each
other. Mutual confidence and trust. Respect and admiration. Each should have a
wholesome attitude toward sex. Sense of humor. Deep mutual affection. Agreen1ent in
home planning. Think alike as to children.
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Religious and spiritual: Should think alike as to right and wrong. A nurri.1g<·
can be successful even though there are religious differences, but the difficulcies ar.real and sometimes serious.
"No house is large enough for two families." "Engagements should be for a shnrt
-Rei·. Clifford Eur/<'.
time only. Use thrm for planning marriage."
Schedule your leisure. Most inventions were made in leisure time. ;\\any culturJl
values are possible then. Read in leisure time; especially read the Bible, for 1t is J
beautiful piece of literature as well as our spiritual guide. Visit interesting places in your
locality. Enjoy music-but if you fill your mind with jazz, you may find it hard to
train yourself to appreciate good music. You have more money when you budget y<HI r
expenditures; you can budget time with equally good resulcs.
-Dorofh) Ld>mu11.

Better Meetings
The executive committee should meet each month, and plan for one mnnth JheJ<I.
The program should be flexible enough co permit desirable changes in pbt». The mvc·tings should be advertised effectively.
What interesting and unusuJ! meetings lu,·e you attended? Field trip'. under be''
available leadership. Panel di<cussion,. Outdoor meetings,
Js ,·esper ,cn·1ce.
sunrise service, a meeting under the trees or beside the ocean or a lake, st.1rl1ght m:etin);.
Questionnaire or check-list type, co disco,·er group interests. CeremoniJ! tvpc: m'tJllJtion of officers, welcome to new members, home dedication, cJndlelight ceremony in
connection with a special offering. Cot'.JF:e prayer-meeting<.
and Jrt •pprcc1Jt1on.
-Dr. Grnrgr 0/11 er T "l /or.
Have Scripture well read. Have pictures m the room. Pro\'ide poem" rit u.11.
drJma. Use proper terms in dr.:ma: don't '>Y '"stage"" for "rostrum," don't ,JY "cJ't'" for
"characters." Have prayer before the play is presented. Flowers help the wonhq'
atmosphere.
To hold your members in the meeting and get all co tJke p•rt in d1scu,qon>, give·
chem something to do. Ha,·e references to look up, questions to be answered. These Jrc
passed out at the door as the young people enter. Don't have n1ln1 spelkc" <Jn the
program. Leave space for the unpbnned participation of members who bec'<1·11e interested in the topic.
Why ask the minister co do all the pr•1·ing? Teach the 1·outh group to prJ\'.
-Gt·11t t ,, l:. (_'r,11,-:,.

Living Devotionally
Ways to make personal devotions helpful: Learn to spend some time cJch JJ)' Jlnne.
Learn to think great thoughts when alone. Make prayer an ad1·enture 111 Ji,covenng
ways co make the world better. Read the Bible regularly, as well as books Jbout the
Bible. Begin the day with "I am going co do my best to cooperate with God." End 1t
with "Father, into Thy hands I commit my spirit."
-Rei. Hcrh .. rt I. ,\1111.irJ.

Christian Missions Today
and Mrs. Abbey sailed in 1929 to India, to assume the general >CcretJr) ,[11p of
Christian Endeavor there. The pose had been vacant ten years and the work h.u!
suffered. The Abbeys were traveling in the field for two and a hllf \'eJrs,
societic' and getting acquainted. The India Union's constitution was changed, di1iding
the country into provinces corresponding to our states, and providing thJt e.1ch
provincial union would elect to the India Union board one meu,ber Jnd one Jltcrnate. The board consists of thirty-six members and alternates who meet e\'ery orh,·r
year; they are 1n full charge of the work in India.
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The Abbeys found a definite need for new literature. The first book prepared dealt
with methods; it was printed in English and later in the vernaculars. A monthly
magazine, in English, is published and goes throughout India.
!vlany Christian Endeavor societies have taken the place of churches in situations
where the loss of support 1nakes a church impossible. There is a cooperative plan with
the India Sunday School Union, so that Christian Endeavor and this union use the
same literature and work through and with each other. They are aided by the National
Christian Council in coordinating the work.
-Mrs. Vere W. Abbey.

Getting the Most from lhe Bible
These are profi table ways of personal use : Reading a passage at some regular time
each day. Following a schedule of reading, in accordance with a denominational or
other program (Sunday sc hool lessons, devotional booklets, etc.). Reading until a
n1cssagc st rikes home to the individual life. Repeated reading of a single book. Reading
biographical pas<\agcs. Reading a selected class of material l the parables. promises,
miracles, etc.). Following a grea t teaching t hrough the various books (love, faith, hope,
etc.).
For n1 o rc thorough srud y of r he Bible: Reading lo nger books at one sit ting. Coordinated reading of books tog ether , luYing similar themes or dealing with the same
period (Galatian s and Ron1Jns, Judges and Ruth). Reading with explanatory notes
.rnd commen t a ries. Reading with several t1·an slations at hand.

If you memorize, u se the King James Version because of its unrivaled beauty of
•
exp ression . Memorize passages which express your ow:i soul's faith and aspirations.
i\tlcrnorize
ages which have time-honored va lue (like the Twenty-third Psalm,
I Corinth i.111, 1 ' ) . Ll...i: rc5 u l.1 r lci su re m o m e nt <\ for memor izing (going t o Jnd f ro1n
work).
-Dr. f rnlcrirk \\'·. Cropp.

New York State Endeavorers supplied volume and color to the Convention parade on Atlantic City's Boardwalk

XII

A Chapter of Greetings
AUSTRALIA

wishes! What a mad, inexplicable world we are living in! The one bright spot
is chat out of the horrors of wJr will co1ne J closer collaborJtion Jnd understanding
between the great United Sures ui America and the great British Empire.
We often liYe over agam the last \\"orld's Convention [hdd Jt :\!elbourn,-,
Auslr•lia).
I H. R:\LPH. Tr,.1>11rc1.
The :\Jtion.11 Chri"un EndeJ\'Or Cnt<in oi :\u•tr.iliJ.
BOLIVIA

I1 it mu.;.r n1cJ.n to i·ndcJ\·or1:r .. ir· tl1c '' .1r ll>nc" to k110\\' rl1.1r rl1l·ir
brothers tJ.nd "isters in cl1c t\\'O .·\.ncricas ari.:
i11g for them, .tnd Jri.: 011c ,,·irl1 t11l·,11
in heart! How gooJ it i, to look for ,·a rd to the time when "Jr will be tnrc' er
banished from this CJrth Jnd rhe Prince of PcJcc will rugn ·here 111 l."c Jnd 1u<t1'",'
A new Young People's society was formed in this city J few months
Simi!Jr
Ho'\\

7

ffilu...

groups are meeting in other') part., oi tl1i' cuuntr,·, which are one i11 l1cJ.rt J11J. ptlr110S\.'
with Christian Endeavor societies in >ll parts of the world. :\!." we Jll, older Jn,!
younger Endeavorers, be f>irhful in pr.1ying for one Jnorhcr Jnd in !Jbor1n:; f.,r Cl>r1"
and the church whcre,·cr the I ord h» placed us .
.\:\:\':\ \\'Oll-1 '.\SBER"I R. Coclub.1m.l.
CEYLON
.\s a small bO}' I 1,,:J.mc under tl1c intlue11cc oi the Chrio;.tiJn
t1n1t111 111 i11-.·
,·iJlage, where my o\\·n fatl1c.:r, J. m.in in business, '\\'.1" ito;. 11re..,idcnt. I .1111 Jl\\'JY'I
thankful co God for whJt Chri,rian Endc-1vor hJs meJnt t<> me per•11n.ill,._ """' 111
turn I am anxious to bring all our '11uni; people under its influence.
Since we mer in :\ustrJ!ia three ,·c.irs .igo, God ha3 been plea,cd to ,Jll me ''' thL
highest office in our :\!crhodl't Church, .ind I a.n now chairman of the :\11rth Ccdon
District of the :\!erhodist Church. Ir i; i po,ition of Ycry greJt trust and rcspon"bd1n,
and it is th1.. first tin1L' in our l1istor\- tl-1.it a 11aciv,: lli Ceylon h.i'.) bcc.:11
[\)
this office. I a-.k }"OU to remcn1bc.:r 111c 1n your
l'f". tl1.it (;tltl \\·111 U'-L' Jn1.i gL1ill1...·
me in this noble :.c.:r,·ic1.'.
Rl \'. J:\\!ES S. :\1.\TI!El{, !.iffn.i.
COLOMBIA
\\' e re Joice "'·itl1 f c.:llow 1· nLlc.i' ore rs e\' c.:ry,,·hcre in t l1c 'ibrJ.nt 1.:1J111r .11.L.. 'll1ir' n1.i1..1c
possible throu,L;ll l-lim v;h(> l1J. . . L1rou:-:hr u ...
tru\..' oncn\..'""
111" 1 l<..i-.:\..t111r1..: lo\!,,'.

With all who are suffering from the de,·astJtions of the he1n<llh contl1ct n11w
we are suffering in n1inds and souls, and J.rc inst.1nt in pr.iy·er f1>r 1 JU"t .tn<..l l.isl1n..;

peace that would result in true world brotherhood.
Trusting in the lord Jesus Christ for streni;th, we arc p<rsuJdcd th.It
will
separate us from the love of God. 1'1ay I-lis grace, merc1·, Jnd pcJcc be with you .111.
'.\OEL J. L. GONSALVES, San 1\ndrc, hl.rn<l.
GREAT BRITAIN

Piease convey my sincere
and those of all British Chn"iJn I ndc.l\orcr, to
our fellow-workers and members at the Atlantic City Convention.
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Despite the disasters consequent upon enemy action, whereby our premises have·
completely gone, and despite restricted finances, there is a genuine spirit of hopefulness .
when facing the future. Many societies are regularly meeting, and even in these admittedly critical times, new societies are being formed .
London, Southampton, Portsmouth, Sheffield, Birmingham, Liverpool, Coventrv,
Pl ymouth, Belfast arc deeply scarred by reason of severe raids, but I h ave m et Endeavorers or heard from them representing all these centers, and they are determined
to go forward bravely.
Quite a few of our members h:ive lost their lives, others their homes, many their
churches. But Christian Endeavor is stiil alive to possibilities. I wish I could have
spoken in person to your Endeavorers. I could have told them a story that they would .
n ever forget, but all over the world the movement will rise again !
ERNEST R. SQUIRE, London .

EUROPEAN UNION
JCablegram of July 7)
Heartiest greetings f ron1 European Union to International Convention . Christian ·
Endeavor still lives in Europe, persecuted but not forsaken, cast down but not destroyed .
Troubled as the present is and the future may seem, God is on His throne. He has not
lost control. His Kingdom is an everlasting Kingdom, and when in His own providence
the dictators are defeated, we will begin again to rebuild the walls of European Christian,
Endeavor. Warmest greetings to colleag ues an<l love -to Mother Clark.

REV. JAMES KELLY, Prcsidc11t,
European Christian Endeavor Union.

Carroll M. Wright -

Homer Rodeheaver
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From lhe Sixlielh Anni•enuy Radio Meuage to British Ch1iatian Endea•o1e11
from Christian EndHYorer1 ol North America
BY DASIEL

A.

POLING

Fifteen thous•nd Christian Endea\·orer< of :-\orth America,
rc.>,'lc iru·m e'en
province of Canada and every state of the American Union, are now a"embled in their
Sixtieth Anniversary Convention in A:lan1ic City, :-\ew Jersey . .\< their President Jnd
bearing their commission, I speak their lo•·e to and their faith in Christian Endeavorers
of the United Kingdom, and indeed •ll Christian Endeavorers everywhere» :-\or should
this message be confined to Chrinian Endea•·or. Our fellowship i• broJdcr than the
bounds of any organization, world-wide though that organization mav be. It rcJchc'
to young people and friends of young people eycrvwhere.
We are profoundh· grJteful that in this high hour John \\'inJ:H ,, the AmericJn
Ambassador in London. It is mv ..:onvict1on that he represents, J< nc> other man wlH'
might have been chosen, the soul of .\mcrica.
he speaks, he speaks iur us all.
Personally, I have known him in practical!.· every circumstan,·e oi public lire through
a generation. Surely God "as fitting him for so
a m1ss10n, preparing him for chi,
opportunity at once so grave and so sublime.
A few months ago I received a letter from a young Engli•h du..:tor, who, even as I
speak to you, moves through London on hi< errands of healing and mercy. At the
heart of his letter is one of the finest sentences th at ha \'e come out of th is war: "\\' e
haven't time to hate. It takes all our time to keep ourselves fit to live and perhaps die
for something more glorious than life." That young doctor i< not a ..:onsc1ent1ous
objector.
Those who now offer the.ir lives, suffer, and die that freedum shall not die, tlut
democracy and the hard-won institutions of liberty shall not perish, offer their livec.
suffer, and die for all men, whatever their flags, suffer and die for foes and friend<
alike. Freedom cannot be isolated, and democracy must at last be for all if it is to be
preserved for any.
As we enter upon this task, we ho,·e been lifted and challenged br the living faith.
the demonstrated loyalty, of our British associates. Your headquarters under London
skies is a mass of rubble. Your physical properties have all been destroyed. But in not
one element have you cease,j to funcrion, and not from a single leader has come the
voice of de"t>air.
Again and again we have been shamed br your li,·ing faith, by ,-our demonstrated
loyalty and courage. To this loyalty and courage, to this faith, we ans\\er now tiiJt
our Convention has many voices, but one voice has been missing-the voice of dcic.lt.
We have faced many problems-Jnd thank God for them all! \\'e have Jccepted J
multitude of tasks. And "trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
we hl' ,.
made of our Sixtieth Anni\·ersarv an open d<•or and o;;hall en[t:r

co

r()'l'l'.'-'l

11ur

heritage of peace and power. We ha'e discovered that there is no ro,, n for "eJklin).:'
and that this is not an hour of compromise. For Christ and for the Church we -r1r
ourselves from the failures we confess, from the delavs that slumc u,, 1nd ctJnding at
the "Ready .. we lift the united voice, "Speak, Lord, for Thy scn·Jnt hcJrcth ...
Others have called for a new world order. ChristiJn 'ouch """' cJll, ior J new
world order: a new world order that shall begin in our own heJrt,, a new world order
in which intolerance--intolerance of color, fJith or race--shall be the greatest sociJi
Sin. If Britain and America would be strong, if their defense,-pln '1CJ1, mor,l Jnd
spiritual-are to be adequate, then we must be "brothe" all." \\ 1thouc prcjuJicc to
our individual loyalties and, indeed, strengthening every worthy lovJlt;» we muse be
"brothers all." Black and white, Protestant, Catholic and Jew, '""' J id fore, er, we
must be "brothers all."

XIII

Be It ResolYed- A Response to the President of the United States

W hcreas, the Thirty-eighth International Christian Endeavor Convention, meeting in Atlantic City on the sixtieth anniversary of the
Christian Endeavor movement, has been profoundly moved by the message of President Roosevelt; and
Whereas, he spoke at a moment in history, clouded by the unpredictable, and as he carried burdens of administration in national affairs
perhaps never exceeded by those carried by any of his predecessors;
It is hereby Rcsoli·cd that this sixtieth anniversary Convention express to our President its gratitude for his greeting. Its high note of
idealism and faith will be carried back to thousands of American homes,
not only as a treasured memory, but as an .abiding, inspiring reality.
\Ve assure President Roosevelt of our constant prayers that divine
wisdom and guidance will be granted him as he leads America in this
time of unparalleled crisis. We pledge to our country and to him, our
President, unfaltering loyalty, that the brave hopes of American democracy, with faith in God, shall not perish from the earth.
On the Sixtieth Anniversary of Christian Endeavor
The Thirty-eighth International Christian Endeavor Convention, 1neeting in Adant ic Cit v, July 8-1 3, 1941, on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of its foundation,
desires to place in the record of its proceedings its thankfulness to Almighty God for
the blessings of these long and wonderful years.
\\' e believe the mo\·en1ent came from the mind and spirit of God to fill a need in the
life of the church in its service to youth. We rejoice that it has girdled the world in
1 mini,tr\' of helpful and fruitful
spiritual achievement, training 11,000,000 young
people in Christi.in activitv.
?\lore than we can express bi· words we are thankful that the inspired objecti\·e and
purpose of the organization still remains unchanged "For Christ and the Church." The
changing currents of the years have necessitated no change here. "Always-for Christ
and the Church." It is as vivid and imperative for youth 1n 1941 as in 1881. We
reaffirm ""r fealty and loyalty to thH two-fold objective.
We ,·ccall with pride and thankfulness that in sixty years only two God-guided
leaders have occupied the position of Prc,ident: Francis E. Clark and Daniel A. Poling.
The saint! y memory of Dr. Clark is a precious and treasured heritage growing e\'er
richer with the passing years, while the living presence of Mrs. Clark is a perpetual
benediction. The radiant leadership of Dr. Poling has given him for all time a place
in our affection< a< he meets cvt·n emergency with resilient courage.
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We believe that the real needs for a full, purposeful life for youth Cdn ;till best
be served as they come to kno"'· the living Christ and followini: His WdY associJtc
themselves with others in the corporate life of His Church.
a song of praise for the past and a shout of faith 1n the future we renew in
prayerful consecration our loyaltv to Christian Endeavor.

Greetings to All Endeavorers Everywhere
The Christian Endeavorers of the United States and Canada, gHhered in Atl.ntic
City to celebrate the Sixtieth
of their belo,·ed movement. send their
Christian greetings to fellow Endeavorer. in every land in all the world.
Our hearts have been
and filled with anguish as we ha,·e c0mc to know
of the sufferings, bereavements and losses of Endeavorers in so many countries. \11:'e
feel we can only dimly understand the tragedies that envelop their lives. Yet, out oi
the darkened clouds come stories of glorious devotion to Christ when loyJ!ty to Hin1
often means tribulation and persecution.
With them, we believe th.r from these testing e\periences will come a reborn.
purified, and stronger Christian Church. the foundltion of which will be their faith
in God and His Son, our Saviour.
We would like them to know th.it they Jre cuntinuallr in our prJycrs, to the end
that our Heavenly Father will sustain t'1em by His constant presence. \\·e are conscious of our fellowship with them in Jesus Christ and feel i.n our common love for
Him an unbreakable fellowship. That unity in Christ is unbelieY•bly precious. It 1s a
golden strand that stretches across all barriers on sei and land, rJce and
and
produces a world-wide international Chri.cian witne>S.
The Christian faith is an abiding hold on the certainer that there is a lii:ht shining
in today's darkness proclaiming a God who loves Jnd cares Jnd wlHJ'e
is
through all time.
Some lights here lnd there nuv be blown out b,· gales oi lute Jnd <>ppre,sion, but
ever we hear these words:
"But shall not He wno sent him from the door
Relight the lamp once more and yet once more.'"
confidence in the final victory of God buttress and sustain the IH·arts of
Christian Endeavorers in all lands and CJrry them through into the future when ""ill
we ha,·e hoped or willed or drcJmed of good shall ex"t." "All nation' will be shJken,
but,'' the old prophet continues, "the desire of all nJtions shall ,·ome 2nd I will fill thi'
house with dor,·, saith the lord ot tfn"'·" (J-laggJi 2:7.)

For "Ood 's Order'·
Whereas, Dr. Poli11g i11 hi) Pri:sident1al \lessagc dre'1.' Jttenc1on to chi: i.:r1t1..:JI 111tH11i:11c
1n world affairs and challenged us with a constructn·e program for durJble .ind Li-ting
peace;

Be it hereby Resolt««f that we approve and heartily endorse his seven-point prn);rim
and commend it to the stud:,·, discussion, and action of every society Jnd union.
\li'e especially commend that principle he enunciated for American support of J
world agency for the administration of world affairs. \li'"hout goYcrnment there
would be anarchy and disorder. Government brings order into CltY, <tHe, and national
life. World relationship is a jurisdiction in which there is no goyernment; and henc:
there is anarchy. If there is to
just;<:c and ordered happiness in the world, nation'
must come under the reign of law, as individuals and states giYe up some of their
sovereign prerogatives in the interests of the whole republic. \\"e must think and work
and plan for some extension of the concept of federalism.
We cannot do less than hosts of Christian men and women in war-torn IJnd,. The\·
are now striving to lay the foundation not of a European or O•iental order, but of
"God's Order."
There is a widespread con,·iction rising in the churches of ruropc rh.n the tound.1-
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lion of J better >'orld must be laid upon the stable foundation of Christian faith if it u
to be lasting. The price now being paid in life and treasure demands a world that JS
\iJ11cr and more just.

Some dav the war will end. God gflnt that when the long, hard furrow is ploughed
"''' shall be neither too tired, too unprepared, nor too bitter for the tasks of reconciliation and reconstruction.

Our Convention meets to the sound of kingdoms crashing in the night, to the
echoing boom of gun and bomb, to the tramp of millions of men in armed strife, to
the tortured cries of women and children in beleaguered cities, to the beating wings
of the Angel of Death flying over a dozen frontiers, to the wail of starving peoples, to
the swiit-growing movement of our own land preparing for defense; and yet, even
now, as Christians who believe that the final and ultimate truth is the Fatherhood of
God and the Brotherhood of :\tan, we pledge our minds and hearts in helping our
beloved countrv make a contribution to an ordered world life.

Re1olution of Thanks
The

Thirty-eighth International Convention, meeting on the occaS1on of ns
Anniversary, desires to place on permanent record as part of it• dficial pro,-,,edings 1ts grateful recognition tc all those who have contributed to an historic
occa\Jon. This Rainbow Jubilee was an event of the utmost significance in the story
of our movement. And with gr1cious enthusiasm many friends in this city and all
<J\·cr the lanJ have cooperated to make this celebration worthy of the event. Atlantic
City 1911 made <ocial, moral, and religious history in America and we feel confident
thJt in the coming years Atlantic City 1941 will be looked upon as a gathering made
notable because a vast host of Christian youth found their hearts strangely warmed,
thrilled to the blessings and achievements of the past, and in the spirit of high dedication moved into the future.
The Convention desires to thank those who by their efforts helped to make its
"cssions memorable:
:\Ir. A. C. Poffenbt•rger and the Convention Committee for untiring and thoughtful
dliciency. They were delightful hosts in a fair and famous .city.
:\layor Taggart for his official welcome, his key to our President, and particularly for
the unusual permission which enabled the parade to be marshalled on the Boardwalk,
,;J\·rng it nationwide publicity,
The chief of police and his staff ior courteous and kindly consideration.
:\Ir. A. J. Morgan of the Convention Bureau, together with Mr. Al Skean and
those associated with him in that organization.
Mr. Ed Dougherty, l\!r. Dick :\{organ, Mr. Eli Briggs, and the auditorium staff for
a constant willingness to perfc-ct the machinery of smooth convention operation.
The officials of the Atlantic City Chamber of Commerce and the Atlantic City
Council of Boy Scouts.
The m1n1sters and churches of Atlantic City, whose services were especially
v1luable in the arrangements for the orderly, worshipful, and impressive communion
SCC\'ICC.

The ushers. whose continuous help evoked our constant praise.
Dr. J. Gordon Howard and the Program Committee for a splendid agenda,
product of months of careful planning, and the denominational youth leaders and our
own Field Secretaries and others without whom that planning could not have been
,·arried into such results.
The speakers. whose utterances have lifted all again and again to the very heights
of Christian purpose.
l\lr. Homer Rodeheaver and his trombone, the organist, the pianist, the soloists and
the \·olunteer choir for adding so greatly to the beauty and spiritual power of every
session.
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:\lrs. Catherine Miller Balm for the conception of a wonderful pageant and rare
·skill in its presentation.
The newspapers of Atlantic
the Associated Press, and the papers of che
country for their exceptional and generous creatrnent of Convention news.
The National Broadcasting Corporation and Dr. Walter W. Van Kirk in carry 1n).:
the spirit and meaning of our gathering by radio all over the land.
The leadf'rs of local, county, and st.re Unions of the \liddle Atlantic Region,
whose loyalty and cooperation were in\'aluable.
Two men particularly, who carried burdens of administration, perhaps beyond chc
others, yet never lost amid their
that friendly, kindly couch which has
endeared them to Christi.ln Endean>r-\lr. Carroll \I. \\'right and Dr. Stanley
B. Vandersall.
To all who have in any war enabled this mighty throng oi young people co en1oy
;in unforgettable week, in a Christian way, in a lovely city. we extend our thanks.
We say goodby to Atlantic City tonight, but surely life will never be quite the
same. We have seen visions, dreamed dreams, drawn blueprints, opened our souls co che
liie and light of Christ, made great decisions, and now we go home co translate into
action the high moments of A1bnt1< City 1941.
In the past it has been "For Christ and che Church." From now on it will be
·•.-t/U'ays-For Chris/ and the Church."

For China Relief
Where"'• chis Convention has been deeply mo,·cd b\' the pre"·ntac10n oi the tremendous and immediate need• of the people of China in their hour oi emergency,
Be it hereby Reso/1 ed that we endorse and commend the Committee tor L'niced
China Relief, bringing as it does all churches together for chis great human cause.
The Widening Movement lo "Save lhe Children"
v;·hcr,·as, the needs of underpri\'ileged and distressed children, both in America and
amid the conditions oi war overseas, merit the wholehearted support of \\' orld Christian
Endeavor,
Be it Reso/1 ed chat we wholeheartedly commend the constructive endeavor of the
Save the Children Federation at home and abroad for its present work and as it prepares through the lnternational Sare the Children Union for the hour of world rebuilding.
Cooperation in Ecumenical Chri11ianily
This Convention rejoices with the Christian \'outh of the world in the devclopmcrH
oQf the ecumen; ·al movement among the Protestant churches.
Two years ago, the Thircy-se,·ench lnternJttonal Conven11on sent 11s greeungs c"
the World Christian Youth Conference in Amsterdam, Holland. This conierence,
a!tended by J,500 delegates from over seventy nations and countries, was a mo-t
significant and successful event. le greatly ad,·anced the ecumenical movement among
the youth of che church.
Christian Endeavor is ecumenical in character, and the study of the findings of che
Amsterdam Conference is highly recommended.
Christian Endeavor gladly accepts its responsibility. le will joyfully cooperate "1th
all ocher vourh agencies with similar ideals with the hope chat Chri,11an vouch
·cooperatively can make a profound impact upon the world in the name of Christ.
On America's Alcohol Problem
The Chrisrian Endea\'or movement at its Convention held ac Arlantic City rn I 9 I I
.gave the nation the slogan, "A Saloonless l\;arion by 1920."
Through the unceasing etforcs of Christian men and women 1c ross r he ('OUnt r)'
national prohibition was acl11c,ecl in I 920.
As Endeavorer. again meet in Atlantic City, it " to find I he trltfoc 1n bc\·er Jgl.!
.1lcohol has been revived as a major menl<·e co public m<>rals Jnd civic
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Believing that_ the liquor traffic must hr restricted and prohibited if che people
of this country are to live together in sobriety and happiness, we, the delegates at the
Atlantic City Convention, 1941,
1. Urge the passage of legislation now pending before Congress restricting the sale
of alcoholic beverages in or near Army, Naval, and Air camps, stations, and cantonments;

2. Propose the utmost activity on the part of Christian Endeavorers everywhere
leading toward local option, toward the immediate sharp restriction and eventual
elimination of liquor advertising, and toward the rigid control of liquor sales;
3. Encourage in our societies, local churches, and public schools, education concerning the nature of alcohol and the individual and social effects of drinking;
4. Heartily com1nend Allied Youth as our instrument of alcohol education throughout the nation.

Massachusetts Carried American and
Christian Flags

XIV

Special Luncheons and Din11ers
Pastors' Luncheon
A large number of local and visiting clergymen .1ttendcd the
Luncheon at the Glaslyn Chatham Hotel on July 9. Dr. \'f. A.
Taggart of Toronto, Canada, presided with his usual graciousnes\.
Speakers were Rev. Clifford Earle of Chicago and Harry N. Holmes of
New York, \'ice-President of the International Society of Christian
Endeavor.
Mr. Holmes mentioned lack of .1 world govern111ent .1, 'hl· rL·.1son for
anarchy in the world condit=ons of toda\'.
ttWithout government, no n1Jttcr wl1'"rc 1c io;, yot1 )13\·c .i11Jr . ..-l1\ ,· lil' 'Jill. ''()ur
and nations, of course, hlYc g<>\Tcr11rr.cnt. ·The one
i11 cl1l' v..·l1rlJ \\'l1crl' thcr1..·
is no governmc11tal
i-. in
rl·lation . . J1iil bct\\i_:('r1 n.1ti<111o;; l1c111...:
11:1-.
come to our international relnion<.
•tThe supreme task is co bring worll1 g:l1\·crnn1cnc, o;o cl1Jt i11
t,f ch.1<1-. J111..I

danger we shall have order and pcJce. Something more tllJn 1
required. There must be world union to enforce intcrnationJI '1-.•' ·

,,1

"

Missionary Dinner
Mrs. Helen Lyon Jones, whose world travels and abiding .oncern for
the missionary enterprise have made her exceptionally well informeJ
about missions, presided at the
Dinner, held J t Mc In tyre\
Restaurant on July 9.
The speakers were Rev. \'ere \V. Abbey and
Abbe\, 1>f !ndi;i,
and Rev. Philip Lee of China.

Long-Timers' Luncheon
William S. Wisc of Pittsburgh presided at .1 lunch.:un ol n1orc
than two hundred "Long-timers" at the Madison Hotel on Jul} IU.
Greetings were given by Dr. A. E. Cory, Hon. Frederick A. \X'.1lli.,, l)r.
W. A. MacTaggart, and Clara Dohme.
Dr. Poling and 1\1r. \Vise proposed that the ""Long-[i111cr," .,hould
form an organization to be known as the Celts (Christian EnJeavor
Long-timers), which will meet regularly at every International Con\'cntion and World's Convention of Christian Endeavor. The idea wa., received with enthusiasm, and fifty-three of the persons in Jt[cndance
under·.vrote some $3,000, as the first step in a comprehensive progran1
to help strengthen the finances of Christian Endeavor in it.., R.1inbow
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Jubilee year. Besides, they proposed to take the lead in coming months
in planning for many Sixtieth Anniversary Birthday Parties for the.
benefit of world-wide Christian Endeavor.

The High School Division Banquet is described in a chapter
titled ''The Diary of John Doe, Jr."
The Official Convention Banquet is briefly reviewed in the
same chapter.

Christian Vocations Luncheon
Life Work Recruits and other young people interested in full-time
Christian service met at
on July 11 for luncheon.
Dr. J. Gordon Howard, chairman of the Convention Program Comn1ittee, presided. Those who spo.ke on the joys and responsibilities of
f ull-tin1e Christian service, mentioning the qualifications of the Life
Work Recruit, included Rev. v ·ere W. Abbey, Dr. Frederick W. Cropp,
Rev . Daniel K. Poling, and Genevieve 11cCulloch.

The two V's -

Veh and Vandersall

xv

Preparations for Greater Service
for Christian Endeavor
PROGRAM

M

ONTHS before the Con,·ention assembled in Atlantic City, there
had begun the process of study, discussion, and consultation by
which a two-year program of the North American societies .ind unions
is created.
The first work was done in the Educ1tional Council, which is con1posed of representatives of the International Society's administrative 1nd
editorial staff, leaders chosen by the Field Secretaries of Christian Endeavor, and young people's specialists selected by the leJders of young
people's work in the Protestant denominations. The Council's plans
were undertaken in cooperJtion with the Topics Committee of the International Society of Christian Endeavor, " ' hose preliminary work on the
1942 topics for Juniors, High School Endea \·orers, and Young People
also required a clear undcrstJnding of the needs Jnd interests of C hristian
Youth.

Headed for the HoteL The Abbeys at Right
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Aided by Dr. Poling, the Atlantic City Convention Program Committee, and n1any other outstanding friends and leaders of young people,
the Educational Council by late spring was in a position to present to
the Board of Trustees of the International Society a substantially completed but still tentative program. This proposed many activities and
objectives for societies within the framework of five
or divisions
of the young Christian's life and responsibilities.
The consultation with the trustees was fruitful, as always, and when
the viewpoints and suggestions of this governing board had been incorporated in the five-point Reconsecration Program, the appealing theme,
"Always-For Christ and the Church," was seen to be well exemplified
in both the spirit and the substance of these suggestions for the Christian
Endeavorer's personal and group action.
The conference plan of the Convention took into consideration the
needs and the emphases of the newly approved program. Conference
leaders received information about these objectives in time to frame
their plans with "Always-For Christ and the Church" emphases irt
mind. The daily faculty breakfast, counseled by Dr. J. Gordon Howard
and planned for all leaders of the corrferences and also officers and
speakers, was similarly geared to the san1e plans, which now became a
definite roadmap for the advances of the coming two years.
Prominent in the "'ealth of printed helps offered to Convention-goers
was the new Program Guide of Christian Endeavor, presenting in thousands of words the ideas, suggestions, and counsel to make each phase of
the program practical and workable in the societies and- unions of Christian Endeavor.
The Convention launched the progr;.1m-like a great new ship, long
in the building-and chose a ere"' to man and command the two years
of progress and increased responsibility which these far-visioned aad
complete plans helped to n1ake ready. As Chapter XI, reviewing 1nany
conferences, has revealed, the spirit of the workers' study and discussion
at Atlantic City was to exchange and utilize all the ideas that these
large and earnest groups of young Endeavorers could marshal. Guided by
an experienced leader and chairman, each conference was a school in
program-making and in planning voluntary action designed to bring
about the advancement of the cause of Christ.
When the last rich hour of the Convention came and departed, the
new program had become a living and energized force in Christian youth
work "For Christ and the Church." What had once been tentative sentences penciled by earnest leaders in a planning conference had been so
thoroughly merged with the thought and action of thousands of alert
and willing young Christians that now the 1941-1943 program is a
definite product and reminder of Atlantic City 1941-as of course was
intended and desired. The
of this Report help to give color and
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depth to the program of Christian youth's
Christ and the Church."
The program is printed in full in the concluding pJges of this book.

ORGANIZATION
On July :\, 1941, the BoJrd of Trustees of the lntern.ttionJI Societ\·
took action that had been proposed by Dr. Poling .1nd other leaders ,vho
hJ\'e become keenlv .l\Y.1re 0f the \vorld situJtion and of ChristiJn Endeavor's overwheln1ing ch.tllenges and rco;ponsibilities growing out of
that
tion.
The following Jay the lntcrn.1tion.1I Society's recommendation-; dcJling with the emergency org.1ni7Jtion needs "'ere presented to the Executive Committee of the \\'orld's Christi.1n Endeavor L'nion, \vhich discussed all details of the proposJl .1nd Jccepted the plJn in full.
By reason of their intrinsic importJncc, these details of the official
action taken to meet .1n en1ergcnc,· in "orld affJirs and in ChristiJn \\'ork
deserve a place in this Report of the Rainbo"· Jubilee Convention. Beyond that, there seems to nlJn\· of us to be deep historic importance in
the forthright action of the lc.1dcrs and counselors of the ChristiJn Endea,·or movement to 'ccure the maximum of service possibilitic, \\'ith J
nlinimum of expenditure, lo'>t ffiL'tion, .ind delay in nleeting the in1n1inent
responsibilities.
The follo"•ing p.1ragr..phs .1re taken from the nlinutc' of the [xe.:ut1,·e Committee of the \\'orld's Cnion:
A Recomirer.da'.io:t [rom '.he ln!erna.ional Society of Christian Endeavor

\)f the
(>f Cl1r1stiJ11 EnJCJ\Or
tl1c
cxlstencl' of J period of v•orld
LJlling for thi: con'>l'r\·Jt1on <>f men, n11)nc:,
and 2ctivit1es, so that the best r"ults mH· be obtained v.ith the leJst overhead expense
and with the le2't po5'ible dupl1c.it1on ot penonnel ond progrJrn; th.H the
1tics of
the Internatior.>l Society of Christ:an Ende.l\or and of the \Vorld's Lhristi.1n Lndeavor
Union be c2rried on by the \\'orld's Christian FndeJvor Union during the period ot
cmergenc)·; and that thi'> JCll1)n be opcrati,·c until the Fxi.::cL1t1\·c
and
the trustees of the World's Christ1Jn Ende.l\·or U:iion shall declare the emergency ended.
(2) This action shall not affect the 11ie and corporJte e'i>tcnce uf the lntern.1t10nJl
Society of Christian Endea,·<Jr, all li.::g.11 rcqu1remenrs f11r orliccr:-.,
cti..: .•
I. Tl1at the.:

being met.
2. That the trustees of the lnternJti,mal Societ,· of Chri,tian l ndea,ur reque't the
Executive Committee of the \\·arid 's Christian Endeavor Union to Jc· cc pt tempor Jn
responsibility for carr} ing on the program of the International Snc1et; of Christian
Ende2vor; that we further rcqu,.,, the \\'nrld's Christian Endeavor Union to m•kc
grants to the lntern3tional Society of
Endeavor .is 1c i.;, .iblc, thc'>t.: grant'> t<>
assist the International Society of Christian Endeavor in meeting finJncul obligJtion,,
including current debts, obligat1ons ior the headquarters budding, obligat10ns to
annuit3nts, etc. In chi, conneclt<)ll,
.ic;k the t>rcsident and l11s Bo-,con J)'>th.._·1.iti.::'>, 111
meeting the world emergency, lo reduce to a final minimum all hcJdquartcr' cxpen'e
in Boston.
3. Th2t the trustees of the lntcrnJtional Socict)' of Christian Endeavo1 request the
\\'orld's Christi2n Endeavor Union to assume rc<ponsibility for makinc; all financial
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appeals, including the appeals in this Convention, for Christian Endeavor at home and
abroad, and covering as much ·of the work heretofore done by both organizations as
may be determined. We specifically request that in this Convention the Sixtieth Anniversary Rehabilitation or Restoration Fund be presented with utmost fidelity; that
the remainder of our anniversary year be used to the utmost to secure a possible
$60,000 in addition to current income, this special fund to include possible grants to
the International Society to apply on its indebtedness and to provide for the future oi
Christian Endeavor at home and abroad.
4. That, since the by-laws of the World's Christian Endeavor Union provide for
annual memberships, the trustees of the International Society of Christian Endeavor
request the annual members in the International Society, beginning in 1942, to
transfer their memberships to the World's Christian Endeavor Union, the membership
dues being payable to the World's Christian Endeavor Union.
In general outline, we believe these recommendations to meet the imperative requirements of the present world emergency. They represent the unanimous conclusion
not only of your President and of his executi,•e associates in Boston, but of your
trustees. They would concentrate responsibility and leadership in one organization.
Actually the adjustment is simple, because personnel is almost identical. These recommendations if accepted would, we believe, make it possible for us to hold and extend
the lines at home to overcome any spirit of defeatism, to serve states, unions, and
societies from headquarters as we have not been able to serve, and to achieve cohesiYc
power.
The adoption of these recommendations wo11.ld enable your President and his
sociates and your Executive Committee with enthusiasm to give the maximum of their
efforts not only to solve the problems of the past, but to meet successfully the requirements of the present world emergency and world opportunity.

All channels of cooperation between Christian Endeavor and the
other organizations in the young people's field continue as heretofore,
coming now under the authorization and responsibilities of the Executive
Committee of the World's Union.
The Union of Field Secretaries and Denominational Young People's
Workers continues to operate as formerly, and will engage in work as a
creative body in behalf of Christian Endeavor.
Recommendations on materials and educational . policy from these
and other sources come to the Educational Council of the lnternational
Society through the World's Union Executive Committee.
The Topics Committee, Christian Endeavor World, and departments
and regions of the International Society have a close and cohesive relationship to the World's Union, its officers, and the world-wide span of
its work and duties.
Thus strengthened and invigorated, the organization machinery of
North American Christian Endeavor becomes a more definite and useful
world service agency for the cause of Christ.
LEADERSHIP

The officers chosen for new terms, beginning a.t Atlantic City and
carrying into the months of the new advance and enhanced obligations
announced in these pages, are named in the following pages.
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
Dr. Daniel A. Polini;
President
Pauline Shoemaker
Associate President ......... .
Dr. \'\'illi•m Hiram Foulke>
Honorary Vice-president
H•rry N. Holm,·,
Vice-president
\!rs. Helen Lyon Jones
Vice-president
Dr. J. Gordon Howlrd
Vice-president
Dr. Nornun Vincent Pelle
Vice-president
Re'". Lawrence \\". Bash
Vice-president ...... .... .. . .........
Carroll \I. \\'right
Executive Secretary, Treasurer, and Superintendent of Travel
Associate and Recording Secretary, Superintendent of Christiln
Dr. Scanlc; B. Yand,·r,.111
I· rne't 5. \lark'
\'Cilliam J. 'on \linden

Vocations, Acting Treasurer, Clerk ISCE Corporation
Field Secretary
Auditor
Vice-prellidenl1 in Charge of Regions

'l\'orth Atlantic
N.H., Y·, \lass., R.I., Conn., ;\;.Y.)
[ ugene (,, Al hart
,\fiddle Atlantic (Pa., ;\;.]., Del., D.C.,
.. \\'.Va.)
Arch J. McQuilkin
So1ilhern (Va., ;\;.C., S.C., Fh.,
.. Ala., \1iss., Tenn .. Ky.) ·
Jame, A. Huff, Jr.
Great Lakes (Ohio, Ind., Ill., :\lich., \\'is.)
Re'. Hann C. Hahn
Central (Iowa, Minn., Neb., Kans., \lo., N.D., S.D.)
Assigned to Re'. Lawrence \'\'. B._h
Pacific (Wash., Ore., Calif., Ida., lJt•h, \lone., :'\ev ..
Hawaii, Alaska)
H. Lew" \lathe'-''""
Rocky Mountain (Wyo., Colo., Ariz., :'\. \lex.)
\h·ron \l. Orton
Sol41hweslern (Ark., Ll., Okla., Texas)
J. StuJrt Pearce, Jr.
Dominion of Canada
Gcl)rS"..: J.
Departmental Superintendents

:\Juli an.I Alumni
Christian Citizenship
Dei·otional (PraJrr
Extension and Lookout
High School (Intermediate)
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\!rs. L. C. Green,·
:\ltss Sara McCl01·
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\[,,, 'l>.'dml C. Loebe
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Erne't R. lln .111
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Albert Arend

H. Lewis MJthewson

Rev. Lawrence W. Blsh

Frederick L. :Vlintel

Bert H. Davis

Dr. Normln Vincent Pelle

Dr. William Hiram Foulkes

Dr. Daniel A. Poling

Harry N. Holmes

\Lss Pauline Shoemaker

Warren G. Hoopes

Rev. Arthur ]. Stanley

Dr. J. Gordon Howard

Dr. Raymond

Mrs. Helen Lyon Jones

William

Norman Klauder

Paul M. Williams

J.

Veh

von Minden
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CBBIS'rlAN YOU'l'H S BEDEDICATION
1

A Program of Aims and Activities
for

Christian Endeavor Societies and Unions

1941-1943

"ALWAYS --- FOR CHRIST AND THE CHL1 RCH"
Adopted by lhe Board of Trustees ol lhe International Society ol Christian Endeavor
and released al the biennial lnlemalional Convenliofl al Allanhc City, New Jersey,
July 8-13, 1941

L PERSON,.\L Cl-IRISTL.\:\

E A::\'D GRO\\'TJI.

A. Aim to ha1 e e1 er_) acti1 e E11dea1 orcr definitely ack11ou lc.lg,· ht'
open co111mitme11t to Jes11s Christ as Sai·iour and Lord.
B. Deepen the co111 ictio111 of )<!ltng

/1t uplc 011 basic J1oi11!1 of Chri.1-

tian belief.
Study the doctrinal developments in the church through the
centuries, giving special attention to the earh church .ind thl'
Protestant Reformation.

C. Encourage young j1cople to speak in tc.1ti1110111 of their c·hrisfia11
experience.

D. Use the Christian E11dca1·or co1 cnant as a basil of 111c111hcrshij1,
relating the indi1·id11al to Christ, to the socicf), to the local
church, and to the Christian church around the u·orld.
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E. Challenge every active Endeavorer to strive for personal growtb
in Christian living.
Recognize always the supreme authority of Christ in all
matters of personal and social conduct.
Make a habit of Bible study.
Establish private devotional practices.
Participate frequently in public worship.
Cultivate Christian friendships.
Seek the spiritual benefits resulting from wide international
and inter-racial contacts.
Lay the foundations for happy and successful home life.
Use personal problems and difficulties as definite channels to
dependence on God.

F. Strive for definite growth in the entire Christian E11deai or
society.
Enroll every reachable person as a Comrade of the Quiet Hour.
Promote regular attendance at the worship services of the
church.
Enlist Endea vorcrs and other Christians as tithers, and enroll
them as members of the Tenth Legion.
Set every Endeavorer actively at work in the society and
church, each having one or more specific tasks and responsibilities.
Encourage all n1embers to influenc.e others to commit their
lives to Christ, using such means as
prayer groups,
personal workers' bands,
pre-Easter meetings,
decision services,
pastors' study classes.
Promote part1c1pation in active enterprises of the Kingdom.
such as the missionary cause, Christian citizenship, secular and
religious education, and the like.

G. Plan the devotional meetings so as to provide rnaxi11111111 opportunities for Christian growth.

H. Establish s"ome plan of personal counseling on the problems of
young people, such as
( 1) Facing questions relating to personality, religious life,
home and marriage, duty to the state;
( 2) Choosing vocations in terms of Christian principles, even
when first and second preferences are not possible;
( 3) Finding Christian values in one's work;
( 4) Using recreation as a means of character growth.

CHRISTIAN ENDEA \'OR CONVENTION
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II. CHURCH LOY AL TY AND FELLOWSHIP.

A. lmproi·e the 111e111bers' acquaintance U'ilh the history and doctrines of the Christian church, and of their ou·n deno111inalion
in particular.

B. Encourage )'Oung people lo be loyal, thorough, and effect ii c i11
church me111bership, church aflenda11ce, church financial support.

C. Share aclit>el)' in the total educational progra111 of the church.
Assume an active part in the church-"·ide program for youth.
including the plans, emphases, and activities for young people
in the local church and in the denomination.
Promote leadership training classes and courses.
Establish Graded Christi,1n EndeaYor (one society, or more,
for each definite age group).
Provide for an adult counselor for each High School and
Young People's societ}.
Promote attendance of Endeavorers at denominJtional youth
rallies and summer camps Jnd conferences.
Secure representation of e:ich society in the church's committee on young people's work (or Christian education).

D. Enrich public and prii ale u·orship by study and adaptation of
the 111ethods and ele1nenfs of worship.

E. Emphasi:e through stud) and exa1nple the principle that e1 er)
Christian is a steward of his fi1ne, talents, money, and life, all of
u:hich belong lo God.

F. Stress the responsibility of the society in frain111g /e,ulcrs

11:

church u·ork.

G. Dedicate indii,iduals and the group lo definift foru·ard steps i11
helping the church lo grow and lo seri·e.
(Examples: evangelistic campaign sponsored or aided; the
work of the Sunday School fostered; united Christian progran1
in the community promoted; responsibilities in citizenship
declared and exercised.)

H. Promote the principles and program of the United Christian
Education Adi ance.
III. PUTTING CHRISTIANITY INTO ACTION.
A. Unite with other Christian forces lo et·angelize the co111111unify.
(Examples: local missions, public meetings, community vacation Bible schools, home visitation, etc.)

B. Emphasize a practical day-by-da1' relationship befw('en Christian
principles and personal conduct.
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C. Promote the principle of maintaining those friendships that challenge a young person to his best.
D. Inspire young people to make diligent use of school opportunities
and to be true to the highest ideals of character.
E. Foster Christian principles in ho1ne life, such as patience, tact,
consideration and understanding between youth and adults,
sharing of responsibilities and tasks.
F. Aid young people by counseling, study courses, and suitable literature to hold to high standards in the choice of a life partner
and preparation for 111arriage and home life.
G. Sponsor and conduct recreational programs that will iln proi·e the
use of leisure tiJne.
Raise the quality of Christian Endeavor recreational events,
give them more variety, and open them on occasion to larger
numbers of the youth of the community.
Join with other agencies (such as schools and colleges, Christian Associations, Allied Youth, and athletic leagues) in setting higher standards for youth's good times.
Locate specialists in the various "constructive hobbies and cultural interests, helping young people to know these men and
women and to learn new skills and interests from the1n.

H. Educate concerning the har11tf11l effects of alcohol and other
narcotics, including tobacco.
Campaign against advertising for liquor and cigarettes, in
whatever medium used: magazines, outdoor posters, newspapers, moving pictures, radio.
Encourage and assist 111 organ1z1ng Allied Youth Posts in
high schools.
Plan education against narcotics, utilizing meetings, addresses,
books, charts, laboratory demonstrations, quii programs, radio
presentations, etc.
Support local, and larger, campaigns for strict regulation of
the liquor trade, including restriction of hours of sale, looking toward elimination of the sale of alcoholic beverages.
Enlist in campaigns for total abstinence from the use of
beverage alcohol and tobacco.
I.

E;zcouragc a u;ise choice of i·ocations, and the study of ethical
standards applying to the u·orking world.

J.

Joi11 u·ith other construe/ii c forces for cii·ic bctter1nent.
Promote law observance and enforcement.
Remedy prejudice and injustice.
Preserve Sunday, the Lord's Day, from commercialism and
irreligious uses.
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Deal with the issues of gambling, unwholesome moving pictures, harmful reading matter, habit-forming drugs, the use
of beverage alcohol and tobacco, and all other forces detrimental to the Christian development of youth.
Strengthen organizations and programs which aid inter-racial
goodwill and the preservation of minority rights.

K. Support and strengthen Christian Endeai·or union U'ork in co111munity, slate (pro1'ince) and nation, as an aid In 1111ity through
fellowship and cooperatii·r action.
1\r. MAKING OUR NATION CHRISTIAN.

A. Support hon1e, or national, 111iss1ons through cd11cafio11al programs, financial support, and srri·ice to the 111issio11ary cause.
Maintain a circulating library of mission books and magazines.
Provide study classes, trips to mission centers, and other
activities in missionary fact-finding.
Recognize national denon1inational missions in the society
budget. Assist missionary work through donation' of clothing, supplies, and toys.

B. Share in goodwill acli1 ifies on behalf of 111i11ority races and
groups, especially in cooperation u;ith other youth agencies, and
as presented by the United Christian Youth J\foi·r111ent.
Know the facts behind prejudices held against minoritit:s.
Encourage friendly relations with other races and faiths.
Strengthen goodwill among Catholics, Jews, and Protestants.

C. Join with othrr agencirs and 111rH emrnts to hel/1 our nation to be
a real ha11en and home lo thnsr tl ho cn111e hrrc fro111 lands of
oppression.
Welcome representative refugees as speakers Jnd social
in Christian Endeavor gatherings.
Be helpful to groups that acquaint the ne\vcomer, \\'ith our
language and customs and aid them to become self-supporting.
D. Encourage study and action that tl·ill deal tl ith the 1t<'t'd1 uf
underprivileged grottps.
Search for lonely and friendless persons and groups, aiding
them to find comfort, enlightenment, and comradeship.
Promote union programs and activities that strengthen soci.d
and economic welfare projects.
Offer aid and support to established religious and sccu!Jr
agencies in the field of social welfare.
E. Enlist youth for educational and cii ic campaigns to deal tl·ith the
problems of liquor, other narcotics, gambling, and II 'Ill bolr.101111·
fornzs of am11sement.
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Acquire and circulate facts about the relation of drinking,
smoking, and unworthy amusements to health, public safety,
delinquency, and crime.
Encourage wholesome, non-commercial forms of youth recreation that serve as worthy alternatives to forms of relaxation
that debase character.
Take an active part in every battle of the continuous campaign against liquor and kindred evils.

F. Study the causes of crime, and arrive at ideals and practices that
seek to offset these causes and to set worthy examples for young
people.

G. Foster an intelligent love of country and of the Christian principle of democracy.
Study and discuss the dependence of the democratic principle
on those ideals and attitudes that grow out of Christian
teachings.
Encourage the practice of democracy in all phases of group
life, respecting minority viewpoints and protecting freedom
of discussion.
Emphasize the faithful discharge of the responsibilities of citizenship, including the vote, jury duty, protection of public
safety, and such participation in national security as conscience
permits.
Maintain helpful contacts with Endeavorers and other young
people engaged in the service of their country.
Share with Christian youth groups and other worthy youth
agencies in efforts to safeguard liberty and justice for all.
\T.

MAKING OUR WORLD CHRISTIAN.

A. Support Christian 111issions around the world.
Promote \VOrld missions by prayer, educational programs,
posters, circulation of mission books and magazines, study
classes, drama, films, correspondence, and guest speakers.
Contribute to denominational and interdenominational missionary activities, the latter to include the strategic and influential work of the World's Christian Endeavor Union in
mission lands.

B. Support the cause of peace around the world.
Seek to make world peace real and practical by striving to
achieve its ideals in daily conduct and in local areas.
Promote reading, study, and discussion of the conditions which
make for war in the world; likewise study and discuss the
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basic reasons for peace and ways of attaining lasting peace .
.Use drama, films, and other means of creating sentiment for
peace.
Adopt and promote the Seven-Point Program for Peace as approved by the International Society of Christian Endeavor
and other denominational and interdenominational bodies.
Carry out the recommendations of the Peace Department of
the International Society in study and action on the subject
of peace.
Assist in making the attainment of world peace a major clement in the devotional life and in the lifetime ideals of young
people everywhere.

C. Join 1t1ith other agencies in fostering the preseri a/ion of democratic ideals throughout the world.

D. Study the causes of economic injustice in the world and the resultant u·idespread poi·erty, unrest, and stari·ation.
Join with others in efforts to relieve human suffering whercever found.
Seek to overcome attitudes of selfishness, aggression, and lust
for power.
Establish and practice personal and group ideals in the use of
money, in stewardship, and in relationships toward all mankind.

E. Work tou·ard a u·orld-u·ide youth fcllou.·1hip in 11.:hich Chri1tian
principles may prei•ail.
Study the history and culture of other peoples and their contributions to mankind.
Read and discuss articles on youth movements in other countries, especially those based on Christian principles.
Establish means for cooperation in common ChristiJn aim, and
activities, and participation in correspondence, conference,.
conventions, and other methods of bringing together the
youth of the world.

